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ABSTRACT

A networked multimedia System comprises a plurality of
WorkStations and at least one Storage Server. A signal path
interconnects the WorkStations and the Storage Server. Each
WorkStation includes Video and audio reproduction capabili
ties, as well as Video and audio capture capabilities. Any
given Storage Server comprises a Set of Storage cells that
operate under the direction of a storage cell manager. A
Storage cell may include one or more encoding and/or
transcoding converters configured to convert or transform
audio and Video signals originating at a WorkStation into a
form Suitable for Storage. A Storage cell may further include
one or more decoding converters configured to convert
Stored Signals into a form Suitable for audio and Video signal
reproduction at a WorkStation. Each Storage cell additionally
includes at least one Storage device and Storage device
controller capable of Storing, for later retrieval, Signals
generated by one or more converters. The Storage cell
controller responds to Signals received from the WorkSta
tions, and oversees the operation of the Storage cells to
facilitate the Storage of converted audio and Video signals in
at least one file that can be simultaneously accessed by one
or more application programs executing on one or more
WorkStations.
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SCALABLE NETWORKED MULTIMEDIA SYSTEM
AND APPLICATIONS
RELATED CASES

0001. This application is a continuation of PCT Applica
tion No. PCT/US98/23596, filed Nov. 4, 1998, which claims
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tion network. Two architectural design factors greatly influ
ence the extent to which the aforementioned key require

ments can be simultaneously met, namely, 1) the
organization of the encoding/decoding resources and Video
file Storage resources relative to the desktop WorkStations

and video distribution network; and 2) the nature of the

priority from U.S. provisional Application No. 60/064.266,

video distribution network itself.

filed Nov. 4, 1997.

0017 Encoding and decoding resources, as well as video
file Storage resources, can be allocated on a desktop-by

1. BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

0002) 1.1 Field of the Invention
0003. The present invention relates generally to a scal
able networked multimedia System, and more particularly to
a Scalable audio-video Server System and Application Pro
gram Interface (API) together with a range of associated
Software applications that together provide high-quality
audio-video and multimedia processing capabilities.
0004) 1.2 Background
0005. In recent years, considerable effort has been
directed toward the development of hardware and software
for network-based audio-video (A/V) and, more generally,
networked multimedia Systems. Such development has been
driven by technology push from equipment manufacturers,
as well as the commercial potential of entertainment appli
cations Such as Video-on-demand and multi-player gaming,
and busineSS applications Such as Video messaging and
multimedia conference collaboration.

0006. A critical factor impacting the usefulness and value
of a network-based multimedia System is the manner in
which computational resources are organized to define a
Video file Storage/encoding/decoding/distribution System,
hereafter referred to an Audio-Video Storage System

(AVSS). Several key requirements exist with regard to

defining a Audio Video Storage System applicable to busi
neSS applications. With particular emphasis on deployment
in a busineSS environment Supporting multimedia confer

ence collaboration and characterized by on-premises (i.e.,
local) and wide-area networks, these requirements include

the following:
0007) 1) ubiquitous premises Scalability;
O008) 2) ubiquitous wide-area Scalability;
0009) 3) limited impact upon network loading;
0010) 4) low implementation and operational costs;

0011 5) accommodation of multiple desktop plat
forms (modern, existing, and outdated);
0012 6) accommodation of multiple compression
Standards,

0013 7) support for a wide range of high-perfor
mance, high-quality Video-enabled applications,

0014) 8) cost-effective ability to upgrade across suc
cessive technology and Standards generations, and

0.015 9) API extensibility.
0016 A collaborative multimedia environment employ

ing a video Storage System necessarily includes a plurality of
desktop WorkStations, encoding and decoding resources,
Video file Storage resources, and a premises Video distribu

desktop basis, or a network (i.e., shared) basis. FIG. 1

illustrates an exemplary Erlang resource Sharing utilization
relationship 2 showing computational resource utilization
efficiency 1 relative to the number of users Sharing the
resource 6 under fixed blocking conditions. AS indicated in
FIG. 1, network-based resource allocation 3, 4 results in

much higher resource utilization efficiency than desktop
dedicated resources, which are fully allocated to one user

each (5). This is turn implies that Video storage Systems

characterized by desktop-based resource allocation leverage
technology investments for less effectively than Systems that
employ resource sharing, particularly in Situations involving
a significant number of WorkStation users 3 and/or relatively

low usage rates (<20% of workday) by users. Additionally,

desktop-based resource allocation undesirably results in
greater System upgrade costs.
0018) A video distribution network can be based upon
analog technology, digital technology, or their combination.
FIG. 2 is a graph showing the relative cost 2.1 of local-area
analog and digital Video signal distribution technology as a
function of Video quality 2.2, and hence includes an analog
cost-Versus-performance/quality curve 2.3 and a digital cost
Versus-performance/quality curve 2.4. AcroSS a first, lower
performance and lower-quality region 2.5 in FIG. 2 that
could provide performance and quality Suitable, for
example, for technology experiments, digital signal distri
bution technology is Significantly more expensive than its
analog counterpart. The slope of the digital cost-Versus
performance/quality curve 2.4 throughout this first region
2.5 is nearly constant, while that for analog cost-Versus
performance/quality 2.3 gradually rises with increasing per
formance and image quality 2.2. A Second region 2.6 shown
in FIG. 2 spans a practical region of operation 2.7 relative
to busineSS-performance and busineSS-quality levels, which
herein correspond to video delivered at 30 frames per second

(fps) at a resolution ranging from approximately 320x240 to

640x480 pixels or other standard resolution. Across the
Second region 2.6, the analog cost-Versus-performance/qual
ity curve 2.3 begins to increase rapidly as performance and
quality 2.2 improves, eventually meeting and exceeding the
digital cost-Versus-performance/quality curve 2.4. However,
throughout most of the aforementioned practical region of
operation 2.7, analog signal distribution technology remains
Significantly leSS expensive than its digital counterpart.
Thus, for most business environment performance and qual
ity requirements, analog signal distribution technology is
more cost-effective than digital Signal distribution technol
ogy. Readily-available digital network technology lackS
Sufficient bandwidth for delivering busineSS-quality, real
time or near-real-time Video to a large number of users.
Finally, a third region 2.8 in FIG. 2 spans high-end or
Special-Situation performance and quality levels 2.2. Within
the third region 2.8, the cost of digital signal distribution
technology begins to rapidly escalate.
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0019 FIG. 2 additionally indicates the manner in which
the analog and digital cost-Versus-performance/quality
curves 2.3, 2.4 can be expected to evolve over time. For each
technology type, overall cost 2.1 will decrease relative to a
given performance and quality level 2.2 as the technology
evolves. The general shape of the curves 2.3, 2.4 shown in
FIG. 2, however, can be expected to remain essentially the
Same. Moreover, digital signal distribution technology is
likely to evolve at a much more rapid pace than analog
distribution technology in the near term, which implies
higher costs 2.1 over a System's lifetime due to System
upgrade frequency. Thus, Video Storage Systems that rely
upon all-digital Video distribution technology are signifi
cantly leSS cost-effective than those employing analog dis
tribution technology.
0020 Known premises-based networked video storage
Systems fail to come anywhere close to meeting the afore
mentioned key requirements. Much of the reason for this
results from the design approaches taken relative to the
aforementioned architectural considerations, particularly
when the architectural cornerstones are driven by estab
lished technology marketing trends rather than designing to
meet true busineSS requirements. What is needed is a video
Storage System that utilizes resource Sharing and the full
evolvable range of networked Signal distribution technology
to meet key cost and application quality requirements
described above.
2. SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

0021. The present invention is a networked multimedia
System comprising a plurality of WorkStations and at least
one Storage Server. At least one signal path interconnects the
WorkStations and the Storage Server. Each workStation
includes Video and audio reproduction capabilities, as well
as Video and audio capture capabilities. Any given Storage
Server comprises a Set of Storage CELLS that operate under
the direction of a Storage CELL manager. A Storage CELL
may include one or more encoding and/or transcoding
converters configured to convert or transform audio and
Video signals originating at a WorkStation into a form
Suitable for digital Storage. A Storage CELL may further
include one or more decoding converters configured to
convert digitally-Stored Signals into a form Suitable for audio
and Video signal reproduction at a WorkStation. Each Storage
CELL additionally includes at least one Storage device and
Storage device controller capable of Storing, for later
retrieval, Signals generated by one or more converters.
0022. The Storage CELL manager is responsive to signals
received from the WorkStations, and oversees the operation
of the Storage CELLS to facilitate the Storage of converted
audio and Video signals in at least one file that can be
Simultaneously accessed by one or more application pro
grams executing on one or more WorkStations. In one
embodiment, the Storage CELL manager directs the Storage
of converted Signals by Selecting a storage CELL, and
determining whether a converter contained therein has avail
able bandwidth or capacity. If So, the Storage CELL manager
Selects a Storage device controller within the Selected Storage
CELL, and determines whether the controller has available

bandwidth or capacity. If So, the Storage CELL manager
determines whether a storage device associated with the
controller has available bandwidth or capacity, in which case
the Storage CELL manager directs the converter and the
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Selected Storage device controller to convert and Store the
converted Signals upon the Selected Storage device. In the
event that bandwidth or capacity is unavailable for the
converter, the Storage device controller, or the Storage
device, the Storage CELL manager Selects other Such
devices within the Selected Storage CELL for consideration
relative to bandwidth or capacity availability. If the selected
Storage CELL has reached a bandwidth or capacity limit, the
Storage CELL manager Selects another Storage CELL for
consideration. In the event that the Storage CELL manager
or the Storage Server itself has reached a bandwidth or
capacity limit, the Storage CELL manager requests another
Storage CELL manager to direct the Storage of the converted
Signals.
0023 The storage CELL manager further selectively
directs the copying or transfer of Stored converted Signals

between 1) any plurality of Storage devices within a given
Storage CELL, and/or 2) any set of Storage CELLS, where

one or more Such Storage CELLS may be under the control
of another Storage CELL manager. Such copying or transfer
maximizes the likelihood that any given file containing
converted Signals will be simultaneously accessible to one or
more application programs executing upon multiple work
Stations. The Storage CELL manager may also direct the
transfer of Stored converted Signals to WorkStations or other
types of Servers coupled to the networked multimedia Sys
tem.

0024. The storage CELL manager also oversees the
retrieval and decoding conversion of Stored converted Sig
nals under the direction of one or more application programs
executing on one or more WorkStations. Such retrieval and
decoding conversion facilitates real-time and/or near real
time audio and Video signal reproduction at Such workSta
tions.

0025. In common usage, a multimedia file comprises one
or more types of files and/or references to files, where Such
files may include textual, graphical, image, audio, and/or
Video information and/or commands or event Sequences for
generating or rendering Such information. The multimedia
file also includes temporal correlation data Specifying one or
more manners in which its constituent files and/or file
references are associated in time. In addition to the above

operations, the Storage CELL manager in one embodiment
oversees the Storage of these multimedia files or portions of
them. The Storage CELL manager further oversees the
retrieval of multimedia file contents and the distribution of

Such contents to one or more WorkStations in conjunction
with audio and Video signal reproduction at Such workSta
tions, in a manner Specified by the temporal correlation data.
0026. The system is configured to create a pointer refer
encing a predetermined file or group of files on one or more
of the Storage CELLS, to transmit at least the pointer to a
receiving application program, and to render the contents of
the file or group of files at a WorkStation by retrieving data
from the file or group of files identified by the pointer.
0027. The system also provides a viewer application for
Setting up connections and Sessions, preparing files for
Viewing, and providing the necessary viewer interface to
enable a user to access and manipulate files on the work
Station, as permitted.
0028. Further, the system has at least one stored-video
application program on at least one of the Storage Sub
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System and a WorkStation; and share at least one proceSS
primitive acroSS at least two of the Stored-Video application
programs. The Stored-video application programs are one or
more from the group consisting of Videoconference record
ing, Video mail; video answering System; video documents,
and Video publishing. The System is further configured to
share at least one data primitive acroSS at least two of the
plurality of Stored-video application programs.
0029. The system can also invoke a process primitive and
a data primitive as Standardized attachments to a file. Such
attachment is in a format that is accepted by third parties in
accordance with a Standard data interchange protocol.
0030 The system can also be configured to establish real
time data sharing Sessions between at least two WorkStations
using a Synchronized data sharing process as a shared
conference window. It can use a Video conference applica
tion to establish a Video conference Session among the
interconnected WorkStations, and to use a Video conference

recording application to record at least a portion of the
established Video conference Session on at least one Storage
Sub-System.
0031. The system is further configured to provide at least
one Video mail application, which can do at least one of
authoring a Video mail message for transmission to Storage
Subsystem and reading a video mail message previously
Stored on the Storage Subsystem. The System typically uti
lizes a storage CELL to record at least one of an audio, a
Video message, and a multimedia message from an incoming
caller whose call attempt is one of not answered by the
recipient, refused by the recipient, and made Solely to leave
a message without connecting to the recipient. Video files
Stored on a Storage CELL can be included in an on-line
electronic document.

0.032 The system further can incorporate a shareboard or
other window-sharing Session, either Static or Synchronized
with video or audio information to enable a multimedia

implementation of at least one of Video conference record
ing, Video mail, Video answering System, Video documents,
and Video publishing.
0.033 Moreover the system can incorporate a video edit
ing program. The Video editing program may be imple
mented either as an integral part of at least one of the
applications or by incorporating a third-party Video editor.
0034. The system can support video mail applications
either using conventional third-party e-mail Systems or
e-mail Systems enhanced to offer the ability to obtain and or
file copy events from the e-mail System.
0035. The system can support video document applica
tions either using conventional third-party document Sys
tems or document Systems enhanced to offer the ability to
obtain and or file copy events from the document System.
0036). In addition, the system can function as an internet
proxy server for reducing the total number of copies of Video
files in the enterprise by file sharing, or reducing enterprise
network load by transporting Video files over a separate
audio-video network, or transcoding among multiple audio
Video formats, and or allowing any audio-video workStation
in the enterprise to Serve as a Video publisher for the
enterprise. Finally, the System, functioning as an internet
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proxy server, enables the implementation of at least one
animated annotation on the internet.
3. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

0037 For fuller understanding of the principles of the
present invention, reference is made to the Several figures of
the drawing. In the drawing:
0038 FIG. 1 is an exemplary Erlang diagram showing
computational resource utilization efficiency relative to the
number of users sharing the resource under fixed blocking
conditions.

0039 FIG. 2 is a graph showing the relative cost of
analog and digital distribution technology as a function of
performance and image quality.
0040 FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a Collaborative

Multimedia Computing Environment (CMCE) employing
an Audio/Video Server System (AVSS) constructed in accor

dance with the present invention.
0041 FIG. 4 is a block diagram of an alternate embodi
ment of a CMCE constructed in accordance with the present
invention.

0042 FIG. 5 is a block diagram of an Audio/Video
Storage CELL (AVSC) constructed in accordance with the

present invention is shown.
0043 FIG. 6 is a block diagram of a first embodiment of
a shared coding unit of the present invention.
0044 FIG. 7 is a block diagram of a second embodiment
of the shared coding unit.
004.5 FIG. 8 is a block diagram of a third embodiment of
the shared coding unit.
0046 FIG. 9 is a block diagram of an Audio/Video

Server Manager (AVSM) constructed in accordance with the
present invention.
0047 FIG. 10 is a block diagram illustrating client
Server Session communication in one embodiment of the

present invention.
0048 FIG. 11 is a block diagram showing an exemplary

recording control Graphical User Interface (GUI).
0049 FIG. 12 is a block diagram showing an exemplary
playback control GUI.
0050 FIG. 13 is a block diagram showing an exemplary
browsing control GUI.
0051 FIG. 14 is a block diagram of an exemplary
networked AVSS organization.
0052 FIG. 15 is a representation of a communication
class hierarchy in the present invention.
0053 FIG. 16 is a representation of an AVSM class
relationship in the present invention.
0054 FIG. 17 is a representation of an AVSC class
relationship in the present invention.
0055 FIG. 18 is an exemplary request sequence diagram
corresponding to AVSC channel acquisition.
0056 FIG. 19 is an exemplary request sequence diagram
for an “Open” request.
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0057 FIG. 20 is an exemplary request sequence diagram
for a “Close' request.
0.058 FIG. 21 is an exemplary request sequence diagram
for a “Delete” request.
0059 FIG.22 is an exemplary request sequence diagram
for a “Record” request.
0060 FIG. 23 is a exemplary request sequence diagram
corresponding to a request for a file transfer from a non
premises AVSS.
0061 FIG. 24 is an exemplary request sequence diagram
corresponding to file replication operations.
0.062 FIG.25 is an exemplary request sequence diagram
corresponding to particular AVSS administrative operations.
0.063 FIG. 26 is a block diagram showing client appli
cation programs communicating with the AVSM and A/V
network manager.
0.064 FIG. 27 is an overview of the file hierarchy.
0065 FIG. 28 is an exemplar data primitive.
0.066 FIG.29 is an exemplar data primitive implemented
as an attachment.

0067 FIG. 30 is an exemplar system for implementing
the Software applications of the present invention.

0068 FIG. 31 is a transaction flow diagram among the
application elements which facilitate local-area Video mail.
0069 FIG. 32 is a transaction flow diagram among the
application elements which facilitate wide-area Video mail.
0070 FIG.33 is a representation of the life cycle of an
exemplar video message file.
0071 FIG. 34 is a comparative diagram of the ownership
and readability of video files associated with a video mail
attachment, over the message lifetime.
0072 FIG. 35 is an overview of one embodiment of the
Video answering System of the present invention.
0073 FIG. 36 is a data flow diagram detailing the
operation of one embodiment of the present invention.
0074 FIG. 37 an overview of the video conference
recording application of the present invention.
0075 FIG.38 an overview of several of the components
of the present invention required to implement Video con
ference recording.
0.076 FIG. 39 is a signal state diagram of a two-party
Video conference.

0.077 FIG. 40 is a signal state diagram of a video
conference, including a third party or implementing confer
ence recording.
0078 FIG. 41 is a signal state diagram at the initiation of
conference recording.
007.9 FIG. 42 is a signal state diagram of a first video
conference representation.
0080 FIG. 43 is a signal state diagram of a second video
conference representation.
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0081 FIG. 44 is a signal state diagram of a third video
conference representation.
0082 FIG. 45 is a data flow diagram of one software
implementation of the Video conference application of the
present invention.
0083 FIG. 46 is a signal state diagram at the initiation of
Video conference playback.
4. DETAILED DESCRIPTION

0084. 4.1 Architectural Framework
0085. The present invention comprises at least one shared
centralized audio-video (A/V) file Storage and processing
system within a collaborative or networked multimedia
computing environment. Herein, this collaborative or net
worked multimedia computing environment comprises a
plurality of user WorkStations plus multimedia-enabled Serv
ers that are linked together via one or more networks. The
present invention further comprises workStation-based
application programs plus control Software executing on the
Servers that facilitate the exchange of A/V and/or multime
dia information among WorkStations and Servers in real
time, near-real-time, and/or non-real time. The A/V file
Storage and processing System provides a wide range of
Video storage and playback Services to WorkStation applica
tion programs and/or other Servers, including Several of
analog to digital encoding, digital to analog decoding,
transcoding digital file storage, multimedia file recording,
multimedia file playback analog Streaming digital format
transcoding, digital file Streaming, digital file transfer, and
file administration operations that facilitate the recording/
encoding, Storage, distribution, decoding/playback, copying,
archival, and deletion of A/V and/or multimedia files.

0.086 FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a Collaborative
Multimedia Computing Environment (CMCE) 10 employ
ing an Audio/Video Server System (AVSS) 100 constructed
in accordance with the present invention. The CMCE 10
comprises a data network 20; an A/V network 30; a plurality
of user workstations 40 and/or a set of A/V conference

rooms 45; an Audio/Video Server System (AVSS) 100; and

a set of Supporting Server Systems that include an e-mail
system 50, an intranet server system 60, and a firewall/
internet gateway system 70. The data network 20 couples the
A/V network 30, the workstations 40, the A/V conference

room(s) 45, each supporting server system 50, 60, 70, and

the AVSS 100. The data network 20 also maintains a wide

area link that is coupled to a Wide Area Network (WAN)

gateway 25, which is coupled to a first WAN 29. The A/V
network 30 couples the workstations 40, the A/V conference
rooms 45, and the AVSS 100. The A/V network 30 maintains

at least one trunkline coupling 16 to a remote and/or another
local A/V network 30. The A/V network 30 additionally
maintains a trunk line coupling 16 to a coder/decoder

(codec) gateway 38, which is coupled to a second WAN39.
0087 4.2 Signal Distribution Networks
0088. The present invention supports both real-time (or
near real-time) and delayed A/V signal exchange or distri
bution on a local and/or remote basis. In the context of

real-time A/V signal distribution via currently-available
networking technologies, analog premises networking pro
vides, for the foreseeable future, higher Video quality and
real-time performance at a lower cost than digital premises
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networking. In the embodiment shown in FIG. 3, the CMCE
10 relies upon the data network 20 to facilitate the exchange
of digital information between CMCE elements, and the A/V
network 30 to facilitate analog signal eXchange. Thus, the
analog signal premises distribution network shown in FIG.
3 provides a low-cost CMCE implementation capable of

delivering high-quality A/V signals (i.e., NTSC television
quality video at 640x480 pixels or similar standard televi
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hubs, or a network backbone, one or more data networks 20

can readily serve multiple premises groups (i.e., a common
campus) Subject to geographic, network-loading, and signal
quality constraints, in a manner readily understood by those
skilled in the art. The data networks wide area link facili

tates digital communication between premises and non
campus or remote CMCE elements. The wide area link is
coupled to the gateway and WAN 25, 29, which are imple

sion resolution, plus 7-15 kHz high-fidelity audio) in real

mented in a conventional manner Such as that described in

time. This embodiment additionally ensures that real-time
A/V Signal distribution has essentially no impact upon local
data networkloading. AS described in detail below, alternate
CMCE embodiments could rely upon a single physical
network that utilizes any of a variety of Suitable analog
and/or digital multiplexing Scheme; these will become
increasingly important over time as Suggested by the time

U.S. Pat. No. 5,617,539.

evolution of the curves in FIG. 2.

0089. In FIG. 3, the data network 20 provides for both
local- and wide-area digital networking, while the A/V
network 30 provides for both local- and wide-area analog
networking. In terms of local analog networking, a Single
instance of the A/V network 30 typically directly serves one
AVSS 100 plus an associated group of workstations 40
and/or A/V conference rooms 45 located within a single
premises. Hence, an A/V network 30, its corresponding
AVSS 100 and workstations 40 and A/V conference rooms

45 are referred to herein as a premises group. Multiple
proximate premises groups may be locally linked via trunk
lines among corresponding data and A/V networks 20, 30 to
form a common campus. One example of this is a large
office building where different areas or building floors are
Served by different premises groups. Another example
involves situations where a corporate headquarterS facility
includes multiple generally-proximate buildings, one or
more premises groups could be deployed within each build
ing. Each of the premises groups within these buildings
could then further be locally coupled to form a common
campus, in a manner consistent with generally-accepted use
of the term “campus' in corporate environments. The Struc
ture and functionality of the data and A/V networks 20, 30,
and the manners in which they Support premises, campus,
and wide-area or remote networking, are described in detail
hereafter.

0090 4.2.1 Data Network
0.091 The data network 20 comprises a conventional
network hub, plus data links 12 that implement an Ethernet,
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM), or other type of
network, and which facilitates the exchange of data and
control Signals between the elements to which it is coupled
either locally or via the wide area link. In the context of the
present invention, the data network 20 is a Local Area
Network (LAN) that spans an extent ranging from approxi
mately a few tens of meters to perhaps one kilometer. The
data links 12 can comprise unshielded twisted pair (UTP)
wiring, compatible to Standard telephone System wiring, or
essentially any other type of network communication cou
pling (coax, optical, WireleSS radio, etc.).
0092. The data network 20 facilitates digital communi
cation within at least one premises group, where Such
communication may include control signal transfer, digital
file transfer, and/or digital Streaming. Via a set of data links
12 locally coupled to conventional routers, data Switching

0.093 4.2.2 A/V Network
0094) The A/V network 30 distributes A/V signals under
the direction of a Server that is responsive to requests and
messages received from other CMCE elements. The A/V
network 30 comprises an A/V switch 32, an A/V network
manager 34, and a conference bridge 36. The A/V Switch 32
is coupled to the conference bridge 36, the workstations 40,
and the AVSS 100 via analog links 14. The A/V switch 32
maintains trunk line couplings 16 to one or more campus
A/V networks, and also to the codec gateway 38, which
couples the A/V switch 32 to the second WAN39. The A/V
network manager 34 is coupled to the data network 20, the
A/V switch 32, and the conference bridge 36 via digital links
12.

0095 The A/V switch 32 comprises standard commer
cially-available circuitry for Selectively establishing analog
Signal couplings between a Source port and one or more
output ports. The A/V Switch 32 may be implemented using
CMOS analog switching elements that are linked by buses
to form a cross-bar Switch. Such CMOS analog Switches are
controlled by one or more microprocessors that receive
commands through Serial or data network ports.
0096. A trunk line 16 couples the A/V switch 32 to other
campus-based A/V switches 32. In addition, a trunk line 16
couples the A/V switch 32 to the codec gateway 38. In one
embodiment, the codec gateway 38 is conventional. Other
embodiments may involve physically Separate Switching
multiplexerS and/or acceSS multiplexers. The codec gateway
38 could be implemented, for example, using a Zydacron

codec (Zydacron, Inc., Manchester, N.H.) or a Tandberg
codec (Tandberg, Lysaker, Norway and Herndon, Va.). The

codec gateway 38 is coupled to the second WAN39, thereby
facilitating wide-area A/V networking. In general, the Sec
ond WAN 39 comprises a conventional network capable of
providing a guaranteed quality-of-Service level and low
latency data transfer, such as a T1, DS3, ISDN, public
Switched, or other network. Those skilled in the art will

understand that the WAN 39 utilized for wide-area A/V

networking may be the same as that used for wide-area data

networking (i.e., a single conventional ISDN, T-carrier,
ATM, or frame relay telecommunications WAN), where the

A/V and data Signals are multiplexed in accordance with
priority and quality-of-Service considerations in a Standard
manner. That is, the present invention could be served by a
single WAN rather than separate WANs 29, 39.
0097. The conference bridge 36 comprises conventional
audio mixing and Video mosaicing circuitry. The conference
bridge 36 selectively provides A/V and/or multimedia con
ference participants with one or more conference video
images, as well as conference audio Streams. In one embodi
ment, the conference Video images comprise mosaiced Sub
Sets of Video images generated by conference participants, as
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well as a Video mosaic of each Video image associated with
all conference participants. Similarly, the conference audio
Streams comprise Subsets of audio Signals generated by
conference participants, plus an audio Stream corresponding
to all conference participants.
0098. The A/V network manager 34 comprises a server
plus attendant Software that coordinates or manages the
operation of the A/V switch 32 and conference bridge 36 in
response to requests received over the data network 20. The
A/V network manager 34 provides an Application Program

Interface (API) through which client application programs
may request A/V and/or multimedia Switching and/or con
ferencing Services. Thus, the A/V network manager 34
directs the A/V switch 32 in establishing A/V and/or mul
timedia Sessions and/or conferencing Sessions between
workstations 40, A/V conference rooms 45, the AVSS 100,
and/or the trunk line 16.

0099. In one embodiment, the A/V network manager
comprises a collaborative A/V and/or multimedia confer
encing System that is implemented in the manner described
in U.S. Pat. No. 5,617,539, entitled “Multimedia Collabo

ration System with Separate Data Network and A/V Net
work Controlled by Information Transmitting on the Data
Network.’

0100 4.2.3 Multimedia Network
0101 Taken together, the data network 20 and the A/V
network 30 comprise a Multimedia Local Area Network
(MLAN). Wide-area networking is facilitated by the data
network's wide-area link gateway and WAN, 25, 29, plus the
A/V network's trunk line coupling 16 to the codec gateway
and WAN, 38,39. The MLAN WANs 29, 39 of the present
invention may be implemented in the manner described in
U.S. Pat. No. 5,617.539. A collection of MLANs coupled by
WAN, 29, 39 facilitate the exchange of A/V and/or multi
media information between premises, campus, and/or
remote CMCE elements.

0102 4.2.4 Alternate Signal Distribution Architecture
0103) As previously indicated, the present invention
could rely upon a single network for distributing both data
and A/V signals. FIG. 4 is a block diagram of an alternate
embodiment of a CMCE 11 constructed in accordance with

the present invention. With regard to FIG. 3, like reference
numbers have been used to denote like elements in FIG. 4.

In the alternate embodiment, the CMCE 11 comprises a data
network 20; an A/V conference manager 34 coupled to a
conference bridge 36; a set of workstations 40 and possibly
one or more AV conference rooms 45, a set of Supporting
server systems 50, 60, 70; and an AVSS 100. The data
network 20 couples the A/V conference manager 34, the
conference bridge 36, the workstations 40 and A/V confer

ence room(s) 45, each supporting server system 50, 60, 70,
and the AVSS 100.

0104. In the single-network CMCE 11, the data network
20 is typically implemented as an IP or ATM network. A/V
file exchange between CMCE elements such as the AVSS
100 and workstations 40 or A/V conference rooms 45 would

occur via Streaming or file transfer, and each WorkStation 40
may include compression/decompression resources.
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0105. 4.3 Workstations And A/V Conference Rooms
0106 Users interact with CMCE elements, including the
AVSS 100, via application programs executing on WorkSta
tions 40. Each workstation 40 comprises a conventional
desktop-based computer System having a processing unit,
memory, disk drive, display device, keyboard, mouse, and
Speaker(s). Any particular workstation 40 can be imple
mented in accordance with essentially any hardware/soft
ware platform, such as a Windows-based (Microsoft Cor
poration, Redmond, Wash.) personal computer, an Apple
based (Apple Computer Corporation, Cupertino, Calif.)
computer, a Unix-based computer, or other type of System.
Each workStation 40 is also equipped with a video camera
and a microphone, Such as in the manner described in U.S.
Pat. No. 5,617,539. The video camera and microphone
generate a high-quality A/V Signal that is directed to the A/V
network 30 via an analog line 14. In like manner, the display
device receives a high-quality A/V Signal from the A/V
network 30 via the analog line 14.
0107. In embodiments in which each workstation 40 is
coupled to both the data network and the A/V network 30,
a variety of possibilities exist for the transfer of A/V and/or
multimedia files to any given WorkStation 40. In particular,
the present invention Supports “real-time’ analog A/V file
transfer (i.e., analog streaming) to any workstation via the
A/V network 30, as well as both digital streaming and the
transfer of entire digital files to any workstation 40 via the
data network 20. The present invention additionally supports
real-time analog A/V file transfer simultaneously with either
digital Streaming or digital file transfer to any combination
of workstations 40. The particular types of file transfer
employed at any given moment are determined by applica
tion programs executing on the WorkStations 40 as well as
premises and/or non-premises application Servers coupled to
the CMCE 10.

0108. In addition to exchanging A/V signals with the
workstations 40, the A/V network 30 can exchange A/V
Signals with presentation, conferencing, and/or computing
resources located in one or more A/V conference rooms 45,

where Such resources may include cameras, monitors, tele
Visions, microphones, and Speakers. This in turn means that
a group meeting held in an A/V conference room 45 can
eXchange A/V and/or multimedia information with indi
vidual workstations 40 or other A/V conference rooms 45,

on a premises, campus, or remote basis.
0109 4.4 Supporting Servers
0110. The AVSS 100 provides novel A/V and/or multi
media functionality to various application programs, as
described in detail below. In so doing, the AVSS 100
Selectively leverages the capabilities of the Supporting Server
systems 50, 60, 70. The e-mail system 50 preferably com
prises conventional e-mail Server hardware and Software
capable of creating, Storing, and distributing e-mail mes
Sages with attached files between users or target destina
tions. The manners in which the AVSS 100 interacts with the

e-mail system 50 to provide video attachments and other
multimedia e-mail capabilities are described in detail below.
0111. Many corporations or enterprises employ an intra
net System, which comprises a private network upon which
enterprise-related information is distributed and/or
eXchanged in accordance with conventional internet proto
cols. An intranet System leverages readily-available, low
cost internet Software tools to efficiently provide employees
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or enterprise members with access to enterprise-wide infor
mation. Such enterprise-wide information may include cor
porate communications documents or bulletins, training
materials, product and/or project information; perSonnel
directories, and member- or employee-specific data main
tained within an enterprise database, where access to Such
data is granted only for authorized members. The intranet
Server System 60 comprises conventional hardware and
Software that provide information Sharing or distribution
Services to employees or authorized members within a
corporation or organization, where Such information sharing
occurs in accordance with a conventional internet protocol

suite (i.e., TCP/IP). Details concerning the manners in which

the AVSS 100 interacts with the intranet server system 60 to
facilitate A/V and/or multimedia information sharing are
provided below.
0112 The internet gateway/firewall system 70 comprises
hardware and Software that implement a conventional inter

net firewall security and File Transfer Protocol (FTP) gate

way System, for exchanging messages and A/V or multime
dia files between the AVSS 100 and the public internet 80.
Specific AVSS functionality in this regard is described in
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100 to carry out requests generated by either premises,
campus, or remote CMCE elements. The structure and
functionality of each AVSC 120 and the AVSM 160 are
described in detail below.

0117 The internal network 110 comprises a conventional
high-bandwidth network that facilitates high-Speed transfer

of A/V files between a) individual AVSCs 120; b) AVSCs
120 and the data network 20; and c) AVSCs 120 and the

intranet server system 60 or the internet gateway/firewall
system 70. The internal network 110 additionally serves as
the medium by which Service requests and messages are
exchanged between the AVSM 160 and the data network 20.
The bandwidth of the internal network 110 is Sufficient to

carry Service requests, control messages, file transfers, and
the file streaming capacity of the composite AVSS 100. In
one embodiment, the internal network 110 may be imple
mented as a portion of the data network 20.
0118. The dedicated subnet 112 provides for the
eXchange of messages and control signals between the
AVSM 160 and individual AVSCS 120. In the event that the

detail below.

AVSS 100 utilizes few AVSCs 120, such messages and
control signals can be carried by the internal network 110,
eliminating the need for the subnet 112. As the AVSS 100 is

0113 4.5 AVSS Architecture
0114. The AVSS 100 comprises a repository for A/V file
Storage and processing resources, to which application pro
grams executing on premises, campus, and/or remote CMCE
elements have shared access. In the present invention,
application programs initiate or generate Service requests
directed to the AVSS 100 in response to user actions. Such
application programs may be eXecuting on premises, cam
pus, or remote WorkStations 40, as well as computers
coupled to an enterprise intranet or the public internet.
Service requests comprise an appeal for either a) A/V
resource or Service allocation; or b) A/V resource or Service

minimize internal network loading.
0119) 4.5.1 AVSC Architecture
0120 AS previously indicated, each AVSC 120 provides
A/V file storage and A/V processing resources that are
shared by other CMCE elements. FIG. 5 is a block diagram
of an AVSC 120 constructed in accordance with the present
invention. The AVSC 120 comprises a processing unit 122,
a shared data Storage unit 124, at least one network interface
126, an AVSM interface 128, at least one shared coding unit
130, at least one A/V interface unit 140, and a memory 150
that includes an AVSC object memory 152, an AVSC state
memory 154, and an operating system 156. With the excep

state information. The AVSS 100 receives the service

requests via the data network 20, and establishes message
based service sessions with the A/V network 30, worksta

tions 40, Supporting servers 50, 60, 70, and/or one or more
campus-based or remote CMCE elements to provide A/V
and/or multimedia Services in accordance with Such

requests. Messages generated during a Service Session may
comprise State information, control commands, and confir
mations. The structure and functionality of the AVSS 100,
and the manners in which the AVSS 100 processes service
requests and generates messages, are described in detail
hereafter.

0115. As shown in FIG. 3, the AVSS 100 comprises an
internal network 110, at least one Audio/Video Storage
CELL (AVSC) 120, and an Audio/Video Server Manager
(AVSM) 160. The internal network 110 couples each AVSC
120, the AVSM 160, the data network 20, the intranet server

60, and the internet gateway/firewall system 70. In addition,
the AVSM 160 supports coupling to each AVSC 110 via a
dedicated Subnet 112, as further described below. Moreover,

an analog line 14 couples each AVSC 110 to the A/V
network 30.

0116 Each AVSC 120 serves as an A/V file repository, as
well as a repository for Shared A/V processing resources,
including encoders, decoders, and possibly transcoders. The
AVSM 160 coordinates the activities of the AVSCs 120, and

manages processes both internal and external to the AVSS

Scaled, however, use of the Subnet 112 is desirable to

tion of the A/V interface unit 140, each AVSC element is

coupled to a common AVSC bus 159. The A/V interface unit
140 serves as an interface between each shared coding unit
130 and the A/V Switch 32. Finally, the network interface
126 and the AVSM interface 128 couple the AVSC 120 to the
AVSS internal network 110 and subnet 112, respectively.
0121 The processing unit 122 comprises a conventional
high-performance processor for executing program instruc
tions stored within the memory 150. The network interface
126 comprises conventional network interface circuitry for
managing data exchanges between the AVSC 120 and the
internal network 110. In like manner, the AVSM interface

128 comprises conventional network interface circuitry for
managing the eXchange of messages and control signals
between the AVSC 120 and the AVSM 160. The operating
System 156 preferably comprises conventional, real-time
multitasking operating System Software Such as Windows

NT (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, Wash.) or real-time
Unix.

0122) The AVSC object memory 152 stores a plurality of
AVSC software objects that direct AVSC hardware alloca
tion and resource locking, A/V file encoding, decoding, and
transcoding operations, and file management operations
Such as file replication, transfer, and deletion, as described in
detail below. The AVSC objects also maintain the contents
of the AVSC state memory 154, which includes the follow
ing information:
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0123 1) encoder/decoder/transcoder resource capa
bility and current Status/utilization;

0.124 2) current storage device capacity and utiliza
tion;

0.125 3) a time-stamped and indexed request queue,
for both incoming and outgoing requests,

0.126 4) a time-Stamped and indexed message
queue, for both incoming and outgoing messages,

0127 5) a time-stamped and indexed file transfer
event queue, and

0128 6) an AVSC event log, specifying standard
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paused and restarted as necessary. Since an A/V file is likely
to be played back multiple times, either in repeated or
concurrent Sessions, decoding is likely to be a much more
frequently requested operation than encoding. AcroSS the Set
of AVSCs 120 within the AVSS 100, one or more shared

coding units 130 may Support different encoding, decoding,
and/or transcoding Session options. For example, the hard
ware within the shared coding unit 130 in any particular
AVSC 120 could support, for example, any one of the
following:

0132) 1) one encoding Session or one decoding
Session, mutually exclusive;

time-Stamped events, as well as occurrences of
encoder, decoder, transcoder, Storage device, and/or

0133). 2) one encoding session concurrent with one

network faults.

0134 3) multiple concurrent encoding and decoding

0129. To minimize the amount of hardware required to
meet any particular A/V file Storage and/or multi-user A/V
file acceSS performance requirements, premises A/V file
Storage hardware should be shared or centralized rather than
localized at each workstation 40. Centralization of data

Storage hardware also maximizes System-wide utilization
and administration efficiency due to Statistical averaging,
and can also improve fault-tolerance. The shared data Stor
age unit 124 comprises at least one high-capacity disk drive
for Storing A/V files and data, as well as a corresponding
disk drive controller. Within a CMCE 10 having a premises
analog signal distribution network, A/V file Storage
resources are fully AVSC-based rather than workstation
based. In AVSS implementations having more than one
AVSC 120, multiple copies of any given A/V file may be
stored across different AVSCs 120, as described in detail

below, to improve the System's response in accessing com
monly accessed files. Further, when an AVSS 100 employs
a single AVSC 120, multiple copies of any given A/V file

could be stored across multiple 1) shared data storage units
124 within the AVSC 120; and/or 2) storage devices coupled
to the AVSC 120. From an external perspective, the AVSS
100 operating in this manner provides centralized A/V file
Storage, while A/V files are distributed internally amongst
the shared data storage units 124 across the set of AVSCs
120.

0130. Each shared coding unit 130 comprises at least one
instance of encoding, decoding, and/or transcoding
resources. For shared coding units with more than one
encoder and/or decoder, a multichannel version of the A/V

interface 140 will be required (or, alternatively multiple A/V
interfaces 140 can be provided for a single coding unit 130.
In Some embodiments, transcoding may be done in Software
by the Processing unit. In other embodiments, a dedicated
hardware transcoder may be used-such an instance of 130
would not require an AV interface 140. The present inven
tion can Support essentially any encoding format, including
MPEG-based, RealMedia, and NetShow formats. In one

embodiment, the AVSC 120 uses a given encoding format as
a default format, for example, MPEG1 encoding that is
tunable within a compression performance range of approxi
mately 1.1 to 3 Mbps. The particular encoding format
employed at any given time is an application-dependent
and/or user-dependent parameter, as further described
below.

0131 The creation and recording of an A/V file typically
requires a Single encoding Session, which may be stopped or

decoding Session;
Sessions,

0135) 4) multiple concurrent decoding sessions; or
0136 5) one or multiple transcoding sessions, in

conjunction with any of the above.
0137 In addition, any AVSC 120 could support one of the
above either mutually exclusive of or concurrent with file
transfer to or from the shared data Storage unit 124.
0.138. In general, at least one AVSC 120 is capable of
concurrently Supporting both A/V file encoding and decod
ing Sessions, as well as multiple Sessions simultaneously.
Additionally, each AVSC 120 is highly scalable relative to
the number of encoding, decoding, and transcoding
resources required to meet evolving AVSS implementation
needs. Furthermore, each AVSC 120 can support essentially
any type of encoding, decoding, and/or transcoding resource
without architectural modification, thereby readily accom
modating A/V processing resource evolution over time.
Thus, a wide variety of shared coding unit embodiments
exist, examples of which are described hereafter.
0.139 Referring now to FIG. 6, a block diagram of a first
embodiment of the shared coding unit 130 is shown. In the
first embodiment, the shared coding unit 130 comprises at
least one encoder 132, plus a set of decoders 134 capable of
Supporting multiple Simultaneous decoding Sessions. This
requirement can be met through the use of a plurality of
mutually-exclusive decoderS 134, or one or more concur
rent-capable decoders 134.
0140 Referring also now to FIG. 7, a block diagram of
a second embodiment of the shared coding unit 130 is
shown. In the Second embodiment, the shared coding unit
130 comprises a set of decoders 134 capable of supporting
multiple concurrent decoding Sessions. AS in the example
embodiment, the set of decoders 134 can be implemented
via multiple mutually-exclusive decoderS 134, or at least one
concurrent-capable decoder 134. In the Second embodiment,

the AVSC 120 in which the set of decoders 134 reside(s) is

dedicated exclusively to fulfilling decoding requests, which
in turn implies that at least one encoder 132 would be
present within another AVSC 120.
0141 Those skilled in the art will understand that A/V
files may be encoded in accordance with a variety of
formats. Thus, at times, transcoding may be required to

convert an A/V file into a different format than that which

was utilized to record the A/V file. Referring now to FIG. 8,
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a block diagram of a third embodiment of the shared coding
unit 130 is shown, which comprises at least one encoder 132,
at least one decoder 134, and a transcoder 136. When an

AVSC 120 includes one or more transcoders 136, the present
invention preferably provides for real-time transcoding,
Such that playback of A/V files requiring format conversion
can occur without Sequential full-file conversion delayS.
0142. In a manner analogous to that for the shared data
Storage unit 124, encoding, decoding, and transcoding
resources are AVSC-based rather than workstation-based in

the present invention. From an external perspective, the
AVSS 100 provides centralized encoding, decoding, and
transcoding resources, while internally the aforementioned
resources are distributed amongst one or more AVSCs 120.
This pooled resource organization maximizes encoding,
decoding, and transcoding resource utilization efficiency,
while minimizing the number of Such resources required to
meet any given performance requirements.
0143. In an exemplary embodiment, an AVSC 120 is
implemented as a personal computer Server having a Pen

tium II (Intel Corporation, Santa Clara, Calif.) or generally

equivalent microprocessor, 128 Megabytes of Random

Access Memory (RAM), an Optibase MovieMaker encoder
and an Optibase VideoPlex decoder (Optibase Inc., San Jose,
Calif.), a network interface card, and an UltraWide and Fast

SCSI 18 Gigabyte or larger disk drive for storing A/V and
related files.

0144. 4.5.2 AVSM Architecture
0145 The AVSM 160 comprises hardware and software

that manages or coordinates the processing of requests
received from premises-based, campus-based, or remote
CMCE elements. The processing of Such requests may result
in the creation, recording/encoding, Storage, distribution,
decoding/playback, archival, or deletion of A/V or multi
media files in the context of conference recording, telephone
answering, e-mail, document generation, document publish
ing, or other applications as described in detail below. Those
skilled in the art will understand that many architecturally
varying embodiments are possible. The embodiment
described below provides an enabling architectural example.
0146 The AVSM 160 comprises a network-based multi
tasking computer. FIG. 9 is a block diagram of an AVSM
160 constructed in accordance with the present invention.
The AVSM 160 comprises a processing unit 162, a network
interface 164, an AVSC interface unit 166, a data storage
unit 168, and a memory 170 wherein an AVSM object
memory 172, an AVSS state memory 174, an AVSS database
memory 176, and an operating system 178 reside. Each
element within the AVSM 160 is coupled to a common
AVSM buS 199.

0147 The processing unit 162 comprises a conventional
high-performance processor for executing Stored program
instructions, and the data Storage unit 168 comprises at least
one disk drive. The network interface 164 and the AVSC

interface unit 166 comprise conventional network interface
circuitry for managing communication with the internal
network 110 and AVSCs 120, respectively. The operating
System 178 comprises a conventional multitasking operating
system such as Windows NT.
0148. The AVSM object memory 172 stores a plurality of
AVSM software objects that perform or manage the AVSS
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Services and resource management operations described in

detail below, which include a) the establishment of user
request processing Sessions; b) allocation of AVSC resources
and associated resource locking; c) establishment of A/V
network communication couplings; d) user application inter
facing and message routing; e) inter- and intra-AVSS file
transfer initiation; and f) administrative operations as
described in detail below. AVSM objects also maintain the
contents of the AVSS database, which is stored in the AVSS

database memory 176 and/or upon the data storage unit 168.
014.9 The AVSS database stores a variety of information

that defines a) the AVSS communications environment; b)
the nature and capabilities of the shared AVSC resources; c)
administrative parameters and usage data; and d) character
istics of the A/V files Stored on the AVSCS 120. Relative to

the AVSS communications environment, the information the

AVSS database stores includes the following:

0150 1) the number and types of file transfer chan

nels, including digital file transfer channels arising
from AVSC couplings to the internal network 110
and the data network 20, plus analog file transfer
channels corresponding to AVSC couplings to the
A/V network 30;

0151) 2) a premises AVSS host name and port iden
tifier;

0152 3) one or more non-premises AVSS host
names and port identifiers, plus connection Setup
information associated with each non-premises
AVSS 100;

0153. 4) A/V network configuration parameters;
0154 5) supporting server system configuration
parameters,

0155 6) a user identification (ID) or name for each
user within the premises group to which the AVSS
100 belongs, plus password information correspond
ing to each user ID, and

0156 7) communication preferences corresponding
to each user ID, Such as preferred encoding format
and/or A/V file delivery format.
0157 Relative to shared AVSC resources, the AVSS
database includes the following information:

0158) 1) the number, types, and capacities of the
storage resources within each AVSC 120; and

0159 2) the number, types, and capabilities of the

encoding, decoding, and transcoding resources

within each AVSC 120.

0160 The administrative parameters that reside within
the AVSS database include a maximum allowable A/V file

size, and a maximum allowable A/V file age. The maximum
allowable A/V file age may be defined in relation to an A/V
file's creation time and date, or relative to a most-recent

access. The usage data includes an event Statistics file that
details event occurrence frequencies, Such as a number of
users that have accessed the AVSS 100 in a given time
interval; a number of times an A/V file has been accessed;
a most-recent access date and time for an A/V file, and an

amount of time spent performing A/V file playback opera
tions during a particular time interval.
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0161 For each unique A/V file stored on the AVSCs 120,
the AVSS database stores a file parameter table that includes
the following information:

0162)
0163.
0164.
0165

1) a filename;
2) a file password;
3) a user ID indicating file authorship;
4) a file ownership or access privilege list, by

user ID, which includes an access expiration date

and time as well as recent access history (date and
time) associated with the user ID;
0166 5) A/V encoding format;
0167 6) time and date of most-recent modification;
0168 7) file size;
0169) 8) file playback duration;
0170 9) file age;
0171 10) location of each copy of the file across the
AVSCs 120;

0172 11) a list identifying and locating any AVSS
resident multimedia Synchronization files associated
with the A/V file; and

0173) 12) a list specifying any non-AVSS target
servers to which the file has been published, as
described in detail below.

0.174 For each premises group user ID, the AVSM
objects could also maintain a user-specific file list in the
AVSS database. In such an embodiment, the user-specific
file list includes the name of each A/V file for which the user

ID is specified in the file's access privilege list, and indicates
whether the user ID is specified in the file's authorship data.
0175 AVSM objects additionally maintain the contents
of the AVSS state memory 174 to reflect current resource,
request, and message Status acroSS all currently-active
request processing Sessions. The contents of the AVSS State
memory 174 include the following:

0176 1) a current user list that specifies user IDs
corresponding to currently logged-in users,

0177 2) a list of currently-active request processing
Sessions,

0178 3) a time-stamped and indexed request queue

identifying currently-pending requests, for both
incoming and Outgoing requests,

0179 4) currently-available capacity and utilization
for each AVSS storage resource;

0180 5) current encoding/decoding/transcoding
resource utilization; and

0181 6) an AVSM event log specifying session
time-out occurrences, application errors; AVSC
faults, network faults, changes in the current user list
and currently-active Session list; changes in Storage
resource utilization and available Storage Space; and
changes in encoding, decoding, and/or transcoding

resource utilization. The contents of the AVSM event

log are used to update the event Statistics file.
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0182. In an exemplary embodiment, the AVSM 160 is
implemented as a personal computer Server having a Pen
tium II or generally-equivalent processor, a network inter
face card, 128 Megabytes of RAM, and a 10 Gigabyte or
larger hard disk drive. Those skilled in the art will under
stand that the AVSM 160 could be implemented using a
hardware/Software platform that is essentially identical to
that used for implementing an AVSC 120.
0183 4.5.3 Scaling Hierarchy
0.184 The present invention can be scaled to provide
enhanced performance and/or additional capabilities. Two
types of Scaling are possible, namely, numerical and evolu
tionary Scaling. Numerical Scaling implies the incorporation
of additional hardware elements, while evolutionary Scaling
implies replacement of existing hardware elements with
higher-performance or more “technologically evolved”
hardware. The architectures described herein flexibly
accommodate numerical and/or evolutionary Scaling acroSS
Several interrelated hierarchical performance boundaries or
levels, which include the following:
0185. 4.5.3.1 Bus and processor throughput-the capa
bilities of the bus and processor within an AVSC 120 or
AVSM 160 respectively define one type of AVSC or AVSM
performance boundary. For example, bus throughput con
siderations limit the amount of bandwidth available for

transferring information between elements within any given
AVSC 120 or AVSM 160. Through a hardware platform
upgrade, which is an evolutionary Scaling, this performance
boundary can be Surpassed or extended.
0186 4.5.3.2 Shared data storage unit throughput and
capacity-the data transfer rate and Storage capacity of the
shared data storage unit 124 within any particular AVSC 120
define another performance boundary. This boundary can be
Surpassed by the inclusion of additional data Storage devices
within the shared data Storage unit 124, and/or the use of
higher-performance data Storage devices. The performance
gain achieved through numerical or evolutionary Scaling in
this case is dependent upon the bus throughput boundary
described above.

0187 4.5.3.3 Shared coding unit throughput and capa
bilities-the A/V file processing capabilities of the shared
coding unit 130 within any given AVSC 120 also define a
performance boundary. The incorporation of additional
encoding, decoding, and/or transcoding resources within a
shared coding unit, and/or the use of higher-performance
A/V processing resources, results in the extension of this
boundary. Those skilled in the art will understand that
higher-performance resources in this case would likely
perform essentially-Simultaneous encoding, decoding, and/
or transcoding operations on multiple execution threads.
Those skilled in the art will additionally recognize that the
performance gain achieved through numerical or evolution
ary Scaling here is dependent upon the aforementioned bus
throughput boundary.
0188 4.5.3.4 Collective AVSC capabilities and through
put-the overall A/V file processing performance and capa
bilities of the set of AVSCS 120 within the AVSS introduce

another performance boundary, which can be Surpassed
through the incorporation of additional AVSCs 120 into the
AVSS, and/or the use of higher-performance AVSCs 120.
Those skilled in the art will understand that increasing the
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performance of any given AVSC 120 involves surpassing
one or more of the previously-described performance
boundaries.

0189 4.5.3.5 Internal network bandwidth-the data
transfer capabilities or loading limitations of the AVSS
internal network 110 introduce another performance bound
ary, which can be Surpassed through evolutionary Scaling.
0190. 4.5.3.6 Collective networked AVSS performance
and capabilities-the performance and capabilities of an
entire AVSS group coupled via a campus and/or wide-area
network also introduces a performance boundary that can be
readily Surpassed through numerical and/or evolutional Scal
ing in accordance with performance requirements relative to
cost constraints.

0191 Those skilled in the art will recognize that just as
a System can be Scaled upward relative to performance, it
can also be Scaled downward, which might occur, for
example, when cost constraints are of paramount impor
tance. The architecture of the present invention, however,
can provide high A/V and/or multimedia processing perfor
mance while leveraging the capabilities of readily-available,
low-cost technology.
0192 4.6 Functional Partitioning Between AVSM And
AVSCS

0193 The types of functions performed by the AVSM
160 are partitioned relative to those performed by the AVSCs
120 to ensure consistent operability across essentially any
internal AVSS implementation, particularly in view of
numerical and evolutionary Scalability. As a result, the
AVSM 160 can support a continually-evolving range of
AVSC implementations without modification.
0194 The AVSM 160 provides centralized management
of AVSS functionality. The AVSM 160 receives AVSS
Service requests and control messages from user applica
tions. In response to service requests, the AVSM 160 estab
lishes request processing Sessions, as described in detail
below. The AVSM generates a session handle to uniquely
identify each such session. Exemplary AVSS service
requests include the following:

0195) 1) login user ID, password};
0196. 2) create and encode A/V file session handle
file name, file password, plus other parameters
described below;
0197) 3) fetch and decode A/V file session handle,
file name, file password;
0198 4) delete A/V file session handle file name,
file password};
0199 5) copy A/V file source address, source ses
Sion handle, target address, target Session handle plus
other parameters described below); and
0200 6) move A/V file source address, source
Session handle, target address, target Session handle
plus other parameters described below.
0201 Other types of AVSS service requests include
requests for Sending or receiving Streams, retrieving or
distributing files, and performing administrative and diag
nostic operations. Control messages received from user
applications include acknowledgments; error codes, and
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interactive control requests Such as Start, Stop, pause,
reverse, and/or fast forward commands issued during the
recording, playback, and/or editing of A/V files.
0202) In response to AVSS service requests, the AVSM
160 may directly perform one or more functions, and/or
issue a set of high-level requests to its associated AVSCs 120
in accordance with AVSC capabilities and availability. In
terms of directly-performed functions, the AVSM 160 estab
lishes and manages request processing Sessions with user
applications, allocates A/V file names and trackS A/V file
location and usage information; allocates AVSC resources to
request processing Sessions based upon AVSC capabilities
and availability; allocates AVSC resources to file copy and
move transactions, forwards file copy and move requests to
campus or remote Systems in the event that an A/V file does
not reside upon one of the premises AVSCs 120; and issues
requests to the A/V network 30 to establish A/V communi

cation and perform A/V network Services (such as confer
encing) for user applications.
0203) Any given AVSC 120 that receives a high-level

request from the AVSM 160 carries out the request by
performing a set of operations in accordance with its own
methods and constraints. In this manner, the AVSM 160 may
be designed to avoid “micro-managing the details of AVSC
120 operation. Depending upon the nature of a high-level
request, an AVSC 120 may allocate and lock an encoding,
decoding, or transcoding resource, allocate file Storage
Space; execute an encoding, decoding, or transcoding pro
cedure; perform a file transfer or copy operation to or from
a local or remote target destination or Source; delete a file;
or report request processing, message, Storage device, and/or
encoding, decoding, or transcoding resource Status to the
AVSM 16O.

0204 4.7 AVSS Services
0205 The AVSM 160 manages or provides a variety of
AVSS Services, including Session management, file manage
ment, device management, and administrative Services.
Details of Such Services and the manners in which they are
implemented are described hereafter.
0206 4.7.1 Session Management Services
0207. From the perspective of application programs
executing on user WorkStations 40 or other computers
coupled to the CMCE 10, the premises AVSM 160 provides
access to Services associated with premises, campus, and/or
wide-area AVSS resources. Any given application program
typically generates one or more graphical windows plus
menus and control, list, dialog, and/or other graphical boxes
that form a portion of a Graphical User Interface (GUI), as
described in detail below. The application program is
responsive to Selections that a user graphically indicates, in
a manner well understood by those skilled in the art.
0208 Particular user selections indicate that the user
requires AVSS-related Services. In response to Such Selec
tions, the application program issues Service requests to the
associated premises AVSM 160. Upon receiving a service
request, the AVSM 160 establishes a request processing
Session to provide or OverSee the provision of the required
service. During the session, the AVSM 160 may directly
perform one or more operations, and/or the AVSM 160 may
generate one or more requests directed to premises AVSCS
120, the premises A/V network manager 34, and/or campus
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or remote AVSMs 160. Additionally, premises, campus, or
remote CMCE elements involved in the session may gen
erate requests directed to each other and/or the application
program.

0209 FIG. 10 is a block diagram illustrating session
communication protocols utilized in one embodiment of the
present invention. ESSentially any number of instances of a
wide variety of application programs communicate with
their corresponding premises AVSM 160 via an AVSM client
protocol. A given premises AVSM 160 communicates with
its associated AVSCs 120 via an AVSC client protocol, and
the premises A/V network manager 34 via an A/V network
client protocol. Cross-premises AVSM-to-AVSM communi
cation is based upon an AVSM peer protocol, while analo
gous A/V network manager communication is based upon an
A/V network peer protocol.
0210 Prior to gaining access to A/V processing resources
or Services, a WorkStation user must execute an AVSS acceSS

program, which issues a login request to the AVSM 160. As
described in detail below, the login request includes a user
ID, which establishes the user's identity to the AVSM 160
for purposes of file ownership and acceSS permission check
ing. The user ID also provides the AVSM 160 with the A/V
network port information necessary for establishing any A/V
network connections required. In one embodiment, the login
request additionally includes password information, which
may be encrypted. When a user no longer requires access to
A/V processing resources or Services, the user may utilize
the AVSS access program to issue a logout request to the
AVSM 160, which results in removal of the corresponding
user ID from the current user list within the AVSS state

memory 174.
0211 Following a Successful login, an application pro
gram executing on the user's WorkStation 40 may issue a
request to the AVSM 160 for A/V processing resources
and/or A/V file management Services. Upon receipt of a
request, the AVSM 160 establishes a session by performing
any necessary file acceSS authorization operations as
described below, generating a Session handle that uniquely
identifies the Session; adding the Session handle to the
currently-active session list in the AVSS state memory 174;
identifying and allocating appropriate AVSC resources,
identifying and allocating appropriate A/V network
resources, and issuing a Session identification message to the
requesting client, where the Session identification message
includes the Session handle. After Session establishment, the

AVSM 160 manages the session by directly performing
operations, and/or issuing or routing requests, control mes
sages, and/or status messages to AVSCs 120, the A/V
network manager 34, other AVSMs 160, and/or the appli
cation program. The AVSM 160 terminates the session by
deallocating resources, issuing a termination message or
reply to the application program, and deleting the Session
handle from the currently-active session list. The AVSM 160

Supports at least three types of Sessions, namely, 1) viewer
tool Sessions; 2) maintenance tool Sessions; and 3) admin
istrative tool Sessions. The characteristics of each of these

Session types, as well as the operations undertaken by the
AVSM 160 in support thereof, are described in detail here
after.

0212 4.7.1.1 Viewer Tool Sessions
0213 Herein, a viewer tool comprises an application
program that controls A/V file recording as well as real-time
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analog or digital Streaming A/V file delivery or viewing via
one or more graphical windows, menus, and control, dialog,
or other boxes that facilitate user input. The AVSM 160
establishes a viewer tool Session when a viewer tool appli
cation executing on a WorkStation 40 or other computer

issues a request specifying that either real-time (or near
real-time) analog or digital streaming delivery of an A/V or
multimedia file is required (i.e., when a user needs to view
an A/V file). Real-time analog or digital streaming delivery

is required, for example, during A/V file recording, editing,
and/or playback, and involves A/V Signal delivery to a

display device (Such as a workstation monitor or television)

under the direction of the viewer tool application program.
0214) To initiate a viewer tool session, the AVSM 160
determines whether the request received from the viewer
tool application Specifies an existing A/V or multimedia file.
If so, the AVSM 160 performs file access authorization
operations, as described in detail below, to verify whether
the viewer tool user should be granted access to the file. If
the file access authorization operations are unsuccessful, the
AVSM 160 issues a reply to the requesting viewer tool
application indicating proper access authorization does not
exist, and the viewer tool Session ends.

0215. Upon successful completion of the file access
authorization operations, the AVSM 160 generates a session
handle, and adds it to the currently-active Session list. The
AVSM 160 next identifies an AVSC 120 that includes A/V

processing resources capable of performing the operations
required by the viewer tool application. In one embodiment,
the AVSC selection is performed in accordance with the
resource allocation operations described in detail below. For

the creation (i.e., recording) of a new A/V or multimedia file,

the AVSM 160 selects an AVSC 120 upon which sufficient
Storage Space and an appropriate type of encoder exist. For
the playback or editing of an existing A/V or multimedia file,
the AVSM 160 selects an AVSC 120 upon which a copy of
the file resides and appropriate decoding or transcoding
resources are present.

0216. After identifying an appropriate AVSC 120, the
AVSM 160 sends a request to the AVSC 120 to allocate the

resources required for performing the operation(s) required
by the viewer tool application program. In one embodiment,
the AVSM 160 subsequently issues a request to the A/V
network manager 34 to establish any required A/V network
connections. In an alternate embodiment, the viewer tool

application program issues a request to the A/V network
manager 34 to establish such connections. After AVSC

Selection/resource allocation and A/V network connection

establishment, the AVSM 160 issues a session identification

message containing the Session handle to the viewer tool
application, which indicates that the viewer tool Session can
proceed.

0217. During the viewer tool session, the AVSM 160
routes control messages received from the viewer tool
application to the selected AVSC 120, thereby facilitating
AVSC performance of open-file, play, adjust-playback-rate,
Stop, Seek, pause, rewind, fast-forward, record, Save-file, or
other operations as Supported by the viewer tool application
program. The AVSM 160 may additionally issue status
messages to the viewer tool application, which can include
Video frame numbers and/or running or elapsed time. In one
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embodiment, the AVSM 160 polls the AVSC 120 for status
information, and forwards it to the viewer tool application
program.

0218. A multimedia file comprises one or more types of
files and/or references to files, where Such files may include
textual, graphical, image, audio, and/or video information as
well as commands or event Sequences for generating or
rendering Such information. The multimedia file may further
include temporal correlation data Specifying one or more
manners in which its constituent files and/or file references

are associated in time. In the context of the present inven
tion, a multimedia file comprises one or more omnifiles,
where an omnifile is defined as a metafile plus a correspond
ing pointer file. The metafile includes one or more of the
following types of files:

0219) 1) A/V files;
0220 2) audio-only files;
0221) 3) video-only files;
0222 4) bitmap files;
0223 5) postscript files;
0224 6) graphics files;
0225) 7) text files;
0226 8) application files, and
0227 9) synchronization files.
0228. The synchronization files associate events or com
mands occurring within the context of one or more appli
cation programs with particular time references, which may
be A/V file frame numbers. Synchronization files can
include application Startup event files, text event files, win
dow event files, graphics rendering event files, and share
board event files, as further described below. In one embodi

ment, a Synchronization file can include a priority level for
each command or event Specified therein. The various files
that comprise the metafile may be Stored acroSS one or more
workstations 40, AVSCs 120, servers, or other computers
coupled to the CMCE 10. The pointer file associated with a
metafile contains pointers or references to each element
within the metafile.

0229. In one embodiment, the synchronization files are
stored on AVSCs 120. In the event that the viewer tool

session involves multimedia file recording, the AVSM 160
transferS application program Synchronization information
or commands received from the viewer tool application to
the AVSC 120 such that the synchronization information can
be saved in a synchronization file. For multimedia file
playback and/or editing, the AVSM 160 requests the syn
chronization file from the appropriate AVSC 120. To ensure
temporal consistency during playback operations, the AVSM
160 polls the AVSC 120 allocated to serving the current
viewer tool session for frame number or time-based A/V file

data, and issues Synchronization messages to the viewer tool
application at appropriate times or intervals, in accordance
with a currently-Specified playback frame rate or Speed. The
Synchronization messages contain event information, com
mands, and command priority levels Specified within the
Synchronization file. Upon receipt of a Synchronization
message, the viewer tool application executes commands
Specified therein, or facilitates the execution of Such com
mands via their transfer to other application programs,
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thereby regenerating application events and/or the presen
tation of textual, graphics, image, or other multimedia
content information at appropriate times while A/V file
playback occurs.
0230. The AVSM 160 could alternatively transfer the
Synchronization file to the viewer tool application, poll the
AVSC 120 for frame-number or time-based A/V file data,

and issue frame or time Status messages to the viewer tool.
The viewer tool application could then execute or issue the
appropriate commands to facilitate multimedia Synchroni
Zation upon receipt of frame or time Status messages that
correspond to frame numbers or times Specified within the
Synchronization file. In other embodiments, the Synchroni
zation files themselves could be stored on the AVSM 160

rather than on AVSCs 120, or the synchronization files could
normally reside upon the user workstation 40.
0231. In one embodiment, in the event that the viewer
tool session involved A/V file or multimedia file editing and
file edits or changes were Saved while maintaining the
filename, the AVSM 160 performs modification propagation
operations as described in detail below to ensure that the file
changes propagate to each copy of the A/V file Stored on the
AVSCS 120.

0232 The operations described above pertain to within
premises viewer tool Sessions. Non-premises viewer tool
Sessions occur in an analogous manner. In one embodiment,
in the event that a viewer tool application requires real-time/
near real-time analog or digital streaming A/V file delivery
from a non-premises AVSS 100, the viewer tool application
issues a request to the appropriate non-premises AVSM 160.
In response, the non-premises AVSM 160 establishes a
Viewer tool Session in the manner described above, Such that

analog A/V Signals are exchanged via the premises work
station 40, the premises codec gateway 38, the second WAN
39, and the non-premises codec gateway 38 that serves the
non-premises AVSS 100.
0233. A viewer tool provides a workstation user with a
Graphical User Interface (GUI) for controlling A/V file
recording and playback operations. FIG. 11 is a block
diagram showing an exemplary recording control GUI 500.
The recording control GUI 500 comprises a graphical win
dow that includes a menu bar 502, a title box 504, a

recording control panel 506, and a time panel 520. The menu
bar 502 provides a workstation user with access to conven
tional types of Submenus, including file, options, and help
Submenus. User-Selectable operations from within the
options Submenu include login and change-password opera
tions. User-selectable operations from within the file Sub
menu include the following:

0234 1) New-opens a new A/V file for recording,
in the manner described below;

0235 2) Open-invokes a browser tool that facili
tates opening and Subsequent playback of an existing
A/V file, as described below;

0236 2) Save-saves an A/V file with a given
filename;

0237 3) Properties-facilitates entry and editing of
properties associated with the A/V file being
recorded, Such as encoding type and a natural lan
guage title, and

0238 4) Exit-terminates the viewer tool session.
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0239). The title box 504 identifies the current title of an
A/V file under consideration. The recording control panel
506 provides a set of user-selectable buttons for controlling
recording operations. These buttons include a Start recording
button 510; a pause recording button 512; a stop or end
recording button 514, and an erase or discard recorded
information button 516. The time panel 520 graphically
indicates a current recording length or time via the provision
of a slider bar 522 and a time box 524.

0240 FIG. 12 is a block diagram showing an exemplary
playback control GUI 600. For ease of understanding,
common elements shown in FIGS. 11 and 12 are denoted

with common reference numbers. The playback control GUI
600 comprises a graphical window that includes a menu bar
502, a title box 504, a playback control panel 606, and a time
panel 520. The menu bar 502 enables user to select from
among the operations described above with reference to
FIG. 11. Similarly, the title box 504 indicates the current
title of the A/V file under consideration. The playback
control panel 606 includes a plurality of user-selectable
buttons that facilitate playback control operations, including
a rewind to beginning button 610; a skip back button 612
that facilitates moving or jumping backward to an earlier
position within an A/V file, where the earlier position
corresponds to a predetermined or user-definable time incre
ment, for example, 3 Seconds, a playback Start button 614,
a playback pause button 616; a skip forward button 618 that
facilitates moving or jumping backward to a later position
within an A/V file, where the later position corresponds to a
predetermined or user-definable time increment, for
example, 3 seconds; and an erase file button 619. In a
manner analogous to that for the recording control GUI 500,
the time panel 520 graphically indicates a current playback
length or time via the provision of a slider bar 522 and a time
box 524. Those skilled in the art will understand that the

recording and playback control GUIs 500, 600 provide
WorkStation users with a graphical interface that is visually
consistent with controls found on common devices Such as

Video Cassette Recorders (VCRs).
0241. In response to certain Submenu Selections, Such as
Open within the file submenu, the viewer tool transfers
control to or invokes functionality within or associated with
a browsing or administrative tool to provide a WorkStation
user with a GUI for browsing and selecting A/V files and/or
performing A/V file administration operations as described
in detail below. FIG. 13 is a block diagram showing an
exemplary browsing control GUI 700. The browsing control
GUI 700 comprises a dialog box that includes a file source
listbox 702 and file source control buttons 704; display
format control buttons 706; a file information listbox 710; a

file name box. 722; a file type listbox 724; and operation
control buttons 730, 732, 734. The file source listbox 702
and associated file source control buttons 704 facilitate

user-identification of a file Source from which A/V files can

be selected for consideration. The display format control
buttons 706 facilitate user-selection of file information dis

play formats, where available display formats include dis
play-by-icon and display-by-attributes. For each A/V file for
which the WorkStation user is identified as an owner, the file

information listbox 710 displays file information in accor
dance with the Selected file parameter display format. Such
information can include a filename; a file location; a natural

language title; a description; file authorship; and playback
duration. The file name box. 722 facilitates user-entry of a
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specific filename, and the file type listbox 724 facilitates
browsing operations directed to files of a specific type.
Finally, the operation control buttons include an open button
730, the selection of which results in the opening of a
Specified or Selected A/V file for playback operations, a
cancel button 732; and a help button 734.
0242 4.7.2 Maintenance Tool Sessions
0243 The AVSM 160 establishes a maintenance tool
Session in response to a request that specifies that one or
more user-based file maintenance operations are required. In
the context of the present invention, a maintenance tool
comprises an application program executing on a user
WorkStation 40 or other computer, and which generates one
or more graphical windows, menus, and/or boxes that facili
tate particular A/V file maintenance operations in response
to user input. In one embodiment, the user input may be in
the form of text, graphical Selections, or graphical drag-and
drop Sequences.

0244 As described in detail below, the AVSM 160 Sup
ports many file management operations, a Subset of that
comprises file maintenance operations that are directly avail
able to WorkStation users. In one embodiment, the file

maintenance operations include file access list maintenance;
file expiration date maintenance, file renaming, file transfer
in the form of either copying or moving, file deletion;
user-specific file listing, user-specific archival operations,
and file attribute queries. Each of these operations is
described in detail below in the context of AVSM file

management operations. Those skilled in the art will recog
nize that the file maintenance operations could include
additional or fewer types of operations in another embodi
ment.

0245. The AVSM 160 initiates a maintenance tool session
by performing A/V file acceSS authorization operations as
described in detail below. If access authorization is unsuc

cessful, the AVSM 160 terminates the session. Otherwise,

the AVSM 160 generates a session handle, adds it to the
currently-active Session list, and issues a Session identifica
tion message to the maintenance tool application. The
AVSM 160 determines whether access to one or more

campus and/or remote AVSMs 160 is required to process the
file maintenance request, and, if So, issues requests to
allocate the required campus and/or remote resources. Once
Such resources are allocated, the campus and/or remote
AVSMs 160 issue a reply to the premises AVSM 160
Specifying AVSC network address information if required.
The AVSM 160 subsequently determines what premises
AVSCs 120 are required to process the file maintenance
request, and issues requests to the premises AVSCS 120 to
allocate the appropriate resources and begin performing the
required operation.
0246 During the performance of file maintenance opera
tions, the AVSM 160 issues status requests to premises
and/or non-premises AVSCs 120, which reply with status
information. The AVSM 160 then sends status messages to
the file maintenance tool application accordingly. Such
Status messages may indicate, for example, a percentage of
the operation that has been completed or an estimated
amount of time remaining until completion. Once the file
maintenance operation is complete, the AVSM 160 issues a
Session termination reply to the maintenance tool.
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0247 Some file maintenance operations, such as A/V file
renaming or copying, may be requested within the context of
a viewer tool Session. That is, one or more aspects of
maintenance tool functionality may be incorporated into a
viewing tool. In such situations, the AVSM 160 performs or
oversees the performance of the file maintenance operation
within the context of the viewer tool Session, in a manner

essentially identical or analogous to that described for the
file maintenance tool Session. Moreover, in one embodi

ment, a maintenance tool may provide for the invocation of
a particular viewer tool in response to user input, in which
case the AVSM 160 establishes a viewer tool session as a
result.

0248 4.7.3 Administrative Tool Sessions
0249 Herein, an administrative tool comprises an appli
cation program that generates, presents, and/or manages
administrative information on a WorkStation-based or other

display device in response to user input. The AVSM 160
establishes an administrative tool Session in response to a
request for user-accessible information stored in the AVSS
database. Such information may include, for example, user
account and password information, or particular data within
the event Statistics file.

0250. Upon receiving an administrative information
request, the AVSM 160 generates a session handle, and adds
it to the currently-active session list. The AVSM 160 then
transferS data corresponding to the request to the adminis
trative tool. Upon receiving the data, the administrative tool
generates and/or presents administrative information to the
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privilege list, the AVSM 160 compares the password speci
fied within the A/V file access request with that in the file
parameter table. If the passwords match, the AVSM 160 adds
the user ID to the acceSS privilege list, and proceeds with
request processing operations. Otherwise, the AVSM 160
issues a reply containing an error code to the client appli
cation program to indicate that A/V file access has been
denied.

0255 In one embodiment, the presence of a reserved user
ID in an A/V file’s access privilege indicates that the file may
be accessed by any user, that is, the file is generally or
publicly accessible. One embodiment of the present inven
tion also provides for an administrative "Super-user' defined
to have essentially unlimited access privileges for any A/V
file. In response to a request for A/V file acceSS received
from an application program associated with the Super-user,
the AVSM 160 proceeds with request processing operations.
0256 4.7.4.2 Access List Maintenance
0257). In response to an access list maintenance request
received from a client application program, the AVSM 160
selectively adds user IDs to or deletes user IDs from an A/V
file’s access permission list. The AVSM 160 performs access
list maintenance operations only for users having a user ID
Specified in the access permission list, Subject to the whether
a user is the A/V file author, an owner, or a Super-user. The
AVSM 160 allows an A/V file author or a Super-user to
modify the access permission list as required. The AVSM
160 permits any given A/V file owner that is not the file's
author to remove their user ID from the acceSS permission

user. If administrative data is user-modifiable, as could be

list.

the case for user passwords, the AVSM 160 changes the data
within the AVSS database in response to a request received
from the administrative tool. Some administrative data may

ID of a user who authors an A/V file to the A/V file’s access

be non-user-modifiable, Such as current AVSS utilization;

AVSS usage history for the user, which may include average
Session length, by Session type, and/or current charges billed
to the user.

0251 4.7.4 File Management Services
0252) As indicated above, the AVSM 160 provides or
oversees the provision of a variety of file management
Services. A Subset of the file management Services comprise
the user-accessible file maintenance operations, while other
file management services are performed by the AVSM 160
on an internal-only basis. In one embodiment, the file
management Services include the following:
0253 4.7.4.1. Access Authorization Services
0254 AVSM Software objects maintain the access privi
lege list within each A/V file's parameter table in the AVSS
database. The acceSS privilege list comprises a list of user
IDs that specifies which users “own” the A/V file, where
ownership implies basic access rights to the A/V file. The
extent of A/V file access rights may depend upon whether a
user falls into a particular category, Such as the A/V file's
author or other category as detailed below. In one embodi
ment, an A/V file access request generated by a client
application program includes a user ID, a filename, and a
password. Upon receiving such a request, the AVSM 160
determines whether the user ID associated with the request
is specified within the A/V file’s access privilege list. If so,
the AVSM 160 proceeds with processing the file access
request. If the user ID is not specified within the acceSS

0258. In one embodiment, the AVSM 160 adds the user
permission list by default. The AVSM 160 may add other
user IDS to the access permission list in response to client
application program requests. For example, an A/V- or
multimedia-enabled e-mail application program as
described in detail below allows message authors to include
an A/V or multimedia file as a MIME-based message
attachment. The AVSM 160 adds the user ID corresponding
to each message recipient to the A/V file's access permission
list, as directed by the e-mail application program. The
AVSM 160 may also or alternatively add a message recipi
ent's user ID to the acceSS permission list in response to an
A/V file access request Specifying a user ID, a filename, and
a valid password.
0259 4.7.4.3 User-Specific File Listing
0260 An application program associated with or execut
ing on behalf of a user may issue a file listing request to the
AVSM 160. In turn, the AVSM 160 performs a directory sort
operation, and replies to the application program with a list
identifying each A/V file for which the user is specified as
an owner in the file’s access permission list. In an alternate
embodiment in which the AVSM 160 maintains a user

specific file list in the AVSS database as described above, the
AVSM 160 could reply to the application program with data
from the user-specific file list.
0261) The application program may Subsequently display
a set of filenames for which the user is specified as an owner.
In one embodiment, the file listing request may indicate that
data for publicly-available files is also required. If So, the
AVSM 160 provides such data to the requesting application
program.
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0262 4.7.4.4. User-Specific File Archival
0263. An application program may additionally issue a
file archival request to the AVSM 160, where the file archival
request identifies one or more A/V files owned by the user
asSociated with the requesting application program for
which archival operations are required. The AVSM 160
Subsequently manages archival operations in which the
identified A/V files or copies thereof are Stored in a premises
or non-premises user ID-based archive. The archival opera

AVSCs 120 to perform the required transfer. In one embodi
ment, the request may specify a copy-from, move-from,
copy-to, or move-to operation. After the file transfer is
complete, the AVSC 120 that fulfilled the request issues a
reply to the AVSM 160.
0270. If a file transfer request requires A/V file transfer
between a premises and a non-premises AVSS 100, the
premises AVSM 160 issues a request to the non-premises

tions include one or more file transfer Services as detailed
below.

asSociated non-premises AVSC 120 that can participate in
fulfilling the request. Upon receiving Such information from
the non-premises AVSM 160, the premises AVSM 160
Selects and allocates an appropriate premises AVSC 120, and
issues a request to the premises AVSC 120 to perform the
required file transfer operation. If the file transfer request
Specifies a copy-to or move-to operation, the A/V file will be
transferred from the premises AVSC 120 to the non-pre
mises AVSC 120 accordingly. If the file transfer request
Specifies a copy-from or move-from operation, the A/V file
will be copied or moved from the non-premises AVSC 120
to the premises AVSC 120, respectively. After the file
transfer is complete, the premises AVSC 120 issues a reply
to the premises AVSM 160. The premises AVSM 160 then
issues a notification to the non-premises AVSM 160 to
indicate that the file transfer Session is complete.
0271 FIG. 14 also shows a workstation 40 coupled to the
common data network 20. File import operations involve the
transfer of a digital file from a WorkStation 40 or other
computer to an AVSC 120, while file export operations
involve the transfer of a digital file from an AVSC 120 to a
workstation 40 or other computer. In response to a file
import request received from a client application program,

0264 4.7.4.5 Attribute Query
0265. In response to an attribute request received from an
owner of an A/V file, the AVSM 160 provides attribute
information for the A/V file, Such as file author, size,

encoding type, playback duration, current file age, time and

date the owner last accessed the file, file expiration date (i.e.,
access expiration date) for the owner, and/or date of most
recent modification.

0266 4.7.4.6 File Transfer Services
0267 File transfer services supported by the AVSM 160
include a) A/V file copy and/or move (i.e., relocate) opera
tions to and/or from a target destination or Source; b) file
import or export operations between a WorkStation 40 or
other computer and an AVSC 120; and c) digital file pub
lishing operations between an AVSC 120 and a server
external to the AVSS 100 in which the AVSC 120 resides.

With regard to A/V file copy or move operations, the target
destination or Source may be premises-, campus-, or wide
area-based. Since any given AVSS 100 may be linked to
another AVSS 100 via a LAN or a WAN, both intra- and

inter-AVSS file transfers are possible in the context of the
present invention. FIG. 14 is a block diagram of an exem
plary networked AVSS organization. In the exemplary net
worked AVSS organization, a first AVSS 100.1 through kth
AVSS 100.2 serve a common campus, and hence are coupled
to a common data network 20. A remote AVSS 100.3 is

coupled to the common data network 20 via a WAN 29.
Those skilled in the art will recognize that the exemplary
networked AVSS organization shown in FIG. 14 can be
generalized to accommodate essentially any required net
Work organization or geographic Scaling.
0268 Each AVSS 100 in FIG. 14 includes a set of AVSCs
120, where each AVSC 120 includes a number of disk drives

or other devices for storing A/V files. The number of AVSCs
120 can vary from one AVSS 100 to another, as can the
number and type of storage devices from one AVSC 120 to
another. Relative to intra-AVSS file transfers, A/V files can

be transferred from one storage device to another either a)
within the same AVSC 120, that is, “within CELL’” (WC); or
b) across different AVSCs 120 in the same AVSS 100, or
“CELL to CELL (CC). In terms of A/V file transfers
directed from an AVSC storage device within one AVSS 100
to an AVSC storage device within another AVSS 100, such

transfers can occur either a) within the common campus, or
local area (LA); or b) on a wide area (WA) basis, between
a common campus AVSS 100 and the remote AVSS 100.
0269. In response to a request that requires a CELL-to

CELL or within-CELL A/V file transfer, the AVSM 160

Selects and allocates a Source and a destination premises
AVSC 120, and issues a request to the one of the selected

AVSM 160 to obtain network address information for an

the AVSM 160 selects and allocates an available AVSC 120

having Sufficient Storage Space, and issues a request to the
AVSC 120 to retrieve the file from the workstation 40 or

other computer from which the import request originated.
Similarly, in response to a file export request Specifying an
A/V file, the AVSM 160 selects and allocates an AVSC 120

upon which a copy of the file resides, and issues a request
to the AVSC 120 to transfer the file to the workStation 40 or

other computer from which the export request originated.
Upon completion of file transfer operations corresponding to
an import or/and export request, the AVSC 120 issues a reply
to the AVSM 160.

0272 File publishing operations involve the transfer of a
digital file from an AVSC 120 to a server. The server may be
essentially any computer system external to the AVSS 100 in
which the AVSC 120 resides, for example, an intranet server
system 60 or a server coupled to the internet 80. FIG. 14 also
shows an intranet Server System 60 coupled to the common
data network 20. In response to a publish file request that
Specifies a filename, a target file format, and a network or IP
address of a server, the AVSM 160 selects and allocates an

AVSC 120 upon which a copy of the file resides. The AVSM
160 then issues a publish request to the AVSC 120, which
performs any necessary file format conversion, and transfers
the file to the Specified Server. Upon completing the transfer,
the AVSC 120 issues a reply to the AVSM 160.
0273) In general, an AVSC 120 can directly perform both
A/V file encoding, decoding, and/or transcoding operations,
as well as file transfer operations. Any particular AVSC 120
will have a maximum number of Simultaneously-active file
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transferS it can perform while Still delivering high-quality
encoding, decoding, or transcoding performance. Thus, file
transfer needs must be balanced against encoding, decoding,
and/or transcoding needs. Typically, encoding, decoding,
and/or transcoding operations are given higher priority than
file transfer operations. In one embodiment, an administra
tive application program facilitates defining a first-priority
and a second-priority AVSC bus and disk bandwidth parti
tion. The first-priority bandwidth partition is reserved for
performing encoding/decoding/transcoding operations,
while the Second-priority partition is reserved for file trans
fer operations. AS file transfer requests are allocated to an
AVSC 120, it services them immediately using bandwidth
within the second-priority partition. If the AVSC 120
receives a file transfer request that it cannot immediately
service, the AVSC 120 places the request into the request
queue within its State memory 154. Requests in this queue
are served as more bandwidth becomes available within the

Second-priority partition. In one embodiment, the request

queue is implemented as a First-In, First-Out (FIFO) queue
in a conventional manner. The request queue could alterna
tively be implemented as a prioritized queue, and/or as a
queue from which requests are Serviced in accordance with
current resource availability. Alternatively, requests that
cannot be immediately Serviced could be terminated and a
reply Sent back indicating resources are not currently avail
able thereby allowing the AVSM 160 and/or client applica
tion to look for Some other means to Service the request.

0274 4.7.4.7 File Replication
0275 An A/V file should be present upon multiple
AVSCs 120 to ensure that the file can be independently
accessed by a reasonably large number of users at any given

time. Thus, after A/V file creation (i.e., after a new A/V file
has been created and saved), or after the transfer of a new

A/V file onto one of the premises AVSCs 120, the AVSM
160 initiates file replication operations. During the file
replication operations, copies of the A/V file are Stored on a
plurality of premises AVSCs 120. In one embodiment,
copies of associated multimedia Synchronization files are
also replicated.
0276 The particular file replication strategy employed at
any given time depends upon Several factors, including the
number of premises AVSCs 120 present; the performance
capabilities of each AVSC 120; AVSS internal network
bandwidth; and/or current user demand for AVSC resources.

In an AVSS 100 employing a single AVSC 120, file repli
cation may not be performed, or limited file replication may
occur between separate storage devices on the AVSC 120.
For an AVSS having a small number of AVSCs 120-for
example, three AVSCs 120 serving approximately 100
users-full replication may be performed. In this case, the
AVSM 160 automatically oversees the copying of a new A/V
file to each AVSC 120 within the AVSS 100. The copying
operations are performed in the manner described above for
CELL-to-CELL file transfer operations. In general, the A/V
file is not replicated to a non-premises AVSC 120 in the
absence of an application-level request to do So.
0277 Depending upon the performance capabilities of
each AVSC 120, as well as the number of premises AVSCs
present, full replication may significantly limit AVSC avail
ability for performing other operations. Thus, for an AVSS
100 employing a medium to somewhat large number of
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premises AVSCs 120-for example, five AVSCs 120 serving
a few hundred to several hundred users-the AVSM 160

manages partial file replication operations. During the par
tial file replication operations, the AVSM 160 oversees A/V
file copying to a subset of the premises AVSCs 120, where
the copying operations are performed in the manner
described above for CELL-to-CELL file transfer. The A/V

file is not generally replicated to a non-premises AVSC
unless an application program issues a request requiring
such replication. The selection of a particular AVSC 120 as
a member of the aforementioned Subset may be based upon
the number of A/V files, available file Storage Space, or the
number of decoders and transcoders residing upon the AVSC
120.

0278. At some point, partial replication becomes unten
able as the number of premises AVSCs 120 within the AVSS
100 becomes very large. In such situations, a subset of the
AVSCs 120 are utilized as streaming A/V file servers, and
the other AVSCS function as Staging points for encoding,
decoding, and/or transcoding operations. In one embodi
ment, the AVSM 160 manages file replication operations for
the Streaming A/V file Servers in a manner analogous to that
described above.

0279 4.7.4.8 File Renaming
0280. In response to a name change request, the AVSM
160 changes an A/V file's name as specified in the corre
sponding file parameter table, and Subsequently oversees
modification propagation operations as detailed below to
change the name of each copy of the A/V file Stored acroSS
the premises AVSCs 120. In one embodiment, the AVSM
160 permits a name change only if requested by an appli
cation program corresponding to a Super-user. The AVSM
160 may further permit a name change request for the A/V
file's author in the event that the author is currently the sole
A/V file owner.

0281 4.7.4.9 File Deletion
0282. In response to a file deletion request, the AVSM
160 directs the deletion of each copy of the A/V file from the
premises AVSCs 120 by issuing a delete request to each
AVSC 120 upon which a copy of the A/V file resides. In one
embodiment, the AVSM 160 permits file deletion only if
requested by an application program associated with a
super-user. The AVSM 160 may further permit A/V file
deletion by the A/V file's author in the event that the author
is currently the sole A/V file owner. In one embodiment, the
AVSM 160 additionally deletes or oversees the deletion of
any multimedia Synchronization files associated with the
deleted A/V file. Additionally, the AVSM 160 may issue
deletion requests to non-premises AVSM 160 and servers 60
and 80 to which it has transferred the A/V file.

0283 4.7.4.10 Modification Propagation
0284 AS previously indicated, multiple copies of any
given A/V file may reside upon the premises AVSCs 120.
The AVSM 160 may permit a given user, such as a Super
user or an A/V file's author, to edit or change the file's name
or contents after its creation. Each premises copy of the A/V
file must be updated to reflect such modification. Thus, in
one embodiment, after an A/V filename or contents change,
the AVSM 160 issues a sequence of copy-to requests to the
AVSC 120 upon which the modified file resides to ensure
name and contents consistency between the A/V file copies
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stored on the AVSCs 120. In an alternate embodiment, the

AVSM 160 could issue copy-from requests. Additionally,
the AVSM 160 may issue file modification requests to
non-premises AVSM 160 and servers 60 and 80 to which it
has transferred the A/V file.

0285) 4.7.4.11 Expiration Operations
0286 An A/V file’s access privilege list includes for each
user ID an expiration date and/or time past which the userID
expires and is no longer valid for obtaining file access. For
each A/V file parameter table in the AVSS database, the
AVSM 160 determines whether any user IDs specified in the
access privilege list have expired. If so, the AVSM 160
removes the expired user IDS from the access privilege list.
Once no unexpired user IDS remain in the acceSS privilege
list, the AVSM 160 issues a file deletion request to each
AVSC 120 upon which a copy of the A/V file resides. After
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0297 b. Bus capacity
0298) c. Networking port capacity
0299 2. AVSC multiple-thread resources (i.e., simul
taneous use by multiple Sessions):
0300 a. CPU capacity:
0301) i. encode Session management
0302) ii. decode Session management
0303) iii. file transfer Session management
0304 iv. Stream Session management
0305 V. audio-video stream multiplexing pro
CCSSCS

each such AVSC 120 has deleted the A/V file, the AVSM 160

deletes the A/V file parameter table from the AVSS database.
Alternatively, the AVSM 160 may log expired files and
require deletion by an application program associated with
a Super-user.

0287 4.7.4.12 Database Consistency Operations
0288 The AVSM 160 periodically performs consistency
checks to ensure that the file parameter tables within the
AVSS database 136 accurately reflect the current premises
AVSC file environment. In one embodiment, the AVSM 160

periodically queries each premises AVSC 120 to obtain data
for each A/V file stored thereupon, where such data may
include an A/V file's name, Size, age, encoding format,
Storage location or address, or other information. In the

event that an AVSC 120 returns a filename that is not

specified in the AVSS database, the AVSM 160 generates a
file parameter table corresponding to the filename, and adds
it to the AVSS database. If no AVSC 120 returns a particular
filename specified in the AVSS database, the AVSM 160
deletes the corresponding file parameter table from the
AVSS database. If the file data returned by an AVSC 120
indicate a discrepancy in file size, age, encoding format, or
other information, the AVSM 160 may update the AVSS
database accordingly. The AVSM 160 may additionally log

any discrepancies, as well as the type of action(s) undertaken

in response to each discrepancy. Finally, if a particular
AVSC 120 returns a filename specified in the AVSS data
base, but for which the file parameter table indicates that the
file is not stored on this AVSC 120, the AVSM 160 updates
the file parameter table with the storage location of the A/V
file upon the AVSC 120 in question.
0289 4.7.5 Device Management Services
0290 The AVSM 160 additionally performs device man
agement Services, which include AVSC Scheduling and
allocation Services. AVSS resource Scheduling and alloca
tion is Subject to Several:
0291 interacting resource constraints, which include the
following:

0292) 1. AVSM multiple-thread resources (i.e., simul
taneous use by multiple Sessions):
0293 a. CPU capacity:
0294 i. encode session management
0295) ii. decode session management
0296 iii. file transfer session management

0306 vi. audio-video stream demultiplexing pro
CCSSCS

0307) vii. encode Session processes
0308) viii. decode Session processes
0309 iX. file transfer processes
0310 X. Send Stream processes
0311) Xi. receive Stream processes
0312 b. Bus capacity
0313) c. Disk controller/disk bus (e.g. SCSI) capac
ity
0314) d. Disk read/write/seek capacity
0315) e. Networking port capacity
0316 3. AVSC single-threaded resources (i.e., can be
used by only one Session at a time):
0317 a... encoder hardware and corresponding
encode Session(s)
0318 b. decoder hardware and corresponding
decode Session(s)
03.19. Any type of session has a specific number of
Specific resources required to execute the Session. Some
embodiments may grant Service requests without regard to
details of the current utilization of the resources; however,

this may result in underutilization of the resources or in
unacceptable performance shortcomings or failure modes if
the resource capacities are exceeded. One embodiment
would base request acceptance on the needs of the request in
View of the available unused capacity of the System. An
example of how this can be accomplished is described
hereafter.

0320 In Some cases, resource requirements may be exact.
In other cases, resource requirements may be in the form of
upper bounds, estimated averages, or averages biased
upwards to provide Safety margins. These Session-type
resource usage estimates may or may not include additional

"padding to allow for processing overhead (task Switching,
paging, etc.). In the absence of padding in the Session-type
resource usage estimates, overhead can be provide for by
either
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0321 reducing the maximum value of available
resource to a value that safely accounts for worse
case incurred overhead at full operating capacity, or
0322 introducing a specific linear or nonlinear over
head function dependent on the number of various
sessions active or projected within the AVSS 100.
Some of the resource usage estimates could be firm
fixed values, for example:
0323 each “encode” session could be designed to
require a fully dedicated encoder hardware Sub

0330. Each type of resource, or group of resources, has a
finite maximum performance value that can be provided by
the AVSM 160 or AVSC 120 environments within the AVSS

100. This finite maximum value will be termed a “capacity
bound.'

0331 Ms'=AVSM CPU session management
maximum capacity

0332) MMA*-AVSM BuS maximum capacity
0333 MMA^=AVSM Networking port maximum
capacity

System;

0334 Cs’’=AVSC CPU session management

0324 each “encode” session could be designed to
allocate a fixed block of disk memory (said size
dependent on the application) and attempts to record
beyond this would be prevented; or
0325 every “decode” session will have knowledge

maximum capacity

0335) CMAY-AVSC CPU process

0336 C'=AVSC Bus maximum capacity
0337 C’=AVSC Disk Controller/disk bus

of the exact the file size

maximum capacity

0326. It may be more likely, however, that resource usage
estimates would not be firm; for example:
0327 all active encode sessions could share a
Slightly Smaller pool of encoders, and
0328 all encode session requirements could be
handled with averages and attempts to record beyond

0338 Cw'=AVSC Disk read/write/seek maxi
mum capacity

0339) CN'=AVSC Networking port maximum
capacity

0340 CMY=AVSC Encoder hardware maximum

this would be allowed.

capacity

0329. To further illustrate an example of resource allo
cation process, the following table provides an example
framework for resource requirements for Several different
types of Sessions. Other embodiments of course may have
different Session types and resource requirements.

Encode Decode

Encode session management

0341 CM’=AVSC Decoder hardware maxi

mum capacity
0342. The amount of resource required by a potential
combination of granted Sessions would be determined, in

Type of Session

Type of Resource

AVSM

Put
File

Get
File

Send
Stream

Receive
Stream

Ms.M.

CPU

capacity

Decode session management
file xfr session management
stream session management
AVSM Bus capacity
AVSM Networking port capacity

M
MN

AVSC

Csm

encode session management

Ms.MP

MP
MP

Ms.

Ms.M.'

MPF
MPF

MGF
MF

CSM

CSM.'

CPF

CGF

Ms. Ms.
Miss MRS
Miss Mrs

CPU

capacity

decode session management
file xfr session management
stream session management
multiplexing processes
demultiplexing processes
encode session processes
decode session processes
file transfer processes
send stream processes
receive stream processes
AVSC Bus capacity
AVSC Disk controller/disk bus capacity
AVSC Disk read/write?seek capacity
AVSC Networking port capacity

C
CD
CRw"
CNF

AVSC

CEH

encoder hardware

hardware
decoder hardware

maximum

capacity

Csm."

CMP"

Csmi

Csm

CMP"
Cop"

Cop'

CSS

CP CPF CGF Css
CDP CD, CD,
CD,
CRw" CRw" CRw" CRw
CP CPF CGF Css

CRs
CRs
CDC
CRw
CRS
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many cases, by the Sum of the total allocated resource
estimates. Overhead can be included, for example, via the
incorporation of a plurality of overhead constants that
include the folloiwng:

-continued

GFC:fin's
Cin R. C.S.
P

Cohs CAAX

0343 Ms'=AVSM CPU session management
overhead

0344) M'-AVSM BUS OVCC
head

0345 MN'-AVSM Networking port overhead
0346 Cs'=AVSC CPU session management
overhead

0347) CO-AVSC CPUp OCCSS OVCC
head
US
OVCC
0348 C'-AVSC B
head
ISKCOntroller/dSK
0349 C'=AVSC Disk
C ller/diskbbuS OVer
head

0350 Cw'=AVSC Disk read/write/seek over
head

0351 CN'-AVSC Networking port overhead
0352. Overhead may also be treated as a linear function
of the number of various Session types. Incorporation of
overhead results in the Supportable operating States forming
a lattice of points within a convex hull defined by the
interSection of hyperplanes defined by the resource capacity
bound inequalities. For example, with:

0353)
0354)
0355
0356)
0357
0358

n=number of encoding sessions
n'=number of decoding sessions
n=number of put file transfer sessions
n'=number of get file transfer sessions
n=number send streaming sessions
n=number of receive streaming sessions

0359 then the supportable operating states in an imple
mentation could be given by the following constraints:

0360 For each AVSM 160 (typically one per AVSS 100),
0361 AVSM CPU capacity (session management)
E.

n Mstis Ms.M.Mst"M
SMs--n'MSMH-Ms
28, SixGFs

0362 AVSM bus capacity:
E.

In MnPMPnPFMF-nor
MF-niss Miss+
Ax

RS
RS
OHis
nSMSHMOs
M

0363 AVSM Networking port capacity:
E.

In MnPMPnPMPFn M. Finiss Miss+

SRSSRS SE of MNIAN

0364 For each AVSC 120 (at least one, typically mul
tiple, per AVSS 100):
0365 AVSC CPU capacity (session management):
0366 AVSC CPU processes capacity:

0367 AVSC Bus capacity:

soli-Nizik
0368 AVSC Disk controller/disk bus capacity:
E.

In C--n'CP+n'C Ting"+ns.
CDc SRSdRscBis

0369 AVSC Disk read/write/seek capacity:
0370 AVSC Networking port capacity:
E.

CEPCPPFCPFGFC-GFnssCssnRSC
MAX

RS

OH3.
SH-COsC.

0371 AVSC hardware:
InCEH's CEH
nPCPsCMA^

0372 Here it is assumed that each encode session is
represented with either a fixed or an average amount of disk
capacity. Depending upon design choices, one embodiment
may enforce a per-Session file Size limit, while another
embodiment may permit file size overruns.
0373). Upon receiving one or more requests for services,
the AVSM 160 would, for example, perform the following
evaluations:

0374 serialize any multiple pending requests so the
following evaluations are done fully Separately in
Sequence for each pending request;
0375 check if accepting the new request would not
exceed the AVSM's own capacity requirements, and
0376 check all AVSCs 120 within that AVSS 100 to
see if at least one AVSC 120 could accept the new
request without exceeding the AVSM's own capacity
requirements (this could be done via either the
AVSM's own image of the AVSC states or by polling
at least one AVSC 120).
0377) If more than one AVSC 120 can support the

request:

0378 select one according to a conventional proce
dure Such as first available, round robin, or operating
lifetime;

0379 allocate the session to the AVSC 120, ensuring
directly or indirectly notification of the requesting
application and the invocation of appropriate net
work connections, or

0380 otherwise, deny the request.
0381 Clearly there are many other possible implemen
tations. The range of possible implementations could also
include methods for ensuring that no single type of appli
cation or type of session monopolizes the AVSS 100 at the
exclusion of other types of applications or Sessions. In the
previous illustrative example, this could be accomplished by
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adding further inequalities to the list above. For example, the
total number of file transfer sessions can be limited by
adding the constraint

and in addition provides client and Server access to the
AVSM file and device management services described

0382

provides event handlers that Support client application pro
gram access to AVSS Services.

above.

0395 5) AVSmAppComm-the AVSmAppComm class
whered in

is the maximum number of Simul

taneous file transferS allowed.

0383. The device management services additionally
include AVSC validation operations, through which the
AVSM 160 queries each AVSC 120 to determine the num
ber, type, and capabilities of the AVSC's Storage, encoding,
decoding, and transcoding resources. The AVSM 160 uses
the query results to update the AVSS database if needed, and
further logs any discrepancies as well as the types of
operations undertaken in response.
0384 4.7.6 Administrative Services
0385) The AVSM 160 also performs or manages the
performance of administrative Services that include System
performance and utilization monitoring, System diagnostics,
event capture operations; billing operations, password main
tenance operations, and user maintenance operations.
0386 4.8 Software Architecture And System Interface
0387 4.8.1 Communication Class Hierarchy
0388. In the present invention, the manners in which
AVSS-external and AVSS-internal clients may access
AVSM, AVSC, and A/V network manager functionality are
defined by a set of Software communication class hierar
chies. FIG. 15 is a block diagram showing a high-level
AVSS communication class hierarchy 200 for one embodi
ment of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 15, the base
class for this hierarchy is referred to as “Comm,” which
serves as a basis for AVSS-external and AVSS-internal client
communication. The Comm class also serves as a basis for

external and internal A/V network manager client commu
nication, and is described in detail in U.S. Pat. No. 5,617,
539.

0389. Several subclasses derived from the Comm class
encapsulate particular aspects of AVSS functionality for
AVSS-external and AVSS-internal client access. These Sub

classes include the following:

0390 1) AVnmComm-the Avnm0omm class provides

access to functionality Supported through its parent class, as
well as client access to A/V network manager Services.

0391) 1) AvsComm-the AvsComm class provides

access to AVSS functionality that includes login authoriza
tion, A/V encoding, decoding, and transcoding, file transfer
between AVSCs 120; file importing and exporting; file and
directory management; and AVSC configuration and Status
reporting.

0392) 2) AVScComm-the AVscComm class provides

access to the functionality Supported through its parent class,
and in addition provides client and Server access to addi
tional AVSC-related Services as detailed below.

0393 3) AVScAppComm-the AVScAppComm class pro
vides a client interface for accessing file import and export
Services.

0394 4) AVSmComm-the AVSmComm class provides

access to the functionality Supported through its parent class,

0396 6) AVSmAdminComm-the AVSmAdminComm

class provides AVSS-external and AVSS-internal clients
access to AVSS administrative functionality.
0397) 48.2 AVSM Class Relationship
0398. The classes of AVSM objects resident within the
AVSM object memory 172 have a hierarchical class rela
tionship. FIG. 16 is a block diagram of an AVSM class
relationship 250 organized in accordance with one embodi
ment of the present invention. The AVSMManager class
comprises comprises a container class for Supporting Session
establishment, Session management, and Session termination
operations. The AVSMManager class further includes
parameters and methods for facilitating AVSM operation,
i.e., implementing the AVSM 160. The AVSMManager class
also contains parameterS Specifying AVSS operational char
acteristics, Such as AVSC Session limits, plus port and
connection information for premises AVSCs 120, the A/V
network manager 34, and known non-premises AVSSS 100.
In one embodiment, the AVSMManager class includes
methods that facilitate communication between lower-level

classes within the AVSM class hierarchy 250.
0399. An AVSMComm class provides a software infra
Structure for implementing a server interface that manages
client interactions, where clients include user application
programs and/or a non-premises AVSS 100. The AVSM
Comm class also provides a basis that allows the AVSM 160
to behave as a client relative to non-premises AVSSs 100.
The AVSMComm class comprises methods for retrieving
requests, building objects that are Subclassed according to
request type, and dispatching requests. The AVSMComm
class further comprises methods for receiving replies, build
ing objects Subclassed according to reply type, and issuing
replies. The AVSMComm class includes a reference to an
AVSMRequestList class and an AVSMReplyList class.
0400. The AVSMRequestList class facilitates the imple
mentation of a queue for requests received from AVSS
external clients, as well as a queue for requests directed to
non-premises AVSSs 100. The AVSMRequestList class
comprises a reference to an AVSMRequest class, which
comprises request parameters as well as methods for acceSS
ing data associated with a request. In one embodiment, the
AVSMRequest class is Subclassed according to request type.
Thus, a request queue may include a first reference to an
AVSMOpenRequest object that corresponds to an A/V file
open request received from a client, and a Second reference
to an AVSMPlay Request object that corresponds to an A/V
file playback request received from a client.
04.01 The AVSMReplyList class facilitates the imple
mentation of a queue for replies directed from the AVSM
160 to external clients, as well as a queue for replies received
from non-premises AVSSs 100. The AVSMReplyList class
comprises a reference to an AVSMReply class, where the
AVSMReply class comprises reply parameters as well as a
Set of methods for accessing data associated with a reply. In
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a manner analogous to that for the AVSMRequest class, the
AVSMReply class may be subclassed in accordance with
reply type.
0402. An AVNMComm class provides a software infra
Structure for implementing an A/V network client interface
that includes parameters and methods for issuing requests to
and receiving replies from the A/V network manager 34. The
AVNMComm class includes a reference to an AVNMRe

questList class and an AVNMReplyList class. The AVNM
RequestList class facilitates the implementation of a queue
for requests directed to the A/V network manager 34, and
comprises a reference to an AVNMRequest class. The AVN
MRequest class includes parameters corresponding to a
request directed to the A/V network manager 34, as well as
methods for accessing data associated with the request. The
AVNMRequest class may be subclassed in accordance with
the type of request directed to the A/V network 30. The
AVNMReplyList class facilitates the implementation of a
queue for replies received from the A/V network manager
34, and includes a reference to an AVNMReply class. The
AVNMReply class comprises parameters associated with
replies received from the A/V network manager 34, as well
as methods for accessing any data associated there with. The
AVNMReply class may be subclassed in accordance with
the types of a replies that may be received from the A/V
network manager 34.
0403. An AVSCComm class comprises a software infra
Structure for implementing an AVSC client interface, and
comprises parameters and methods for issuing requests to
and receiving replies from AVSCs 120. The AVSCComm
class includes a reference to an AVSCRequestList class,
which facilitates implementation of a queue for requests
directed to AVSCs 120. The AVSCRequestList class
includes a reference to an AVSCRequest class, which
includes parameters and methods for generating requests
directed to an AVSC 120, and which may be subclassed in
accordance with the types of requests that may be directed
to AVSCs 120. The AVSCComm class also includes a

an AVSC encoder description. Encoder class parameters
include Such information as encoder type, bandwidth and
I/O limitations, Supported media formats, and input Signal
characteristics. The Encoder class additionally contains
methods for accessing and modifying these parameters.
0407. The ListDecoders class facilitates the implementa
tion of a list that references a Decoder class, which Supports
an AVSC decoder description. Decoder class parameters
include Such information as decoder type, bandwidth and
I/O limitations, Supported media formats, and output Signal
characteristics. The Decoder class additionally contains
methods for accessing and modifying the Decoder class
parameterS.

0408. The ListTranscoders class facilitates the imple
mentation of a list that references a Transcoder class, which

Supports an AVSC transcoder description. Transcoder class
parameters include Such information as transcoder type,
bandwidth and I/O limitations, Supported media formats,
and input/output signal characteristics. The Transcoder class
additionally contains methods for accessing and modifying
the Transcoder class parameters.
04.09. A LoginList class provides an implementation
basis for a list describing currently logged-in users. The
LoginList class references a Login class that Supports a user
description via parameters that include a user ID, a privilege
level, a login date and time Stamp, and a set of channel
handles currently allocated to the user ID, where each
channel handle corresponds to AVSC resources allocated to
processing user requests as described in detail below.
0410 A Session List class serves as basis for a list that
describes currently active Sessions. The Session List class
references a Session class, which provides a foundation for
describing any particular Session. The Session class is Sub
classed according to Session type, where the Subclasses
include CopySession, Publishsession, ImportSession,
ExportSession, AVSession, FileSession, and ListSession
classes.

reference to an AVSCReplyList class, which facilitates
implementation of a queue for replies received from AVSCs
120. The AVSCReplyList class includes a reference to an
AVSCReply class, which comprises parameters and meth
ods associated with receipt of AVSC replies. The AVSCRe
ply class may be Subclassed in accordance with AVSC reply

0411 The CopySession class provides a framework for
describing and tracking a file copy operation between two
AVSCs 120. The CopySession class includes parameters

0404 A CELLList class serves as a basis for a list that
describes each premises AVSC 120. The CELLList includes
a reference to a CELL class, which provides a basis for
describing an AVSC 120. The CELL class includes param
eters that Specify a network address, bandwidth capabilities,
and a number of simultaneous requests that the AVSC 120
can process. The CELL class further includes references to

corresponding to resources reserved on the AVSCs 120 for
performing the file copy operation. In one embodiment, the
CopySession class parameters also include a flag that speci
fies whether a copy operation or a transfer operation is
required, where the transfer operation comprises file copy
ing followed by deletion of the file from an origin AVSC
120. The CopySession class further includes methods for
accessing its parameters.
0412. The Publishsession class comprises parameters

types.

a ListDiskS class, a ListEncoders class, a ListDecoderS class,
and a ListTranscoderS class.

04.05 The ListDisks class facilitates creation of a list that
references a Disk class, which Supports an AVSC Storage
device description. The Disk class contains parameters that
include Such information as device transfer rate, Seek time,

Such as IP or network addresses for the AVSCs 120 involved,
a Source and a destination filename, and channel handles

and methods that describe and monitor A/V and/or multi

media document publishing operations, through which A/V
and/or multimedia files may be copied to non-AVSS servers.
Publishsession class parameters include IP or network
addresses plus login data for a target or destination Server, as

and available Storage space. The Disk class additionally
contains methods for accessing and modifying Such param

well as a filename. Publish Session class methods includes
data conversion and data transfer methods. The Publish Ses

eterS.

Sion class may be Subclassed in accordance with particular
media formats, where Such Subclasses include parameters
Such as destination Server type and transcoding require

0406. The ListEncoders class facilitates the implementa
tion a list that references an Encoder class, which Supports
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ments. Exemplary subclasses include a NetShowPublish
class and a RealMediaPublish class.

0413. The ImportSession class comprises parameters and
methods that describe and monitor the reading of A/V file
data into a target AVSC 120 from a source client application

(or source workstation 40 or other computer upon which the
client application is executing), and includes parameters
specifying the target AVSC's IP or network address and an
AVSC channel handle. The ExportSession class provides a
basis for writing A/V file data from the AVSC 120 into a

target client application program (or target workstation 40 or

other computer upon which the client application program is

running), and includes parameters specifying the Source
AVSC's IP or network address and an AVSC channel handle.

0414. The AVSession class comprises parameters and
methods for initiating and managing A/V operations, which
may include record, play, Stream-in, Stream-out, pause,
resume, Status, and Stop operations.
0415. The File:Session class comprises parameters and
methods that facilitate writing data to and reading data from
an AVSC 120. The ListSession class comprises parameters
and methods that facilitate the generation of a list that
Specifies files and file attributes Stored upon one or more

request dispatch occurs via the creation of a thread of
execution corresponding to a request. The AVSCComm
class includes references to an AVSCRequestList class and
an AVSCReplyList class.
0420. The AVSCRequestList class provides a basis for
implementing a request queue, and references an AVSCRe
quest class. The AVSCRequest class facilitates request
description, and may be Subclassed in accordance with
request type. The AVSCReplyList class provides a basis for
implementing a reply queue, and references an AVSCReply
class, which may be Subclassed according to reply type.
0421 A MessageThreadList class facilitates implemen
tation of a list of threads that are currently active within the
AVSC 120, and references a MediaThread class. The Medi

aThread class provides a framework for implementing a
thread of execution that processes and fulfills a request. The
MediaThread class includes thread parameterS Such as a
thread ID and thread State information. The parameters may
further include a filename, a password, and an IP or network
address. The MediaThread class references a MediaMessage
class. The MediaMessage class comprises parameters and
methods that direct thread execution, and is Subclassed

File class, which includes parameters describing an A/V file,

according to thread type.
0422. In the context of the AVSC class relationship 300,
a “channel’ comprises a group of resources allocated for
performing a particular type of operation, Such as an A/V file
playback or record operation. A ChannelList class facilitates
the implementation of a list that identifies or describes a

Such as filename, file author or creator, a file title and

current set of channels within the AVSC 120. The Channel

description, file size, encoding type, and playback duration.

List class references a MediaChannel class, which com

The AVMFile class further includes a reference to an Own

prises a container class for representing a channel. The
MediaChannel class Selectively includes references to an

AVSCS 120.

0416) An AVMFileList class provides a basis for imple
menting the AVSM file parameter list within the AVSS
database. The AVMFileList includes a reference to an AVM

erList class, which in turn references an Owner class. The

Owner class provides a basis for describing an A/V file
owner, and includes parameterS Such as user ID, a last acceSS
date and time, and an ownership expiration date. The Own
erList class includes methods for adding and deleting own
CS.

0417 Those skilled in the art will understand that the
AVSM class hierarchy 250 can be readily modified or
extended to provide or accommodate access to additional
types of AVSM functionality.
0418 4.8.3 AVSC Class Relationship
0419. In a manner similar to that for the AVSM objects,
the AVSC objects resident within the AVSC object memory
152 are hierarchically interrelated. FIG. 17 is a block
diagram of an AVSC class relationship 300 organized in
accordance with one embodiment of the present invention.
In the AVSC class relationship 300, a MediaResource class
Serves as a container class for implementing multithreaded
AVSC functionality, and includes methods for thread man
agement. An AVSCComm class provides a Software infra
Structure for implementing an AVSC communication port.
The AVSCComm class provides a basis for implementing a
Server that receives requests and issues replies, as well as a
client that issues requests and receives replies. Typically, an
AVSC 120 will act as a server the majority of the time;
however, the AVSC 120 may act as a client during AVSC
to-AVSC file copy or transfer operations. The AVSCComm
class comprises parameters and methods for retrieving
requests, building objects that are Subclassed according to
request type, and dispatching requests. In one embodiment,

Encoder class, a Decoder class, a Transcoder class, a Buffer
class, a DiskAcceSS class, and a NetAccess class. The

Encoder class provides a basis for describing and controlling
an encoder within the AVSC 120, and includes parameters
Specifying encoder type, Supported quality levels, whether
the encoder is busy or available, and methods that commu

nicate with a set of Software drivers that control encoder

hardware. The Decoder class Serves as a basis for describing
and directing the operation of a decoder within the AVSC
120, and includes parameterS Specifying decoder type, Sup
ported quality levels, availability, and methods that commu
nicate with Software drivers that control decoder operation.
Similarly, the Transcoder class Serves as a basis for describ
ing and directing the operation of a transcoder within the
AVSC 120, and includes parameterS Specifying transcoder
type, Supported Source and target coding formats, availabil
ity, and methods that communicate with Software drivers
that control transcoder operation. The Buffer class comprises
parameters and methods that facilitate the implementation of
memory and/or disk buffers, where Such parameters may
include buffer type, Size, and fill level, and Such methods
may include program instructions for reading from and
writing to the buffer. Finally, the NetAccess class serves as
a basis for managing data exchange between the AVSC 120
and the AVSS internal network 110. Each of the Encoder,

Decoder, Buffer, DiskAccess, and NetAcceSS classes may be
Subclassed in accordance with the particular nature of the
resources to which they correspond.
0423. The MediaChannel class also includes a reference
to a MediaFile class, which Serves as a wrapper for provid
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ing an interface to particular functionality and AVSC
resources allocated for the channel. The MediaChannel

additionally includes a reference to a MessageThreadList
class, which facilitates implementation of a list that identi
fies threads currently active within the Scope of the channel.
0424. An EncoderList class within the AVSC class rela
tionship 300 serves as a basis for implementing a list that
identifies the encoders within the AVSC 120. The Encoder
List class includes a reference to the aforementioned

Encoder class. Similarly, a DecoderList class Serves as a
basis for implementing a list identifying the decoders within
the AVSC 120. The DecoderList class includes a reference
to the Decoder class. A TranscoderList class facilitates

implementation of a list identifying the transcoders within
the AVSC 120. The TranscoderList class also references the

Transcoder class. A BufferList class facilitates implementa
tion of a list that indicates buffer allocation within the AVSC

120, and includes a reference to the Buffer class. A DiskAc

ceSSList class facilitates implementation of a list Specifying
allocation of storage devices within the AVSC 120, and
includes a reference to the Disk class. Finally, a NetAcceSS
List class facilitates implementation of a list of allocated
network acceSS resources, and includes a reference to the
NetAccess class.

0425. As with the AVSM class relationship 250, those
skilled in the art will understand that the AVSC class

relationship 300 can be readily modified or extended to
provide or accommodate access to additional types of AVSC
functionality.
0426 4.9 Client And Server Communication
0427. In the present invention, an AVSS-external or
AVSS-internal client requiring a Service accessed via an
instance of a target object calls for the Service by issuing a
request. In response, the target object may perform one or
more portions of the required Service, act as a client and
issue one or more requests to other objects, and/or issue one
or more messages. Upon Service completion, the target
object issues a reply. Thus, from a hierarchical perspective,
the issuance of a high-level request may give rise to the
issuance of one or more lower-level requests and replies,
followed by the issuance of a high-level reply. Each such
request and reply in one embodiment of the present inven
tion is exchanged in accordance with a conventional Internet

Protocol (IP) Suite, in a manner readily understood by those
skilled in the art.

0428 4.10 AVSM Request Categories
0429. The requests understood by the AVSM 160 span
Several categories, which in one embodiment include the
following:
0430 4.10.1 External Client to AVSS Requests
0431 Requests that may be used by AVSS-external cli
ents requiring access to AVSS Services include the follow
ing:
0432) a) Login-initiates a login session with the
AVSS 100 and provides user information and asso
ciated A/V network Service information to the AVSM

160, where the user information includes a user ID

and a password.

0433 b) Logout-terminates user interaction with
the AVSS 100.

0434 c) GetFileLimits-returns current adminis
tered and physical limits on the length of an A/V file
to be encoded.

0435 d) AcquireAVChannel-establishes a session
by reserving particular AVSC resources for perform
ing Specified types of operations, Such as encoding,
decoding, transcoding, and/or Streaming. Specifies a
Source AVSC resource and at least one destination

AVSC resource to flexibly support multiple modes of
operation, which include the following:

0436 1) Playback mode-facilitates playback of
an A/V file residing upon an AVSC Storage device
to a user WorkStation 40, where Such playback can
occur at a specified Speed or playback rate.
0437 Source resource=disk, destination
resource=decoder.

0438 2) Preview mode-facilitates recording
Setup and record preview operations involving a

user workstation 40 (i.e., A/V signal “loop
through” without storage of A/V signals to disk).
0439 Source resource=encoder, destination
resource=decoder.

0440 3) Record mode-facilitates A/V signal
recording from a user WorkStation 40 to generate
an A/V file upon an AVSC storage device.

0441 Source resource=encoder, destination
resource=disk.

0442. 4) Playback-while-recording mode-facili
tates A/V Signal recording from a user WorkStation
40 with simultaneous A/V signal playback to the
user workstation 40.

0443 Source resource=encoder, destination
resourceS=disk and decoder.

0444 5) Broadcast-to-network mode-facilitates
broadcast of A/V Signals from a user WorkStation

40 to a network (i.e., the AVSS internal network
110 or the data network 20).
0445 Source resource=encoder, destination
resource=network.

0446 6) Broadcast-and-playback mode-facili
tates A/V Signal broadcast from a user WorkStation
40 to a network, with simultaneous A/V signal
playback to the user workstation 40.
0447 Source resource=encoder, destination
resourceS=network and decoder.

0448 7) Broadcast-while-recording mode-fa
cilitates broadcast to a network while performing
A/V signal recording from a user workstation 40
to an AVSC storage device.
0449 Source resource=encoder, destination
resourceS=disk and network.

0450) 8)

Broadcast-with-record-and-playback

mode-facilitates broadcast to a network while

recording A/V signals from a user workstation 40
to AVSC Storage device and Simultaneously play
ing A/V signals back to the user workstation 40.
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0451 Source resource=encoder, destination
resourceS=network, disk, and decoder.

0452 9) Stream-in-to-disk mode-facilitates
receiving a data Stream from a network to an
AVSC storage device.
0453 Source resource=network, destination
resource=disk.

0465 g) AcquireAVFileExportChannel-establishes a
session for exporting an A/V file from the AVSS 100 to the
client and returns the network or IP address of the AVSC 120

upon which the file is Stored, plus a Session handle.

0466 h) AcquirePublish Channel-establishes a session

0454) 10) Stream-in-to-playback mode-facili
tates data Streaming from a network to a user
workstation 40 via AVSC decoder.

04.55 Source resource=network, destination
resource=decoder or transcoder.

0456) 11)
Stream-in-to-playback-with-Save
mode-facilitates data Streaming from a network
to a user WorkStation 40, and Saves data being
Streamed in to an AVSC Storage device.
0457 Source resource=network, destination
resource=decoder or transcoder and disk.

0458) 12) Stream-out-to-network mode-facili

tates data Streaming from an AVSC Storage device
to a network at a specified Streaming rate.
0459 Source resource=disk, destination
resource=network.

0460) 13) Stream-out-to-network-and playback
mode facilitates data streaming from an AVSC
Storage device to a network at a Specified Stream
ing rate with Simultaneous A/V Signal playback to
the user workstation 40.

0461 Source

returns a session handle and the network or IP address of the

AVSC 120 that will initially receive the A/V file.

resource=disk,

destination

resource=network and decoder

0462 Those skilled in the art will understand that a buffer
resource upon an AVSC may be included as an intermediate
destination resource for Several types of operational modes,
for example, those involving Streaming. Those skilled in the
art will additionally understand that many other modes of
operation exist, for which a Session may be established and
resources may be reserved in a manner analogous to that

described above. When appropriate (i.e., depending upon the
Specified mode of operation), the Acquire AVChannel

request also specifies parameterS Such as a filename and
password; A/V file encoding type; and/or a minimum frame
count that indicates an amount of Storage Space that must be
available upon a storage device. After Successful resource
reservation, a reply corresponding to AcquireAVChannel

(i.e., an Acquire AVChannel Reply) returns a session handle

to a requesting client.

0463 e) AcquireDataChannel-establishes a session and
reserves AVSC resources for particular types of file transfer
operations, including copy-to, copy-from, file query, and file
listing operations. This request includes parameterS Speci
fying a mode Such as read-only or read-write, as well as
parameterS Such as a filename, password, and a minimum
amount of Storage Space that must be present upon an AVSC
Storage device. After AVSC resource reservation, a reply
corresponding to AcquireDataChannel returns a Session
handle.

0464 f) AcquireAVFileImportChannel-establishes a
session for importing an A/V file into the AVSS 100 and

for publishing an A/V file from an AVSC 120 to one or more
non-AVSS target servers. Parameters specified include a
filename and password, as well as target Server type. A reply
asSociated with this request returns a Session handle.

0467) i) PublishFile-publishes a file to a non-AVSS

target Server. Specified parameters include a filename and
password, a target Server network or IP address, and target
Server login and password information.

0468 j) RequestPublishLocations given a specified
filename and password, returns known non-AVSS target
server identification and network or IP address to which a

file has previously been published, as indicated by the AVSS
database.

0469 k) DeletePublished File-given a specified file
name, file password, and non-AVSS target Server network or
IP address or target Server type, deletes file's publication
references for target Server or target Server types from the
AVSS database. If target Server login, login password, and
any delete authorization information is also specified,
DeletePublished File additionally attempts to delete the pub
lished file from the target server itself.

0470 l) ReleaseAVChannel-releases the resource or

resources obtained through the Acquire AVChannel,
AcquireAVFileImportChannel, AcquireAVFileExportChan
nel, and AcquirePublish Channel requests, and deletes a
corresponding Session handle.

0471 m) AVSMStatusRequest-returns status informa

tion to a client during file copy, import, export, and pub
lishing operations when a valid Session handle is specified,
where Such Status information may include a number of
bytes transferred or an estimated amount of time remaining
until operation completion.

0472 n) GetAVFile:Attributes-returns attributes for an

A/V file, including application program-defined attributes.
Certain restrictions may exist with regard to which attributes
may be returned. For example, only a Super-user and the file
author may be allowed to view a complete owner list. A user
may be allowed to view file attributes if the user is specified
as an owner for the file, and any attributes returned are
Specific to that user.
0473 Super-users and the file authors can access the
following operations in one embodiment:

0474 o) SetAVFile:Attributes-sets the

mutable

attributes of an A/V file, including application program
defined attributes.

0475 p) AddOwner-causes the AVSM 160 to add a

Specified user ID to the access privilege list corresponding to
an A/V file.

0476) q) RemoveOwner-causes the AVSM 160 to

remove a specified user ID from the access privilege list
corresponding to an A/V file.
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0477 r) RequestAVFile-requests an A/V file from a

non-premises source AVSS 100.
0478). If AV file is present within the domain of the AVSM
160 that receives this request, a file transfer procedure
retrieves the A/V file from the non-premises source AVSS
100.

0479) 4.10.2 Client To AVSC Via AVSM Requests
0480. Many of the requests the AVSM 160 issues to an
AVSC 120 are variants of those sent to the AVSM 160 by
client application programs. Requests that the AVSM 160
may receive from external clients and forward or pass to an
AVSC 120 for servicing include the following:
0481 a) Open-depending upon a mode specifier that
indicates whether an A/V file is to be operated upon relative
to A/V resource processes (MEDIA mode) or file transfer
processes (DATA mode), opens or creates an A/V file and
prepares it for encoding, decoding, and/or transcoding,
Streaming in, or Streaming out (MEDIA mode), or data
transfer (DATA mode). Upon completion of this request, a
reply is issued that includes a Session handle.
0482 b) Close-closes a file associated with a specified
Session handle.

0483 c) Read-for a file opened in DATA mode, reads a

specified number of bytes from the file and transfers them to
the requesting client.

0484 d) Write-for a file opened in DATA mode, trans

fers and writes a specified number of bytes to the file.

0485 e) Seek-for a file opened in DATA mode, posi

tions the file at a Specified byte. For a file opened in media
mode, positions the file at a Specified frame.

0486 f) Play-causes the AVSC 120 to signal a decoder

to begin processing a file and feeding the output to the A/V
network 30. Parameters include playback speed or rate as
well as direction and processing length indicators that allow
this request to implement fast-forward, rewind, or similar
operations.

0487 g) Record-causes the AVSC 120 to signal an

encoder to begin Saving A/V input to the file. A record length
limitation may be specified.

0488 h) Streamin-causes the AVSC 120 to stream data

from the AVSS internal network 110 into a buffer, data

Storage, and/or decoding resource, in accordance with
resources reserved for a particular channel.

0489) i) StreamOut–causes the AVSC 120 to stream data

from a buffer, data Storage, and/or encoding resource to the
AVSS internal network 110 at a specified data rate, in
accordance with resources reserved for a particular channel.

0490 j) Stop-causes suspension of a current encoding,

decoding, transcoding, or Streaming process.

0491 k) Status-returns current file mode and frame

number if in MEDIA mode or byte position if in DATA
mode.

0492 4.10.3 AVSM To AVSC Requests
0493 Requests the AVSM 160 issues to a target AVSC
120 in relation to A/V file access and file transfer include the
following:

0494 a) AcquireChannel-requests the AVSC 120 to
create a channel reserving a specified encoder, decoder,
and/or transcoder for use by an AVSS client. This request
may additionally be used to reserve file transfer bandwidth
for impending file transfer or Streaming operations. Request
completion results in the return of a channel handle that may
be used to identify the allocated resources in Subsequent
operations.

0495 b) Releasechannel-indicates to the AVSC 120

that the resources associated with a Specified handle are no
longer required and shall be released.

0496 c) SetMediaSetup-sets or updates configuration
information for the target AVSC 120. This request is typi
cally employed in the event that the AVSC's hardware
configuration has been modified.

0497 d) GetMediaSetup-returns configuration and
usage information for the target AVSC 120.

0498 e) GetDriveInfo-returns information about a

Specified Storage device.

0499 f) GetMediaStatus-returns current AVSC utiliza

tion and State information.

0500 g) Rename-renames a specified file.
0501 h) Delete-deletes a specified file.
0502 i) CopyTo-initiates the transfer of a specified file
to a specified destination AVSC 120.
0503 j) CopyFrom-initiates the transfer of a specified
file from a specified source AVSC 120.
0504) 4.10.4 AVSC To AVSM Requests
0505) An AVSC 120 may send informational requests to
its managing AVSM 160 to indicate State changes associated
with file transfer operations, A/V operation completion,
and/or general hardware Status. Such informational requests
include the following:

0506 a) PlayEnd-indicates that a current play operation
has completed, due to end-of-file or a play-length being
reached.

0507 b) RecordEnd-indicates that a current record

operation has completed.

0508 c) Hardware Error-indicates a hardware failure

asSociated with a specified encoder, decoder, transcoder, or
Storage device.
0509) 4.10.5 AVSM To AVSM Requests
0510. In addition to receiving external requests from
client application programs, a premises AVSM 160 may
receive requests from a non-premises AVSM 160. Typically,
Such requests correspond to file transfer operations, and
include the following:

0511 a) RequestAVFileSource-issued by the premises
AVSM 160 to the non-premises AVSM 160 upon receipt of
a “RequestAVFile” from a client. The non-premises AVSM

160 returns i) the network or IP address of an AVSC 120 that
can serve as a file transfer Source; ii) attributes for a specified
A/V file; and iii) a channel handle.
0512 b) NotifyAVFile:Source-sent upon successful
completion of an A/V file transfer between a premises and
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a non-premises AVSC 120, and includes the user ID and
Source channel handle, such that the non-premises AVSM
160 can release source AVSC resources that had been
reserved for the file transfer.

0513 4.10.6 AVSM Administration Requests
0514 Several requests, some of which may be accessible
only to a Super-user, may be used to perform AVSS con
figuration and administrative operations, and include the
following:
0515 a) SetPrivileged-establishes a super-user session,
through which the Super-user can acceSS many administra
tive functions. This request requires a password.
0516 b) GetAVSMLogInfo-returns information stored
in the AVSM event log.
0517 c) ClearAVSMLogInfo-clears the AVSM event
log.
0518) d) SetAVSMLogLevel-specifies types of requests
and events to log, as well as a level of detail for logging, and
a maximum AVSM event log size.
0519) e) ListAVSCs-returns a list of AVSCs 120 man
aged by the AVSM 160.
0520 f) GetAVSCInfo-returns configuration and utili
zation information for a particular AVSC 120.

0521 g) GetAVSCLogInfo-returns information stored
in the AVSC event log, message queue.

0522 h) ClearAVSCLogInfo-clears a specified AVSC's
event log.

0523 i) SetAVSCLogLevel-indicates to a specified
AVSC 120 types of requests and events to log, as well as a
level of detail for logging, and a maximum AVSC event log
size.

0524 j) SetAVNMInfo-updates A/V network manager
information maintained within the AVSM 160.

0525 k) AddAVSC-adds configuration information cor

responding to a newly-added premises AVSC 120 to the
AVSS database. Configuration information for the new
AVSC 120 is obtained by querying the AVSC 120.

0526 l) RemoveAVSC-removes information corre

sponding to an AVSC 120 no longer in the premises group
from the AVSS database.

0527 m) ListAVSSs-returns a network or IP address for

each non-premises AVSS 100 about which the AVSM 160 is
WC.

0528 in) GetAVSSInfo-returns routing and/or connec

tion Setup information for a particular non-premises AVSS
100 known to the AVSM 160.

0529) o) SetAVSSInfo-sets routing and/or connection

setup information for a specified non-premises AVSS 100. In
one embodiment, this information pertains to the host AVSM
160 for the specified AVSS 100.

0530 p). AddAVSS-adds a specified non-premises
AVSS 100 to those known to the AVSM 160. In one

embodiment, routing and connection information for the
newly-added AVSS 100 is specified through SetAVSSInfo.

0531 q) RemoveAVSS-removes a non-premises AVSS
100 from those know to the AVSM 160.

0532 r) SetAVFileLimits—sets a maximum A/V file

length allowed during encoding operations.
0533. Those skilled in the art will recognize that an AVSS
could Support additional or fewer requests in an alternate
embodiment.

0534) 4.11 AVSC Request Categories
0535 The AVSC 120 provides support for a variety of
requests, including those in the following categories:
0536 4.11.1 Allocation and Authorization Requests
0537) a) AuthorizationResource-ensures that a client
requesting services provided by the AVSC 120 is either an
AVSM 160 or a client providing a valid channel handle.
0538 b) AllocateChannel-creates a channel to which
Specified resources are allocated, and returns a channel
handle.

0539 c) ChangeChannel-for a channel identified by a
channel handle, adds or deletes Specified resources to or
from channel, respectively.

0540 d) ReleaseGhannel-for a channel identified by a
channel handle, frees channel resources (i.e., channel
resources are returned to “not busy' or “not allocated”

Status), removes channel from channel list, and releases
channel handle.

0541. 4.11.2 File Management Requests
0542 a) CopyFromChannel-establishes a copy session
with a source AVSC 120 and performs file copy operations.
0543 b) CopyToChannel-establishes a copy session
with a target AVSC 120 and performs file copy operations.
0544 c) RenameChannel-renames a specified file.
0545 d) DeleteChannel-deletes a specified file.
0546 e) FindFilesFirstChannel-performs file directory
operations, returning first k files.
0547 f) FindFilesNextChannel-performs file directory
operations, returning next n files.
0548 g) GetFileInfoChannel-opens a specified file and
returns information about the media content of the file; this

request may be employed, for example, to validate file
import operations or for consistency checking.

0549 h) Publish Digital FileChannel-performs format

conversion, login operations, and file copy operations to
publish a specified file to another Server in a Specified
format.

0550 4.11.3 Media Requests
0551 a) OpenChannel-opens a specified A/V file on a
Specified channel.
0552) b) ReadChannel-reads from an A/V file on a
Specified channel.
0553 c) WriteChannel-writes to an A/V file on a speci
fied channel.

0554 d) PlayChannel-plays an A/V file on a specified
channel at a Specified frame rate.
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0555 e) StreamInChannel-streams an A/V file into a

Specified channel.

0556 f) StreamOutChannel-streams an A/V file from a

Specified channel at a specified data rate.

0557 g) RecordChannel-records an A/V file on a speci
fied channel.

0558 h) PauseChannel-pauses A/V file operations on a
Specified channel.

0559) i) StopChannel-stops A/V file operations on a
Specified channel.

0560 j) ResumeChannel-resumes A/V file operations

on a specified channel.

0561 k) SeekChannel-moves to a given position within

an A/V file on a specified channel.

0562 l) StatusChannel-returns information about cur

rent Status of operations on a specified A/V file, including
current frame or position within the file, on a Specified
channel.

0563 m) CloseChannel-closes an A/V file on a speci
fied channel.

0564) 4.11.4 Administrative Requests
0565) a) InitializeResource-resets hardware, rebuilds
lists, and reallocates objects.

0566 b) GetMediaSetupResource-returns information
about encoders, decoders, transcoders, and Storage devices
within the AVSC 120.

0567 c) SetMediaSetupResource-sets information
about encoders, decoders, transcoders, and/or Storage
devices within the AVSC 120.

resources, the AVSC 120 issues an AcquireChannelReply to
the AVSM 160, which includes a channel handle and a return
code that indicates whether resource reservation was Suc

cessful. The AVSM 160 subsequently issues an
AcquireAVChannelReply that includes a Session handle to
the client. The client may Subsequently use the Session
handle to request particular operations in accordance with
the types of AVSC resources associated with the channel
handle. For any given client, the AVSM 160 may map one
or multiple Session handles to a Single channel and handle.
The AVSM 160 is responsible for mapping session handles
to the appropriate channel handle during Subsequent opera
tions. Those skilled in the art will understand that analogous
operations occur for each particular type of channel acqui
Sition request described above.
0575) 4.12.2 A/V File Management
0576. Since the AVSM 160 is responsible for maintaining
the AVSS database, it must perform Some processing in
response to client requests affecting A/V files. Since the A/V
files are physically stored upon the AVSCs 120, the AVSM

160 passes or forwards requests to the appropriate AVSC(s)

120 following such processing. In general, for AVSS clients
requiring access to an A/V file, the AVSM 160 examines the
AVSS database to determine whether a specified file exists,
and upon which AVSCs 120 the file resides. When an A/V
file is created, the AVSM 160 adds a file parameter list to the
AVSS database, and selects an available AVSC 120 to

support an encoding session. The AVSM 160 issues a
Record request to the selected AVSC 120, updates its
internal data, and upon completion of the recording opera
tion issues a Record Reply to the client.
0577 FIG. 19 is an exemplary request sequence diagram
for the “Open” request described above. In FIG. 19, an

AVSS client (i.e., a client application program) issues an

0568 d) GetMediaStatusResource-returns current sta

Open request Specifying a Session handle, a filename, and a

0569 e) HangupResource-performs failure recovery or

premises AVSM 160. The AVSM 160 subsequently maps the
Session handle to the appropriate AVSC channel handle, and
forwards the open request to the AVSC 120 corresponding to
the channel handle. After opening the A/V file, the AVSC
120 issues an OpenReply to the AVSM 160, which includes

tus of AVSC resources, including a number of channels
open; a number of encoders, decoders, transcoders in use;
Storage device usage and available Storage Space; and buffer
and internal network usage.
System violation recovery operations.

0570 f) ShutdownResource-performs shutdown opera
tions, after which AVSC 120 can be reinitialized.

0571. 4.12 Request Sequence Examples
0572 The description that follows details the flow of
requests and replies generated in response to exemplary
AVSS-external requests corresponding to Several opera
tional categories, which are defined as follows:
0573 4.12.1 Session Establishment and Resource Reser

Vation

0574 FIG. 18 is an exemplary request sequence diagram
for the Acquire AVChannel request described above. In FIG.

18, and AVSS client (i.e., a client application program)

issues an AcquireAVChannel request Specifying a mode and
mode-specific parameters to its premises AVSM 160. The
AVSM 160 determines a set of AVSC resources required to
fulfill the channel acquisition request, and identifies an
appropriate AVSC 120. The AVSM 160 then issues an
Acquire Channel request to the AVSC 120, specifying a set
of resources to be reserved for a channel. Upon reserving the

mode (i.e., MEDIA, DATA read/write or read only) to its

a channel handle and a return code that indicates whether the

open operation was successful. The AVSC 160 in turn
replies to the AVSS client with a session handle and a return
code.

0578 FIG. 20 is an exemplary request sequence diagram
for the above-mentioned “Close' request. In FIG. 20, an
AVSS client issues a Close request that Specifies a Session
handle and a filename to the AVSM 160. The AVSM 160

maps the Session handle to the appropriate channel handle,
and issueS or forwards the close request Specifying the
channel handle and the filename to the appropriate AVSC
120. Upon completing the close operation, the AVSC 120
issues a close reply to the AVSM 160, which includes the
channel handle and a return code. The AVSM 160 maps the
channel handle to the appropriate Session handle, and for
wards the close reply to the AVSS client.
0579 FIG. 21 is an exemplary request sequence diagram
for an A/V file “Delete” request. In response to receipt of a
delete request that Specifies a Session handle and a fully
qualified filename from an AVSS client, the AVSM 160
determines upon which AVSCs 120 copies of the A/V file
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reside. The AVSM 160 then maps the session handle to a first
channel handle, and forwards the delete request to a first
AVSC 120 upon which such a copy resides. Once the A/V
file copy is deleted, the first AVSC 120 issues a DeleteReply
to the AVSM 160. The AVSM 160 then maps the session
handle to a second channel handle, and forwards the AVSS

client’s delete request to a second AVSC 120 upon which a
copy of the A/V file resides. The second AVSC 120 performs
the required delete operation, and issues a DeleteReply to
the AVSM 160. The AVSM 160 continues this process by
mapping the Session handle to a next channel handle, and
forwarding the AVSS client's delete request to a next AVSC
120 storing a copy of the A/V file after receiving a Del
eteReply from an AVSC 120 that had just completed the
delete operation, and So on, until copies of the A/V file no
longer reside upon the AVSCs 120. After the relevant AVSCs
120 have deleted the appropriate A/V file copies, the AVSM
160 updates the AVSS database 176 to reflect the deletion,
and issues a DeleteReply to the AVSS client.
0580. 4.12.3 Encoding, Decoding, Or Transcoding Con
trol

0581 FIG.22 is an exemplary request sequence diagram
for a "Record” request. Upon receiving a Record request
from an AVSS client Specifying a Session handle and poS
sibly a filename depending upon operational mode, the
AVSM 160 maps the session handle to the appropriate
channel handle. The AVSM 160 forwards the mapped record
request to the AVSC 120, which issues commands to the
encoder associated with the channel handle. When the

recording session is complete, the AVSC 120 issues a
Record Reply that Specifies the channel handle and a return
code to the AVSM 160. The AVSM 160 then maps the
channel handle to a Session handle, and forwards the Recor

dReply to the AVSS client, where the Record Reply includes
the Session handle and a return code.

0582) 4.12.4 File Transfer
0583. Externally-generated file transfer requests may
result in the generation of multiple intra-AVSS requests and
replies, depending upon the location of the requested file.
FIG. 23 is an exemplary request Sequence diagram corre
sponding to a request for a file transfer from a non-premises
AVSS 100. To take advantage of the file transfer capabilities
of the AVSS 100, a client must have a source AVSM name

or address as well as a filename. The client Supplies these
parameters to its premises AVSS 100 via a RequestAVFile
request.

0584) The premises AVSM 160 determines whether the
required file is locally available, that is, whether it is Stored
upon one of the premises AVSCs 120. If not, the premises
AVSM 160 issues a RequestAVFile:Source request to the
non-premises AVSS 100. Via an AcquireChannel request,
the non-premises AVSM 160 allocates resources in an AVSC
120 that can serve as a source for the file transfer. After the

non-premises AVSC 120 resources have been allocated, it
replies to the non-premises AVSM 160 with an Acquire
Channel Reply. The non-premises AVSM 160 then replies to
the premises AVSM 160 by issuing a RequestAVFile
SourceReply that specifies the location or network or IP
address and channel handle of the allocated non-premises
AVSC 120.

0585. The premises AVSM 160 issues an AcquireChan
nel request to allocate a channel and corresponding

resources on a premises AVSC 120 for performing the file
transfer operation, and in response receives an Acquire
ChannelReply that Specifies a channel handle. The premises
AVSM 160 then issues a CopyFrom request to the premises
AVSC 120, where the CopyFrom request includes the source
AVSC's location or address and channel handle. The pre
mises AVSC 120 initiates the file transfer by issuing an Open
request to the source AVSC 120, where the Open request
specifies that the file is to be opened in DATA mode. Upon
receiving an OpenReply from the source AVSC 120, the
premises AVSC 120 issues a series of Read requests to the
Source AVSC 120, which result in the file transfer. For each

such Read request, the source AVSC 120 performs a read
operation and issues a ReadReply to the premises AVSC
120.

0586. After the file has been transferred, the premises
AVSC 120 issues a Close request to the source AVSC 120.
The Source AVSC 120 closes the file, and issues a CloseRe

ply to the premises AVSC 120, which in turn issues a
CopyFrom Reply to the premises AVSM 160. The premises
AVSM 160 next issues a ReleaseGhannel request to the
premises AVSC 120 to release resources associated with the
copy operation, after which the AVSC 120 issues a
ReleaseChannelReply. The premises AVSM 160 subse
quently updates the AVSS database 176 to reflect the pres
ence of the new file. The premises AVSM 160 next sends a
Notify AVFile:Source message to the non-premises or source
AVSM 160 to indicate to the non-premises AVSM 160 that
the transfer is complete. The non-premises AVSM 160 issues
a ReleaseGhannel request to the source AVSC 120, which
releaseS resources reserved for the copy operation and
generates a Release ChannelReply directed to the non-pre
mises AVSM 160. The non-premises AVSM 160 then issues
a Nofity AVFile:SourceReply to the premises AVSM 160.
Finally, the premises AVSM 160 sends a RequestAVFileRe
ply to the AVSS client that required the file transfer opera
tion.

0587) 4.12.5 File Replication
0588. Once a new A/V file resides upon an AVSC 120, the
AVSM 160 may issue a series of requests to perform A/V file
replication operations. In one embodiment, A/V file repli
cation is required in the event that more than one owner is
Specified in the file's access privilege list. File replication
would thus be performed, for example, after or as part of
processing an "AddOwner' request received from a client
application program. In another embodiment, A/V file rep
lication is performed even if an A/V file has only one owner,
Such that a given A/V file resides upon at least two premises
AVSCs 120. This approach would enhance system reliability
or fault tolerance. In Such an embodiment, file replication
would occur, for example, following a file transfer operation
as described above with reference to FIG. 23.

0589 FIG. 24 is an exemplary request sequence diagram
corresponding to file replication operations. The AVSM 160
could perform file replication operations, for example, fol
lowing issuance of a RequestAVFile reply to an AVSS client
indicating completion of file transfer operations as previ
ously described. To initiate file replication operations, the
AVSM 160 issues a first Acquire Channel request to the
AVSC 120 upon which the file resides, that is, the source
AVSC 120. After receiving an AcquireChannelReply, the
AVSM 160 issues a second AcquireChannel request to a
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destination AVSC 120 to which the file will be copied. Once
the AVSM 160 receives an AcquireChannel Reply from the
destination AVSC 120, it issues a CopyFrom request to this
AVSC 120. The destination AVSC 120 then sends the Source

AVSC 120 an Open request. Upon receiving an OpenReply,
the destination AVSC 120 send the Source AVSC 120 a series

of Read requests, which result in transfer of the file from the
Source to the destination AVSC 120. After the Source AVSC

120 has responded to a given Read request, it issues a
ReadReply to the destination AVSC 120. Upon responding
to a last Read request and issuing a last ReadReply, the
destination AVSC 120 sends a Close request to the source
AVSC 120, which closes the file and issues a CloseReply to
the destination AVSC 120. The destination AVSC 120 Sub

sequently issues a CopyFrom Reply to the AVSM 160. The
AVSM 160 then issues a ReleaseGhannel request to the
destination AVSC 120, and in turn receives a ReleaseChan

nelReply. According to the particular file replication Strategy
employed, the AVSM 160 may repeat the destination AVSC
120 Selection, AcquireChannel, CopyFrom, and
ReleaseChannel procedures described above for one or more
other destination AVSCS 120. The AVSM 160 could also

select either AVSC 120 upon which a copy of the file
currently resides as the source AVSC 120. Once any given
AVSC's role as a file source is completed, the AVSM 160
issues a ReleaseGhannel request to that source AVSC 120,
which in turn releaseS resources reserved for performing the
copying operations and generates a ReleaseChannelReply
directed to the AVSM 160. Those skilled in the art will

understand that the file replication operations could be
performed via CopyTo requests rather than CopyFrom
requests.

0590 4.12.6 AVSS Administration
0591. The AVSM 160 maintains data corresponding to
AVSC 120 resources and their capabilities. The AVSM may
query an AVSC 120 when requested, or as part of an AVSS
database update when a new AVSC 120 has been added to
the premises group. FIG. 25 is an exemplary request
Sequence diagram corresponding to new AVSC addition and
AVSC query requests. In response to an authorized client's
issuance of an AddAVSC request specifying an AVSC 120
and a network or IP address, the AVSM 160 issues a

GetMediaSetup request to the AVSC 120. The AVSC 120
generates a GetMediaSetupReply, and provides data
describing its resource types, capabilities, and characteris
tics to the AVSM 160. The AVSM 160 then issues an

AddAVSCReply to the requesting client. In response to a
GetAVSCInfo request from the client, the AVSM 160 pro
vides data describing the AVSC's resource types, capabili
ties, and characteristics to the client via a GetAVSCInfoRe

ply.
0592 4.13 Application Program Interface
0593. Application programs executing on user worksta
tions 40 or other computers act as clients relative to the
AVSM 160, and may further act as clients relative to the A/V
network manager 34. FIG. 26 is a block diagram showing
client application programs communicating with the AVSM
160 and A/V network manager 34. In one embodiment, a
typical application program comprises a user interface plus
a set of software objects based upon or derived from the
AVSMAppComm class hierarchy 250 described above. The

application program thus Serves as a Software wrapper that
can act as an AVSM client to provide access to particular
types of AVSS functionality.
0594. In response to particular user selections or actions,
an application program issues requests to the AVSM 160.
Based upon replies received from the AVSM 160, the
application program Selectively updates information pre
Sented to the user. Since a portion of the application program
comprises objects corresponding to the AVSMAppComm,
communication between the AVSM 160 and the application
program occurs in a manner analogous to AVSM-to-AVSM
communication. Additionally, since the AVSMAppComm
can be readily extended or modified to reflect the evolution
of AVSM functionality over time, new types of functionality
can be readily accommodated with minimal application
program modification.
0595) 4.14 Process and Data Primitives
0596) The video storage server can support several types
of applications. One of the ways that the Several Supported
applications can share information, as well as cutting down
on the coding required to embody the applications, is to
share a set of common “primitive’ elements between the
Several applications.
0597 Primitives of the same class are combinable to
achieve a Specified result. One or more primitives may be
combined to form new higher level primitives, which may in
turn define yet another even higher level primitive, Substan
tially ad infinitum. There are two broad classes of primitives:
process primitives and data primitives.
0598. Process primitives are invoked to perform an
action. In turn, they may invoke other actions, including
invoking other primitives. Typically process primitives

establish AVSS Sessions of Some type, (for instance at least
one of playing a file, getting file lists), present the user with
a graphical interface, establish network connections, as well
as other operations Such as rendering Synchronized graphics.
Examples of process primitives taught by the principles of
the present invention are viewers, browsers, and adminis
trative processes.
0599 Process primitives can be organized in a number of
manners. A first manner is as a Stand-alone process directly
launched by a user. Alternatively, they may be launched
from within another process, for instance a dynamic linked
library or DLL. In this case, their thread of execution exists
with the thread of execution of the launching process, and
also terminates there with. As a further alternative, proceSS
primitives may be launched by another process, as a Separate
process, whose thread of execution is not tied to the launch
ing process. In this latter case, the termination of the
launching proceSS has no effect on the life of the process
primitive.
0600 There are several broad mechanisms for executing
process primitives. One process primitive eXecution meth
odology implements the direct invocation of the process
primitive by the application user. Another process primitive
execution methodology is utilized where a target applica
tion, including but not limited to third-party Software appli
cations, has previously been taught how to display or act
upon the receipt of a data primitive in the form of an
attachment, MIME type, file type and so forth. The receipt
of the data primitive causes the target application, for
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instance the MIME compliant software application or the
operating System, to launch a process primitive associated
with the data primitive. Yet another methodology for execut
ing process primitives, especially those process primitives
directly accessed by third-party Software, is simply to install
the proceSS primitive as a plug-in to that Software.
0601 Data primitives refer to a number of specifically
formatted file types in the context of their usage by proceSS
primitives or other related processes. Data primitives
include, but are not necessarily limited to: audio-video files,
audio-only files, Video-only files, bitmap files, application
files, postScript files, graphics files, text files, and Synchro
nization files. Included in Synchronization files are a number
of time-Stamped event file types including, but again not
limited to: graphics event files, Shareboard event files,
window event files, application Startup event files, and text
event files. The time-Stamps in the file Signal when to take
certain defined actions, thereby enabling the temporal Syn
chronization of the information of one file with respect to
another.

0602. A metafile is an abstraction representing a combi
nation of one or more externally Stored data primitives

which together comprise all externally stored ("out-of
band') information comprising a particular AV or multime
dia segment (Such as a message). ASSociated with the

metafile is a pointer file, which includes all referencing
information for the various component files of the metafile

(file names, permission keys, file System, etc.). One or more

pointer files and their associated metafiles can be concep
tually grouped to form a virtual aggregate file called an
omnifile. The omnifile therefore must be in Some fashion

transferred Successfully from one environment to another in
order for authored information to be completely replayed in
the new environment. This can be done in a number of ways
as will be clear to one skilled in the art. One Such embodi
ment is shown at FIG. 27.

0603. In common practice, the term “multimedia file” as
been used to refer to an aggregate of all types of media files
and external reference file pointers. Multimedia files, like
metafiles and indeed like other primitives, are hierarchical:
they are combinable into other files to perform a certain task,
for instance as a multimedia file in any of a number of
Standard formats. Metafiles, as defined herein, are allowed to

be distributed acroSS Several file Systems and do not include
pointer files. In contrast, multimedia files can include pointer
files and all of their component media files are Stored
together. Omnifiles do include pointer files but again are a
Virtual object Spanning potentially Several Vile Systems and
thus also differ from multimedia files.

0604. An application implementing the principles of the
present invention specifically takes Some of the file types of
interest, and creates a MIME type associated with them. It
then enables the teaching of Some third party browsers
including, but not limited to, Netscape(R) or Microsoft Inter
net Explorer(E), or Some e-mail packages including Eudora(E)
how to handle the MIME types. Accordingly, many of the
third-party application types Supported by the present inven
tion are taught how to handle the multimedia files, omnifiles,
metafiles, audio-video files, and pointer files of the present
invention. Therefore, when a third party application receives
one of these file types taught by the present invention, it
knows how to invoke the proper process primitive.
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0605 Referring now to FIG. 28, an exemplar data primi
tive 3904 is shown which requires a viewer or browser
process to display or act upon it. The application has been
taught, as described above, how to respond to the receipt of
the data primitive, it “knows” when and how to launch
process primitives 3912 and 3906. In the viewer/browser
exemplar herein presented, receipt of data primitive 3904 by
an application causes the application to launch, at 3910 or
3914 either browser 3912 or viewer 3906. Where browser

3912 is launched, it may invoke a plurality, not shown, of
viewers 3906. Viewer 3906 invokes, in turn a at least one

data primitive 3908 for access to one or more files.
0606 Referring now to FIG. 29, data primitive 3904 is
shown embodied as an attachment, for instance a MIME

attachment, to a message 3902. By way of illustration but
not limitation, message 3902 could be an e-mail message,
word processing document, text document, and So forth.
Depending on the application, the attachment may be imple
mented as the previously discussed MIME attachment, or as
a file type. When the application is instructed to act upon the
attachment, it invokes the process primitive associated with
the attachment type, as previously discussed.
0607. It will be understood that the immediately preced
ing discussion of the viewer/browser process primitive is
presented for purposes of illustration and not limitation. The
principles of the present invention comprehend an almost
limitleSS number of process primitive configurations, of
which the previous exemplar is but one. The teachings of the
present invention Specifically contemplate all Such configu
rations.

0608) 4.14.1 Viewer
0609 Video record and playback capabilities can sepa
rately be embedded in each application by Stand alone
means, but preferentially a Standardized Video record play
back utility used acroSS Several applications is desirable.
Thus a viewer is a good candidate for a process primitive
and is explained here as one example of the use of process
primitives as taught by the principles of the present inven
tion.

0610 The viewer process primitive sets up the necessary
connections and Sessions, as previously described, prepares
the files for viewing, and provides the necessary viewer
interface to enable the user to access and manipulate the
files, as permitted. Because the viewer is a Standard Video
call, it can be treated like any other video call. This enables
it to be merged with other video calls, conferences, and the
like, in Similar fashion to any other Session enabled by the
principles of the present invention.
0611. The implementation of this feature the present
invention is disclosed in FIG. 29. Having reference to that
figure, the present invention contemplates the utilization of
a shell document 3902 invoked for instance by an applica

tion in the MCG (not shown). An example of such an

application would be the launching of a Video mail Session,
Video conference Session, or Substantially any of the other
applications discussed herein. Embedded in Shell document
3902 is a MIME attachment 3904. MIME attachment 3904

invokes viewer 3906, which enables the user to access the

AVSS through the network as needed to record or playback
video files 3908. Permissions to record or playback specific
Video files may, or to the user accessing the applications. The
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shared connection, at 3910, presents the novel advantage of
enabling Video recording or playback and combining it with
other applications running concurrently in a separate Ses
Sion. In some applications there is provided a browser, 3912,

0619 Now we have the capability to grant any screen in
the window and share it with any user or any Storage device

which enables the user to select between a number of

shared applications is accomplished by a Similar means to
bitmap capture.
0621. Where annotations that draw overlays are occur
ring on top of the video window, the WorkStations must have
the capability for performing graphics overlay on top of

enabled.

0620 Shared applications (not understood). Recording of

applications 3906. Alternatively, browser 3912 may be
embedded in, or part of viewer 3906.
0612) 4.14.2 MIME Attachment
0613 Because the viewer is common across all the
applications, and because the files it invokes are accessible
by the Several applications, a first application can use the
Viewer to record or playback a file, and a Second application
can utilize the viewer for video mail or substantially any
other application. Accordingly, the Video files are Sharable at

video.

the file level, the attachment or MIME level, or at the

manner Similar to that described thus far.

connection level. The utilization of MIME (Multipurpose
Internet Mail Extensions) attachments enables the invoca

0624. 4.15 Applications Overview
0625. The present invention teaches a number of novel
Software applications enabled by, and for use in conjunction
with the video server system, or AVSS, previously dis
cussed. AS the present invention enables the implementation
of its features in a Scalable fashion, the programmatic
elements of the present invention provide, among other
benefits, the ability to Scale the features and advantages
presented herein over a wide range of hardware implemen
tations. An Overview of one Such hardware implementation

tion of the viewer and its associated networking connections
within a Standardized attachment which is accepted by third
parties in accordance with standard MIME protocols. Thus
the Several applications taught in the present invention are
interoperable by means of file sharing by the copying of
MIME attachments, or by connection sharing.
0614 4.14.3 Synchronized Shareboard
0615. One example of Such a concurrent session would
be enable the concurrent implementation of share board
graphics and a video conference Session.
0616) The addition of multimedia synchronization capa
bility to the previously discussed viewer and MIME imple
mentation enables the Several Video applications previously
discussed to include animated graphics files which are
synchronized with the video. Share capabilities currently
implemented by the principles of the present invention
"grabs' a window and Stores it as a bitmap file, enabling the
user to draw on top of the bitmap file. This enables the
document to be used by two or more users which includes
overlay graphics, to be stored and Synchronized for later
Synchronous playback.
0617 The synchronization is explained as follows: when
the two or more users are conducting a Video conference, a
first window is opened, and a bitmap Superimposed thereon.
Any files read into the window or the bitmap may be time
Stamped. Any animations imposed on the bitmap are draw
list events which may also be time Stamped. Accordingly the
principles of the present invention contemplate the capture
of the Several times Stamps invoked during multimedia
recording. This enables the later Synchronization, during
playback, of the Several files to present a Synchronous view
of the entire session. Where a video conference includes N

users, the recorded version of the Synchronized Session may
be regarded as the N+1 user. At playback, the recorded
version of the Session is again treated like any other user.
0618. The recording process previously discussed is sub
Stantially the Sequential recording of a Sequence of events.
If it is desirable that the previously recorded events be
capable of reversal, it is necessary to render the graphics in
such a way that they are reversible. Similarly, where the
System enables "go-tos' it is necessary to render the graph
ics in Such a manner that the rendered image is capable of
retrieval at Specified "go-to' points.

0622) 4.14.4 Browser
0623 The browser aforementioned can also be adapted
by those skilled in the art to act as a process primitive in a

is shown at FIG. 30.

0626. The present invention provides two broad classes

of Storage applications. Those which utilize only the basic
audio and Video recording, Storage, browsing, and playback
capabilities of the current AVSS will be referred to herein
after as “video” applications. This is typically a reduced
capability, lower cost implementation. A Second class of
applications utilize audio and Video along with a Synchro
nized data Sharing capability, e.g., Synchronized-shareboard/
T120 recording, Storage, browsing, and playback features.
Such capabilities are essential for recording conferences,
messages, or presentations where information cannot be
conveniently conveyed by audio and Video alone. This class
of Storage applications will be referred to hereinafter as
“multimedia' applications. The additional functionality pro
Vided by this class of applications may require a Somewhat
higher implementation cost.
0627 The principles of the present invention contemplate
the AVSS Supporting Several types of applications. One way
in which the Several applications can share information is to
share certain common “primitive’ elements. This has the
added advantage of cutting down on the coding required to
embody those applications which utilize primitives. Accord
ingly, one or more of the applications taught by the present
invention may utilize shared primitives to facilitate the
interchange of information of between applications or appli
cations elements. Alternatively, one or more of these appli
cations may be implemented as a “stand-alone', or “one-off
implementation which does not utilize shared primitives.
0628 4.16 Video Applications
0629. As previously mentioned, an AVSS can support
Several types of applications. By way of illustration, but not
limitation, Some of these applications include a Video mail
application which combines, in a novel manner, Video clips,
or files, with e-mail messages whereby one user can leave a
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detailed audio-video message on another user's e-mail Sys

other reasons, but there is no functional reason for the files

tem. Video mail is like e-mail, but with either a video

to reside on another AVSS in this case. This could be

attachment, or with a video file replacing normal e-mail text
altogether. The richneSS and depth of communication
afforded thereby enables Significantly greater information
interchange than is available by Simple voice mail messag
ing. The Video Answering System taught by the present
invention answers a user's e-mail when the user is away or
otherwise occupied. This application presents the user with
the option of greeting callers in a number of manners, and
receiving their video messages in response. One alternative
of this application contemplates its implementation using the
Video Mail application previously discussed. Video Confer
ence Recording enables a plurality of users to record in real
time an established Video conference. This application may
be invoked at the user's command or may, alternatively be
invoked automatically when certain conference parameters

considered a LAN implementation of the principles of the
present invention.
0635. Where a given organization is sufficiently large or
So geographically distributed that a single AVSS cannot
handle the traffic for all the users thereof, multiple AVSSS
may be implemented. This case has two Sub-cases: the first
sub-case is a WAN implementation, and the second is where
the implementation at a given Site, for instance a large
campus, is So large it requires more than one AVSS. In the
second sub-case, the multiple AVSSs are interconnected by
trunking 16 between Switches 32 and/or the local data LAN
20. Where a file is required on a different AVSS than the
recording AVSS in the Second Sub-case, it is simply trans

are met.

0630. In addition to these oriented to electronic meetings
applications, the architecture of the AVSS system described
herein renders, with facility, Several additional capabilities.
One Such capability is the utilization of the present invention
as a general-purpose audio-video Storage device. This capa
bility enables users to store and forward audio-video files, in
a variety of formats, to users throughout the LAN or WAN.
The connectivity of such networks to the Internet provides
the additional capability of the System as an intranet or
Internet gateway for audio, Video, audio-video, or multime
dia file transfer. Another application is Video Publishing
which enables any of a number of System users to create,
edit, Store and disseminate complex, informationally rich,
audio-video documents to a wide variety of recipients by
means of LAN, WAN, or to a world-wide audience utilizing
the Internet.

0631) 4.16.1 Video Mail
0632 A first video application enabled by the principles
of the present invention is video mail. In a first embodiment
of this application a “video attachment' capability is pro
vided to existing MIME-based mail systems. Alternatively,
Video mail may also be implemented by other attachment
Strategies, without attachments, or as a fully developed
Stand-alone application which does not rely on any under
lying commercial e-mail package.
0633. In a first embodiment of the present invention, a
Video attachment utility utilizes the generic Video Storage
and Session establishment method hereinafter described.

Moreover, this utility utilizes the generic MIME video
attachment methodology hereinafter discussed. AS opposed
to the video mail methodology taught in U.S. Pat. No.

5,617.539 which starts a mode control GUI (or “MCG”)

directly at the user's WorkStation, an alternative embodiment
presented by the present invention sets a “MCG” flag so that
the AVSS starts a MCG on the user's workstation. Mail

authoring invokes the request for a Session with an encoder/
decoder pair, while mail reading invokes a request for a
Session with a decoder only.
0634. The principles of the present invention contemplate
the implementation thereof on a wide variety of hardware
implementations. In the simplest case, a Single AVSS Serves
both the message authoring user and the message recipient.
In this implementation, there are no file transferS required
out of the AVSS. Files may be transferred from the AVSS for

ferred over the local interconnection environment 16 and 20.

In the first Sub-case, require the transfer of relatively large
files from one AVSS to another, this implementation may use
of Switched WAN services, frame relay, or one or more of
their functional equivalents. Moreover, because there is may
be so much bandwidth required for these transfers, it may be
necessary to provide bandwidth management Solutions.
Examples of Such network bandwidth management Solu
tions include, but are Specifically not limited to conducting
file transferS at non-peak times, conducting file transferS in
a preemptible manner, and other bandwidth conservation
methodologies known or apparent to those having ordinary
skill in the art. When file transfers are conducted in a

preemptible manner, if a user initiates a higher priority
action, for instance she initiates a Video conference, the file

transfer may be preempted; i.e. aborted, halted and restarted
after the high priority application, etc.
0636) Referring now to FIG. 31, the transaction flow
among application elements which facilitate a local or LAN
implementation of Video mail is shown, where a mail
message incorporating a video message is both recorded and
read from the same AVSS. Having continued reference to
FIG. 31, when the user, at 1404, initiates a new e-mail

message, the Source e-mail System 1402 queries, at 1406,
whether the user intends to attach a video attachment to the
e-mail. If the user intends to Submit a video attachment with

the e-mail message, a Video authoring request is initiated at
1412 to video mail application 1420. Video mail application
1420 creates a unique Video file name at 1422 and requests
of the recording AVSS 1430, at 1424, an encode session. The
audio-video file is then recorded on AVSS 1430. AVSS 1430

returns the video attachment at 1432 to video mail applica
tion 1420. Video mail application 1420 in turn sets the file
name pointer at 1434 for e-mail program 1402. Once the
e-mail message and Video attachment have been completed,
the user sends the e-mail, for instance using SMTP protocol
1410, by initiating the send procedure at 1408. Once send
procedure 1408 is initiated, e-mail program 1402 initiates a
notification at 1414 to video mail application 1420 that the
message has been Sent. Video mail application 1420 then
instructs the AVSS 1430 to release the encode session at
1426.

0637. At this point, the e-mail message itself, not shown
in this Figure, has been Sent to the user in the normal
manner, and the recorded A/V file resides in AVSS 1430.

When the e-mail program 1402 receives the e-mail message
at 1492, it sends, at 1460, a receipt target and information
request to video mail application 1420. Responsive to the
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receipt target and information request 1460, Video mail
application 1420 extracts a source AVSS address at 1472.
Video mail application 1420 then makes a file transfer
request 1480 to AVSS 1430.
0638 Responsive to request 1480, AVSS 1430 confirms
it already has the requested A/V file, and confirms, at 1448,
that the video file transfer is completed. Responsive to file
transfer confirmation 1448, video mail application 1420 at
1474 releases the mail message after the A/V file is received.
Video mail application 1420 then releases the mail message
to e-mail system 1402 at 1462.
0639. At this point, e-mail system 1402 makes the mail
available to the user at 1494. Steps 1494 and 1460, in
operative combination, ensure that the user is not notified of
a message with an associated Video attachment before the
video attachment arrives. When the user opens the video
attachment at 1496, e-mail system 1402 initiates an attach
ment open event and sets a file pointer at 1464 to video mail
application 1420. In response to set file pointer 1464, video
mail application 1420 opens a viewer and prepares to decode
the AV file at 1476. Video mail application 1420 in turn
requests a decode session from AVSS 1430 at 1482. Decod
ing of the A/V file by AVSS 1430 renders the file available
to the user.

0640. At 1498, once the user closes the message or the
Video attachment, a view message/attachment and file
pointer close event is initiated at 1466. This causes video
mail application 1420 to release the view and release the file
at 1478. Responsive to release event 1478, video mail
application 1420 issues, at 1484, a decode Session release
command to AVSS 1430. When, at 1493, the user deletes

either the message or its Video attachment, e-mail System
1402 initiates a message/attachment delete event 1468 to
video mail application 1420. Responsive to this event, video
mail application 1420 deletes, at 1473, one holder of the file,
and at 1486 releases user ownership of the file to AVSS
1430. Alternatively, of course, a video file may be set to
expire after a pre-assigned lifetime.
0641. It should be noted that receipt target and informa
tion request 1460, release mail message 1462, View mes
Sage/attachment and file pointer close event 1466, and
message/attachment delete event 1468 as taught by this
invention are novel concepts and as Such are not Supported
by any known widely available e-mail domain Servers.
Study of the principles herein disclosed will make obvious
to one having ordinary skill in the art that additional dialogs
and displayS in the Video mail application can provide the
information Supplied by the previously listed messages.
Further, a variety of alternate implementations are of course
possible and the teachings of the present invention render
them clear to those skilled in the art. These alternatives

include workarounds for the absence of any or all of 1460,
1462, 1466, and 1468; for example, the unavailability of
1468 could be handled by a file lifetime monitor which takes
action to delete a file after a designated period of inactivity.
0642 Referring now to FIG. 32, the transaction flow
among application elements which facilitate wide-area
Video mail is shown, where a mail message incorporating a
Video message is transmitted from a recording, or Source,
AVSS 1430 to a target AVSS 1450.
0643 When the user, at 1404, initiates a new email
message, the Source email System, 1402, queries at 1406

whether the user intends to attach a video attachment to the
email. If the user intends to Submit a video attachment with

the email message, a Video authoring request is initiated at
1412 to the video mail application program 1420. Video
mail application program 1420 creates a unique Video file
name at 1422 and requests of the recording AVSS 1430, at
1424, an encode Session. The Video attachment is then

recorded on the recording AVSS, 1430. AVSS 1430 then
returns video attachment 1432 to video mail application
1420. Video mail application program 1420 in turn sets the
Video filename pointer at 1434 for Source email program
1402. Once the email program and video attachment have
been completed, the user Sends the email, for instance using
SMTP protocol 1410, by initiating the send procedure at
1408. Once send procedure 1408 is initiated, source email
package 1402 initiates a notification to the Video mail
application 1420, at 1414, that the email message has been
sent. Video mail application 1420 then instructs the record
ing AVSS 1430 to release the encode session, at 1426.
0644. At this point the email message itself, not shown in
this figure, has been Sent to a remote AVSS utilizing normal
SMTP methodology, while the encoded A/V file resides in
recording AVSS 1430. When the email message is received,
at 1492, at target email domain 1490 a receipt target and
information request 1460 is sent to target Video mail appli
cation 1470. Responsive to the receipt target and informa
tion request 1460 target video mail application 1470 extracts
the source AVSS address at 1472. Target video mail appli
cation 1470 then sends target AVSS 1450 a file transfer
request 1480. This in turn initiates the request 1481, by
target AVSS 1450, to recording AVSS 1430 for the A/V file.
0645. The recording AVSS, 1430, transfers the A/V file,
at 1436, to the target AVSS 1450. Target AVSS 1450
confirms to the target video mail application 1470, at 1448,
that the video file transfer is completed. Responsive to file
transfer confirmation 1448, target Video mail application,
1470, at 1474 releases the mail message after the A/V file is
received. Target video mail application 1470 then releases
the mail message to the target email domain 1490 at 1462.
0.646. At this point target email domain 1490 makes the
mail available to the user at 1494. Steps 1494 and 1460, in
operative combination, ensure that the user is not notified of
a message with an associated Video attachment before the
video attachment arrives. When the user opens the video
attachment at 1496, target email domain 1490 initiates an
attachment open event and Sets a file pointer, at 1464, to
target video mail application 1470. In response to the set file
pointer 1464, target video mail application 1470 opens a
view and prepares to decode the file for the user at 1476.
Target Video mail application 1470 in turn requests a decode
session from the target AVSS 1450 at 1482. Decoding of the
A/V file by the target AVSS 1450 renders the file available
to the user.

0647. At 1498, once the user closes the message or the
Video attachment, a view message/attachment and file
pointer close event is initiated at 1466. This causes the target
video mail application 1470 to release the view and release
the file at 1478. Responsive to release event 1478, target
video mail application 1470 issues, at 1484, a decode
session release command to target AVSS 1450. When, at
1493, the user deletes either the message or its video
attachment, target email domain 1490 initiates a message/
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attachment delete event 1468 to target video mail applica
tion 1470. Target video mail application 1470 deletes, at
1473, one holder of the file, and at 1486 releases user

ownership of the file to target AVSS 1450. Alternatively of
course, Video files can expire after a pre-assigned lifetime.
0648. It should be noted that receipt target and informa
tion request 1460, release mail message 1462, View mes
Sage/attachment and file pointer close event 1466, and
message/attachment delete event 1468 taught by this inven
tion are novel concepts and as Such are not Supported by any
known widely available e-mail domain servers. Study of the
principles herein disclosed will make obvious to one having
ordinary skill in the art that additional dialogs and displayS
in the Video mail application can provide the information
Supplied by the previously listed messages. Further, a variety
of alternate implementations are of course possible and the
teachings of the present invention renders them clear to
those skilled in the art. These alternatives include

workarounds for the absence of any or all of 1460, 1462,
1466, and 1468; for example, the unavailability of 1468
could be handled by a file lifetime monitor which takes
action to delete a file after a designated period of inactivity.
0649. The exemplar discussed above and illustrated in
FIG. 32 demonstrates a wide-area implementation of the
present invention utilizing two systems, 1400 and 1440.
Shown in the figure is a first methodology whereby two or
more instances of a conventional electronic mail System,
two or more AVSSs, and two or more instances of a simple
video mail software application “middleware” can be used
to create a multi-AVSS, WAN-capable video mail system.
This relatively simple network implementation is presented
herein for clarity. Study of the principles herein disclosed
will make obvious to one having ordinary skill in the art that
a number of target systems 1440 may be similarly imple
mented. All Such implementations are specifically contem
plated by the principles of the present invention.
0650. The novel concepts of file ownership and video
message life cycle are shown in FIGS. 33 and 34. In several
of the applications taught herein, including video mail, file
ownership evolves through the different phases of a mes
Sage's lifetime. At message authoring, for example, the file
is owned by the message author, while at message review the
file is owned by the message recipient. This notion of
changing file ownership is presented in FIG. 34, which more
clearly points out both ownership and readability of the
Video files associated with a Video mail attachment over the

message lifetime. Not shown in the figure are the effects of
messaging forwarding, but this is simply a Second author
ship/recipientship transaction exactly like that shown in the
figure.
0651 Having reference now to FIG.33, the life cycle of
an exemplar video message file is discussed as follows:
0652) When a video file is created, at 1510, associated
with a message by means of a reference pointer 1512, then
transmitted, a mailing list 1514 is obtained from the con
ventional email System, 1513, and presented to the recording
AVSS at 1516. Recording AVSS 1516 determines the recipi
ents addresses from mailing list 1514, which are then
associated with the name of their serving AVSS by means of
directory Services. The directory Services provide a mecha
nism whereby names, e-mail address or login identities of
users may be looked up and associated with their video

address in a LAN or WAN environment. The AVNM server

in the present embodiment could provide Such directory
Services, or these Services may be provided by well known
directory protocols such as LDAP
0653 At 1518 the programmatic elements of the present
invention make a determination as to whether or not the

mailing list 1514 associated with the Video mail message is
empty. If, at 1520, it is determined that the mailing list is not
empty, a further determination is made for each recipient in
the list if the current recipient of the message is served by the
recording AVSS at 1522. If, at 1524 the determination is
made that the current recipient is Served by the recording
AVSS the file is retained on the AVSS and the next recipient
is chosen from the mailing list at 1526. Responsive to the
selection of the next recipient at 1530, step 1518 is again
invoked until the mailing list is empty. Responsive to a
determination of 1528 that the current recipient is not on the
recording AVSS the file is transferred to a target AVSS 1580.
The completion of the copy at 1529 returns to step 1526 to
Select the next recipient from the mailing list. Responsive to
the selection of the next recipient, at 1530, step 1518 is again
invoked until the mailing list is empty.
0654. It is a principal feature of the present invention that
the relatively large Video files associated with multimedia
and Video communications be distributed where required
and maintained thereat, but only for So long as required. In
this manner the principles of the present invention present a
heretofore unattained level of Systems economy with respect
to mass Storage, bandwidth, and other System delimiters.
Accordingly, the principles of the present invention Specifi
cally contemplate the automated deletion of Video files once
certain deletion criteria have transpired. Examples of these
criteria include, but are specifically not limited to: the
reading of a giving file by all of its intended recipients, the
passage of a certain period of time, a certain number of
invocations of the message, and other message accounting
parameters well known to those having ordinary skill in the
art. Having this deletion criteria in mind, a determination is
made at 1582 if one or more deletion criteria has been met.
In the event that the deletion criteria has not been met the

system loops back, at 1586, and returns to wait for the
deletion criteria to be met at 1582. Responsive to a deter
mination, at 1584, that the deletion criteria has been met at

1588 the file is deleted from the target AVSS at 1588.
0655 Returning now to the loop through the mailing list
at step 1518, if, at 1540 a determination is made that the
mailing list is empty a query is made a 1542 as to whether
any file recipients are served by the recording AVSS.
Responsive to a determination at 1540 that no file recipients
are served by the recording AVSS, the file is deleted from the
recording AVSS at 1550 and this function of the present
invention is completed at 1552. Responsive to a determina
tion by step 1542 at 1544 that file recipients are served by
the recording AVSS, a determination is made at 1545 at to
whether file deletion criteria has been met. If a determination
is made at 1546 that the file deletion criteria has not been met

the System loops back and returns to wait for the deletion
criteria to be met at 1545. Responsive to a determination by
step 1545 at 1560 that the file deletion criteria has been met
the file is deleted from the recording AVSS at step 1550
which action completes this function of the present inven
tion at 1552.
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0656. From the foregoing, several novel aspects of the
present invention are made manifest.
0657. Within each AVSS, copies of the file can be dis
tributed to one or more additional disks with the same AVSC

or multiple AVSCs so as to diminish blocking to file access.
This improves both System responsiveness and System reli
ability. In Smaller implementations of the present invention,
this file distribution utilizes full replication of the video files.
In larger implementations, a "hashing mapping is utilized,
and is explained as follows: where a file may be in high
usage, rather than leaving it on only one AVSS, for instance
the AVSS on which the file was authored, thereby leaving it
only on the one disk which may result in unwanted delayS
in access time, the principles of the present invention
contemplate the distribution of high usage files to one or
more storage devices within an AVSC, or indeed to a number
of different AVSCs within the system. This may be accom
plished by means of any of a number of hashing Schemes
known to those having ordinary skill in the art. This of
course improves the availability of the file, and thus the
reliability of the system which relies on the file.
0658. The life cycle advantages presented by an exemplar
embodiment of the present invention include, but are not
necessarily limited to, the following:

0659 (A) Video files are maintained only on those

AVSSS serving a specified recipient for the video file,
unless Stored at another location for purposes of
reliability and data redundancy.
0660 (B) Video files are deleted automatically once
all messages which include the Video file have been
deleted; and

0661) (C) Where a recipient is located on an AVSS

other than the recording AVSS, the video file is
automatically transferred to the target AVSS. The
transfer function may be implemented as "copy’ or
“reliable move’.

0662. These advantages ensure that relatively large video
files are transferred only where needed, and retained only on
those AVSSs which require them, and then only for as long
as the files are required. Unneeded files are automatically
deleted from any AVSS when no longer required by any
recipient served by that AVSS.
0663 Referring now to FIG. 34, during the recording and
review processes, 1602 and 1604, a given file is both
readable and owned by its author. Once the author sends the
file, at 1606, it is still owned by the author but is unreadable.
This condition continues through SMPT and video file
transfer 1608 and the receive phase, 1610. Once the recipi
ent is notified, at 1612, of the arrival of the email message
and video file, both file readability and file ownership pass
to the recipient. This condition continues through the mes
sage read and delete phases, 1614 and 1616 respectively. Of
course, once the file is deleted it is neither owned nor
readable.

0664) The author could select to be a recipient or simply
remain an owner. The file would therefore remain readable

by the author during the send 1606, transfer 1608, received
1610 and notified 1612 steps. The author would participate
in the read 1614 and delete 1616 phases.

0665 Certain AVSS capabilities are required depending
on the conference client implemented at individual desktops
or rooms. When the previously discussed video mail system
is implemented inside an enterprise incorporating desktops
or rooms outfitted with WorkStation conference clients as

described in U.S. Pat. No. 5,617,539, the following AVSS
features are assumed:

0.666 1. Generic control protocol interface/API.
0667 2. A generic multi-platform audio-video recording/
playback utility (similar to vfstool) referred to herein as the
“mode control GUI' or “MCG’.

0668. 3. Multi-session recording/playback capability.
0669 4. Analog A/V I/O.
0670) 5. An AVSC decoder is co-allocated when an
encoder is allocated. This ensures that the decoder is always
available during the record Session for review.
0671 6. Variable capacity scaling to match the needs of
Supported applications.
0672 7. File transfer capability (pull model) among
AVSSS driven by specific file transfer requests made by
applications.
0673 8. Effective “loopback” at the AVSC of incoming
Video to outgoing video during record mode.
0674) 9. A video editing capability. This capability may
be internally implemented as part of an applications pro
gram, or in the alternative, may be capable of invoking third
party Video and/or audio editors.
0675 Where desktops or rooms are not outfitted with the
workstation conference clients taught in U.S. Pat. No. 5,617,
539, but rather are fitted with standard MPEG or other

encoder/decoders, the following additional capabilities are
required:
0676 10. The capability to accept and playback appro
priate digital files from third parties as controlled by appli
cations.

0677 11. The capability to transfer appropriate digital
files to third parties as controlled by applications.
0678 Sending video email naturally implies the creation
of a video file. The principles of the present invention
contemplate numerous video file creation Scenarios. Video
files may be pre-recorded, edited, and stored using the AVSS
as a Video file Storage repository. They may be created at the
Same time the user is Sending the Video email. Video files
may be imported from other Video Sources as described
elsewhere herein, and attached to Video mail messages.
Finally, a Video mail attachment may completely obviate the
need for text with the message. In this latter embodiment of
the present invention, the Video attachment becomes the
message, to the exclusion of text. Accordingly, it will be
appreciated that Substantially any methodology used to
create a Video file may be implemented to create video
attachments for Video mail, and are all comprehended by the
teachings of the present invention.
0679. When a user wishes to send a new audio-video
attachment to a Video mail message, this is accomplished by
creating a new audio-video file by selecting FILE: NEW
from the viewer main menu and then recording the Video.
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Video recording may comprehend, in one or more embodi
ments, Several levels of editing capability. The most rudi
mentary of these enables a user to delete a file and then
re-record it. Only slightly more Sophisticated is an embodi
ment which enables a user to first review his recording, and
then delete it if needed.

0680 A further improvement is an editing scheme which
enables the user to insert/delete/import material into a file.
Finally, the video file is saved as an audio-video file on the
local file System. The present invention contemplates each of
these editing Strategies in each of the applications taught
herein.

0681 While the present invention contemplates the
incorporation therein of the above-described editing fea
tures, it also contemplates the utilization of a third-party
video editor for any and all video editing. The third-party
editor may be invoked from the present invention by means
of primitive, plug-in, invocation button, Scripts, or other
invocation methodologies well known to those having ordi
nary skill in the art.
0682. Where desired, the user then uses her normal email
package to create an e-mail text message. She then attaches
the AV file pointers to the email and then transmits or sends
the email. An alternative embodiment contemplates a more
closely integrated mail package which includes an Attach
Video menu item in the mail package compose dialogue. To
Slightly simplify the previously discussed process, the
Attach Video menu item would launch the viewer with the

-n Switch to indicate the viewer should automatically create
a new video file and open an encode Session.
0683. When a user receives an email with an audio-video
attachment, he opens the attachment using his email reader.
This launches the viewer to open the audio-video attach
ment. If the Video is password protected, the user is
prompted the Supply the password. If the password is
incorrect, the file is not opened. Alternatively, the viewer
will in turn, if necessary launch the conference mode of
operation. In the case where the file is stored on the AVSS
to which the viewer is connected, when conference Success

fully connects to the AVSS, the VCR controls for playback
are enabled on the viewer. Utilizing the play, Seek, and
rewind buttons of those controls the user plays the video and
Sees and hears the output at the WorkStation.
0684. In the case where the file is not stored locally, the
AVSS will initiate a file transfer to receive the MPEG video
from the remote AVSS. The user is notified that the transfer

is taking place. When the file transfer is complete, VCR type
controls for playback will be enabled on the viewer. Alter
natively, the user could choose to connect to the remote
AVSS in a manner similar to connecting to the local AVSS.
0685 The preceding discussion has centered on a first
embodiment of the present invention. Alternative embodi
ments contemplated by the teachings herein disclosed
include: the attachment of A/V files by means of pointing to
file locations as opposed to direct use of MIME systems;
invocation of one or more of the previously discussed
processes at the opening or closing of an attachment, or the
opening or closing of a message, A/V network and Server
Socket management Schemes, Video viewer and location and
close management methodologies, and Screen cleanup and
connection management methodologies.

0686 4.16.2 Video Answering System
0687. The video answering application utilizes the AVSS
to record an audio and Video message from an incoming
caller whose call attempt is either not answered or is refused
by the recipient. The present invention also contemplates the
incoming caller simply wishing to leave a message without
connecting to the recipient. One implementation of this
feature of the present invention Supports the case were no
A/V codec trunks are available at that the time when a call

is placed to a user. The Video answering System includes
Several major components: an answering module; a browser
module; a playback module; and a module wherein file
transfers are potentially handled among AVSSs.
0688. The principles of the present invention contemplate
Several methodologies whereby the Video answering appli
cation is invoked. One way of invoking video answering is
to provide an option to a caller at any time during the “ring”
cycle to leave a message for recipient. Additionally, a caller
may be presented the option for leaving the message in any
of the following cases: after a specified duration of a ring
cycle, i.e., a ringing time-out; when a call is refused; and
when the caller receives a busy signal due to an excessive
number of waiting calls.
0689. When this application is invoked, the caller may be
given the option of leaving a message in a number of ways.
Such notification methodologies include, but are specifically
not limited to: Simple text notification; simple audio tone; an
audio-only greeting; a video-only greeting; an audio-video
greeting, and a multimedia greeting. The decision to imple
ment any of these notification methodologies depends on
Several factors including available Storage capacity, band
width, desired System response parameters, desired System
“look and feel,” as well as other system constraints well
known to those having ordinary skill in the art.
0690. Several implementations contemplated for WAN
installations include alternatives for placement of the user
greetings, which alternatives include user greetings located
on the user's AVSS, or alternatively be distributed to each
AVSS on the WAN to be stored locally thereat. These
alternatives depend on many Systems installation factors
including the number of users, System usage, bandwidth,
and So forth. With respect to message authoring, the message
may be recorded locally and Sent to a remote site as in Video
mail, previously discussed. Alternatively the System may be
configured Such that it establishes a direct link to the
receiving AVSS and the message is recorded on the received
Side. This later implementation results in more assuredly
prompt delivery of the message, but requires more imme
diate bandwidth.

0.691. The caller may explicitly choose to not to leave a
message by means of either a Specific response to a dialog
box, or simply by activating the hang-up button on the call
viewer.

0692 One implementation of this feature the present
invention provides a caller with the opportunity to leave a
message automatically either as part of an existing call
Status, e.g.: a user busy pop-up, with the automatic playing
of a pre-recorded Video greeting, or other automatic message
System invocation methodologies. Once the user accepts the
option to leave the message, a record Session request is
passed to the AVSS. When the request is granted, an MCG
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is provided, and an AVNM connection is established. In the
event that the recipient attempts to answer the call when the
caller is recording the message, a non-destructive escape is
provided which enables the caller to complete the message
and then connect the call to the called party. A similar
non-destructive escape is utilized when the called party
attempts to call back when the message recording is a
process. The principles of the present invention further
contemplate a destructive escape if the caller wishes to
abandon the message during the recording Session. Finally,
in the event that the AVSS has insufficient resources to grant
the record request, a fall back mode presents the caller with
the option to leave a non-Video message. Such a non-Video
message is provided by the “Leave Word” function of the
incorporated reference.
0693. In one embodiment of the present invention, recipi
ents are notified when there are messages present in their
respective queues. Since there could be more than one
message in queue at any given time, the Video answering
System provides a browser to enable the recipient to review
the messages waiting in her queue. The browser can display
information about the Video messages, including, but not
limited to: caller's name, time and date of call, Video file

name, playback duration, description, text note from caller,
and creation time of Video. Finally, a playback mode is
provided to enable the recipient to play the messages
Selected for viewing.
0694 File ownership in the video answering application
is as follows: When a message is being authored, the file is
owned by the message's author. When the message is being
reviewed, file ownership passes to the recipient, as identified
by the AVNM.
0695) Referring now to FIG. 35, an overview of one
embodiment of the video answering System of the present
invention is discussed. When a caller, for instance at work

Station 1802, calls a recipient, for instance the user at
workstation 1804, and the video answering system is
invoked as previously discussed, a request is Sent from
WorkStation 1802 to AVNM 1702. AVNM 1702 then for

wards a request at 1710 to video answer module 1704, which
in turn Submits a session request to AVSS 1708 at 1714.
Responsive to session request 1714, AVSS 1708 provides a
reply, 1716, to the video answer module.
0696 Responsive to reply 1716, the video answer mod
ule 1704 establishes, at 1712, a connection control with

AVNM 1702 and notifies video playback module 1706 of the
establishment of a video answering session at 1718. Respon
sive to this notification, video playback module 1706 sub
mits its own session request to AVSS 1708 at 1720. Respon
sive to this session request, AVSS 1708, at 1722, establishes
a second connection control with AVNM 1702 at 1722.

0697. A data flow diagram detailing the operation of one
embodiment of the present invention is given at FIG. 36.
Having reference to that figure, a caller initiates a video call
request at 3502. When the video call request is not accepted
at 3504, the recipient's greeting is invoked at 3506. As
previously discussed, the Video call request may not be
accepted for a number of reasons, including but specifically
not limited to: the caller exercising her option at any time
during the “ring cycle to leave a message for the recipient;
after a Specified duration of a ring cycle, i.e., after a ringing

0.698) If the video call is not accepted, the recipient's
greeting is played at 3506 and the caller is presented, at
3508, with the option of leaving a message for the recipient.
This option may again be presented in a number of manners,
by way of example but not limitation including: a Simple text
notification; a simple audio tone; an audio-only greeting; a
Video-only greeting, an audio-video greeting, and a multi
media greeting. If the user, at 3510, exercises her option not
to leave a Video message, the Video answering Session
terminates at 3512. In the alternative, if the user exercises

her option, at 3514, to leave a Video message, she may create
the message at 3516 in any of the manners previously
discussed for the creation of Video messages.
0699 Responsive to the creation, by the caller, of the
video message at step 3516, at 3518 the message is sent to
the appropriate AVSS. At Some later point in time, the
message is delivered to the recipient at 3520. Subsequent to
the recipient invoking a browser, reader, or other file inspec
tion methodology for the purpose of reading the message,
not shown in this view, the user is presented with the option,
at 3522, of deleting the message.
0700. In the event the recipient elects, at 3524, to delete
the message, it is deleted from the AVSS at 3526. In the
alternative, where the recipient elects, at 3528, not to delete
the message, it retained on the AVSS at 3530.
0701. The principles of the present invention contemplate
two broad Strategies for implementing the Video answering
System taught herein. A first broad Strategy implements a
“layered' methodology, integrating a number of applica
tions, Some of which may be pre-existing, into the Video
answering System of the present invention. One Such layered
implementation contemplates the use of the previously dis
cussed Video mail application as a message handling
vehicle. This embodiment inherently defines many of the
major file ownership issues. Further, the previously dis
cussed authoring, browsing, playback, and notification func
tions are all provided by the Video mail application itself.
Another version of a layered implementation contemplates
the utilization of a dedicated instance of a conventional

email System program to provide dedicated Video answering
System message notification and browsing.
0702. A second broad strategy contemplates the creation
of a unique “stand-alone' application to perform the previ
ously defined functions. This Strategy, which does not utilize
Video mail or other program as a message handler, requires
the implementation of user interfaces to present the caller
with the option of leaving a message. Moreover, Such an
implementation requires non-mail Software and new user
interfaces to accomplish the tasks of message notification,
message browsing, and message playback.
0703) 4.16.2.1 Layered Implementation of Video
Answering System
0704. This implementation contemplates the use of the
previously discussed Video mail application, or other dis
crete application as a message handler or other System
element for the Video answering System. According to this
Strategy, after a Video connection has been established
responsive to a Video call not being accepted, video mail can
be authored on either the transmit Side, i.e., the caller's

time-out; when a call is refused; and when the caller receives

AVSS, or on the receive side, i.e., the recipient's AVSS.
Which implementation constitutes the embodiment is an
economical decision, based on a number of System-specific

a busy signal due to an excessive number of waiting calls.

factors.
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0705 Video mail created responsive to the video answer
ing System can be transmitted to the recipient off-line, i.e. in
a non-real-time mode. This implementation would likely
have minimal impact on System bandwidth in most embodi
ments. One option for this implementation is to author on the
Send Side, and utilize a priority queue to transmit the
message during a period of low bandwidth utilization to the
recipient's AVSS. This moves the message out of real time
and transmits it at a lower bit rate than authoring on the
receive side, which would necessitate full-bandwidth con

nectivity. The alternative to this latter embodiment is of
course to author Video mail messages responsive to Video
answering System invocation on the receive side or transmit
the message at the same baud rate as in Video conferencing.
Either embodiment is a Systems administrator issue: con
Servation of bandwidth against a degree of time delay in the
message responses. Where messages are needed almost
immediately, the expense of bandwidth may be necessitated.
0706. Where the video message system is invoked
responsive to the fact that no communications trunks are
available between sites, it may still be desirable to leave a
message in any event, for later transmission when commu
nications become available. This functionality may be
enabled by a Script provided by the System administrator or
other automated invocation methodology known to those
having ordinary skill in the art.
0707. Where the enterprise is not too large, all greetings
files from all users could be stored at all sites. Greetings files
from all users at all Sites enables a rich environment for

Video answering, where, even when there are no communi
cations trunks available, a caller is greeted with an audio
Visual greeting from any recipient. Again, this is an issue of
capability verSuS Storage capacity. Accordingly, the System
administrator can determine where greetings are Stored in
accordance with the principles of the present invention.
0708. Where an enterprise generally experiences low
communications Volumes, messages can be recorded on the
receive side to good effect. This embodiment minimizes
time delays in getting mail messages to the recipients. Even
in this embodiment, where trunks become unavailable, or

encounter periods of high use, the message can be recorded
on the callerS Side under control of a Script, and then Sent as
a mail message when bandwidth is available.
0709) Other modifications to this embodiment include
giving the caller the option, on the GUI, of prioritizing her
message. When Sending a file, e.g. an MPEG file, use of
Video mail enables a caller to transmit the file as a response
to an answering machine response.
0710. There are video mail systems that are entirely
Separate from Video conferencing Systems. For example,
when a caller is recording a video mail message, she may be
recording it in MPEG-1 video format. When a caller is
talking to a recipient in real time, she may be sending video
in, for example, H.320 format. The principles of the present
invention contemplate the implementation of Video answer
ing by invoking video mail in Such a way that it doesn’t use
H.320. Alternatively, where H.320 is recorded, the prin
ciples of the present invention specifically contemplate the
use of this same “live” format for both recorded and real

time Video applications. This implementation further con
templates the utilization of bandwidth management tech
niques, recording Schemes, and Video compression algo

rithms to minimize the bandwidth impact of the relative
large Video messages engendered by the use of H.320 format
Video, as well as Some other Video formats.

0711. The use of video mail as the message handler for
the Video answering application presents an additional com
plication in that it can be recording on the caller's Side or on
the recipient's Side. The latter option ties the application
more closely to the act of calling the recipient, thereby
ensuring prompt delivery. In one embodiment of the present
invention, a call-back feature is implemented, which auto
matically initiates a call back to the Sender to talk to them in
real time, or a reply-back feature, to which automatically
invokes Video mail to enable the recipient of a Video
message to reply with a Video message of her own.
0712. Where video mail is utilized, an attachment, for
instance a MIME attachment constructed as herein after

discussed, may be included in a caller's message to the
recipient, the activation of which enables the recipient to
return the call of the original caller. Such a MIME attach
ment could initiate a dialog box or button which, when
activated, launches a reply call and/or message response.
This provides a replacement for the “Leave Word” function
taught in U.S. Pat. No. 5,617,539. Alternatively, the prin
ciples of the present invention contemplate having the
“Leave Word” function implemented, using it to notify the
recipient of the receipt of a message, and where it can be
found, e.g., the recipient's mail queue. Alternatively, the
"Leave Word” function could enable querying the message
from the mail queue, or it could have an entirely Separate
account only for Video mail.
0713 4.16.2.2 Stand-alone implementation of Video
Answering System
0714. In contrast to the previously discussed layered
implementation of this application, an alternative embodi
ment of the present invention is characterized by being a
Stand-alone implementation of the Video answering System
of the present invention. This embodiment does not utilize
any other programs, Such as Video mail, to provide the
requisite message handling or other features of the Video
answering System. Many of the previously discussed engi
neering choices pertain to this embodiment, including but
not limited to greetings used; location of Stored greetings,
how the greetings are transmitted; and whether messages are
recorded remotely or locally. Because this embodiment does
not utilize the functionality of other programs, these System
engineering choices are not dependent on the message
handling System of Such an application to implement the
answering machine function.
0715 Additionally, the GUI can be better tailored to its
function as an answering machine when a Stand-alone
version is implemented. The Stand-alone Strategy obviates
the need for the recipient to go to the mail System to check
her mail file, or any other file specified for answering
machine messages. This points out an inconvenience in
those versions of Video answering which implement video
mail as a message handler: these implementations act more
like mail Systems and less like an answering machines. The
Stand-alone version has an increased potential for being
more responsive to the user with fewer intermediate Steps
for the user to perform in order to access, review, and
process her Video answering System messages. A video
mail-based System is set up as a Stand-alone messaging
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environment, while an answering machine could be more
easily tuned to the fact that the recipient had been called and
been left a message. This makes the answering machine
function much easier to use, and, in most implementations,
has at least one less layer than mail System-based imple
mentations. Moreover, the use of Video mail-based Systems
may present limitations on greetings, file, and recording
locations, etc.

0716. Another consideration is that, in some organiza
tions, mail and answering machine functions may have very
different urgencies. Accordingly, a call message may have a
corporate priority above Video mail messages. Where this is
the case, answering System messages should be easier to get
to, easier to review, and easier to respond to than mail
messages in these organizations. In contrast, mail messages
are more like memos: they are generally more thoughtfully
produced documents. Moreover, mail messages not only
have mail browsers associated there with, but they typically
also have one or more text fields. Accordingly, use of Video
mail as a message handler would likely present the recipient
with one or more blank text fields when an answering
machine message is displayed.
0717. As the use of a stand-alone answering system
removes the extra layers inherent in the previously discussed
Video mail-based application, the recipient can See a listing
of those persons who had called, like in the Leave Word
function of the incorporated reference. This presents the user
with the option of simply replying to the message by
returning the call or by clicking on the entry to see what had
been left in the answering machine messages: Video, audio;
or a combination thereof. In any case, response can be by
message or by call. Accordingly, this embodiment contem
plates the inclusion, in the message transmitted responsive
to the Video answering machine, of a broad array of Video,
audio, text, and multimedia attachments therein.

0718, 4.16.3 Video Conference Recording
0719. The Video Conference Recording application
allows users to record the audio-video portion of audio
Video conferences.

0720 In conference recording for a call or conference of
N participants, there are potentially N-1 possible viewpoints
to record from: the conference as viewed by each individual
and the conference as viewed as a Sort of composite “global
View', which comprehends the combined views, audio,
Video and multimedia, of all the conference participants. The
most comprehensive form of a “global view” would be
provided by recording each participant's Video and audio
Separately in multiple concurrent record Sessions, for later
combination and playback.
0721 Although this extremely comprehensive embodi
ment would enable a reviewer to freely look back at each
participant in full detail at any time, this approach is very
re-Source and disk-space intensive, as it requires a Separate
record for each participant. While the principles of the
present invention specifically contemplate Such an embodi
ment, for all but the most massively implemented hardware
Suites it will be appreciated that combining the Several
participants’ views into a Single global view file is generally
preferred, as it is far leSS resource intensive. Accordingly, it
will be appreciated that there is a strong overhead cost basis
for recording only one “global View' video and audio signal.

0722) Referring now to FIG. 37, an overview of the
Video conference recording application of the present inven
tion is discussed. When the user, for instance 1802, desires

to invoke the Video conference recording feature taught
herein, a request is sent to the AVNM 1810. AVNM 1810
then forwards a request at 1812 to video conference record
ing application 1830 to initiate a conference recording
session. Video conference recording application 1830 then
submits a session request, 1814, to AVSS 1816. AVSS 1816
establishes connection control at 1818 with AVNM 1810.

Video conference recording application 1830 also allocates
a conference bridge at 1820 to AVNM 1810.
0723) A user invokes, at 1806, a browser 1821 which in
turn invokes a Video playback application 1822. Invocation
of Video playback application 1822 initiates a Session
request at 1824 to AVSS 1816. Responsive to the session
request, AVSS 1816 establishes connection control at 1820
with AVNM 1810.

0724 Referring now to FIG. 38, an overview of several
of the components of the present invention required to
implement Video conference recording is discussed. Having
reference to that figure, a first workstation 1802 can com
prise any of a number of the previously discussed WorkSta
tion implementations including camera 2302, microphone
2304, monitor/video card 2306, and speaker 2308. These
components may optionally be connected by means of
cabling, or other connection means known to those having
ordinary skill in the art, to additional hardware element
add-on box 2310 which in turn is connected with MLAN

Switch 2206. While the present invention contemplates the
incorporation of a number of workstations to MLAN Switch
2206, only a second workstation, 1804, is shown in this
figure for purposes of illustrational clarity. Those having
ordinary skill may art will recognize that a number of
WorkStations may be So connected.
0725 MLAN switch 2206 is connected with AVNM
1810, not shown in this view, at 2332. A conference bridge
2208 and AVSS 1816 are severally connected to MLAN
Switch 2206. Conference bridge 2208 further comprises a
transceiver set 2336 in operative combination with MLAN
Switch 2206. Connected to transceiver set 2336 are video
Switch 2340 and audio mixer 2342. Further connected to

video Switch 2340 is a video mosaic generator 2346.
0726 AVSS 1816 includes a further transceiver 2352, an
encoder 2354, and a decoder 2356. A storage device, 2408,
is coupled with encoder 2354 and decoder 2356.
0727. When a point to point, or two-party, video confer
ence is established, point-to-point connectivity is established
between workstations 1802 and 1804 through MLANswitch
2206, as shown in FIG. 39. A video signal 2902 is trans
mitted from camera 2302 of workstation 1802 to monitor

2320 of workstation 1804. Moreover, an audio signal 2904
is transmitted from microphone 2304 to speaker 2322 of
workstation 1804. Similarly, camera 2316 of workstation
1804 transmits its video signal 2906 to monitor 2306 of
workstation 1802, while microphone 2318 transmits its
audio signal 2908 to speaker 2308. Having continued ref
erence to that figure, the Simple implementation of a con
ference between two users does not invoke either conference

bridge 2208 or AVSS 1816.
0728. The inclusion of a third party, or the implementa
tion of the Video conference recording request, invokes a
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conference bridge 2208 as shown in FIG. 40. While this
figure may be used to illustrate the principles of a multi
party conference call, only two WorkStations are illustrated
herein for purposes of clarity. Having continued reference to
the figure, the invocation of conference bridge 2208 is
shown. In this case audio signals 3002 and 3004 are trans
mitted by means of MLAN Switch 2206 through transceiver
2336 to audio mixer 2342, and thence to their respective
recipients. In similar fashion video signals 2508 and 2502
are transmitted through MLAN Switch 2206 through trans

all Video conferences conducted, or for certain Specified
Video conferences, for instance between a specified Set of

ceiver set 2336 and video Switch 2340 to video mosaic

with AVNM 1810 at 3410. This in turn enables AVNM

generator 2346. Mosaic generator 2346 transmits a signal
including a mosaic video, 2510, showing all users to Video
Switch 2340. Video Switch 2340 then splits this video signal
into signals 2506 and 2506".
0729. When a user initiates a video conference recording
request, the Signal processing is Substantially similar to that
shown in FIG. 40, with the additions illustrated in FIG. 41.

Having reference to the latter figure, a third Video signal
3104, again comprising video mosaic 2510, is split at video
Switch 2340 and transmitted through MLAN Switch 2206 to
AVSS 1816. Similarly the audio signals 3002 and 3004 are
combined by the audio mixer 2342 producing a Summed
audio signal 3102. Summed audio signal 3102 is transmitted
through MLAN switch 2206 to AVSS 1816. The video
mosaic 2510 and Summed audio Signal are received at
transceiver 2352, encoded at encoder 2354, and stored on

Storage device 2408. A Subsequent request from a user for
information stored on storage device 2408 is transmitted by
means of decoder 2356 through MLAN switch 2206 and
thence to the requesting users workStation.
0730 The present invention contemplates that a user may
Select between any of a number of Video representations
made available by mosaic generator 2346. By way of
illustration, but not limitation, three Such alternatives are

shown in FIGS. 42, 43, and 44. The previously discussed
Scenario is shown at FIG. 42 wherein user 1, user 2, and the

AVSS all see a mosaic of both users. Referring now to FIG.
43, the View presented to each user, at their Selection, is that
of a close-up of the other user. Despite this Selection, the
AVSS continues to receive a mosaic of all users. Referring
now to FIG. 44, user 1 in this view sees a mosaic of himself

and user 2, and user 2 Sees a close-up of user 1. AS before,
the AVSS continues to receive a mosaic of all users being
recorded.

0731. The logic required to implement the previously
discussed Video conference recording application is pre
sented in the data flow diagram of FIG. 45. This logic may
be implemented as Software, hardware, firmware, or any
combination of the foregoing. Having reference to that
figure, a Video conference recording request is initiated at
3402. The principles of the present invention specifically
contemplate a number of methodologies for initiating this
request. One Such methodology has been previously dis
cussed, wherein a given user initiates a request for Video
conference recording. Such a request makes usable the
recorded Video conference to any user having permission
thereto. An alternative to this embodiment contemplates the
Situation wherein, for legal or record purposes, it is desired
that all video conferences be recorded. In this alternative, the

administrator having administrative responsibility for the
System taught and disclosed herein may mandate, at her
option, that Video conference recording be implemented for

USCS.

0732. Once the video conference recording request 3402
is initiated, Video conference recording application 1830, not
shown in this view, is initiated at 3404. When a conference

bridge was not previously allocated, Such a conference
bridge is now allocated at 3406. The initiation of the
conference recording application initiates an AVSS Session
request at 3408 which in turn establishes connection control
connectivity with the users at 3412.
0733 Conference bridge allocation 3406 enables the
establishment of a network A/V connection from a MLAN

Switch 2206, not shown in this figure, at 3414. Video signals
are transmitted to video Switch 2340 at 3416, which in turn

transmits the signals to mosaic generator 2346 at 3420.
Mosaic generator 2346 in turn transmits the mosaic video
back to video Switch 2342, at 3416, from whence the mosaic
video 2510 is transmitted to the users and AVSS 1816 at
3418.

0734 Referring again to step 3414, audio signals are
transmitted to audio mixer 2342 at 3422. Audio mixer 2342

sends the Summed audio signals at 3426 to AVSS 1816. As
shown at step 3424, audio mixer 2342 further transmits to
each user a copy of the Summed audio Signal, less that user's
own audio signal.

0735. At this point mosaic video and Summed audio are
stored on storage device 2408 at step 3430. When a user,
having permissions, desires to acceSS recorded Video con
ference information, he may do So by means of browser
1821 invoked by MCG, not shown in this view, or other user
interface at 3450. Browser 1821 then accesses video play
back application 1822 at 3452. Step 3452 in turn initiates
another AVSS session request at 3408, enabling multiple
concurrent recording and playback Sessions by authorized
USCS.

0736. Referring now to FIG. 46, the playback of
recorded Video conference calls is explained. A previously
recorded conference call is stored on storage device 2408 of
AVSS 1816. When playback of the conference call is
invoked, it is transmitted at 4170 through decoder 2356,
which Separates the recorded conference call into its com
posite video and audio signal components, 4180 and 4182
respectively. In the exemplar presented in FIG. 46, only two
conference participants, at workstations 1802 and 1804, are
shown for purposes of illustrational clarity. Of course the
principles of this embodiment of the present invention
contemplate a larger plurality of user WorkStations.
0737 Video signal 4180 is transmitted through MLAN
Switch 2206 to transceiver 2336, and thence through video
Switch 2340 to mosaic generator 2346. Note that mosaic
generator has inputs for each N conference participant plus
one for video signal 4180. In this manner, previously
recorded Video conferences are treated as additional confer

ence participants during playback. The output from mosaic
generator 2346 is a mosaic 4190 having N+1 frames: one for
each participant, plus one for the recorded conference being
played back. The output from mosaic generator 2346 is
transmitted to video switch 2340, where it is split into two
video signals, 4188 and 4188 and transmitted to worksta
tions 1802 and 1804 as shown.
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0738. A corresponding audio signal 4182 is simulta
neously transmitted through MLAN switch 2206 and trans
ceiverset 2336 to audio mixer 2342. Audio mixer 2342 Sums

the audio inputs, 3004 and 3002, from users at workstations
1802 and 1804 respectively with audio signal 4182 in the
following manner: a first Summed audio signal, 4184, is
transmitted to a first user at workstation 1802, and is

composed of the Sum of audio signals from a Second user at
workstation 1804 and from the recorded video signal 4182.
A Second Summed Signal 4186 is transmitted to a Second
user at workstation 1804, and is composed of the sum of
audio signals from the first user at workstation 1802 and
from the recorded video signal 4182. In this embodiment,
note that in each case the WorkStation's own Signal is not
transmitted back to that WorkStation for purposes of improv
ing audio clarity, but that the Summed Signal contains only
audio from other “participants”, which includes the Signal
from the recorded conference. The System may also main
tain a Summed audio Signal for all participants.
0739 From the foregoing, the following features and
advantages of a first embodiment the present invention are
shown:

erably given a unique identifier, for instance a Searchable
text label or letter, whereby a specific discussion event is
uniquely identified.
0748. A user interface is provided to invoke and name a
conference recording, and to invoke and operate the tag
interface, where implemented. Additional user interfaces are
implemented on the MCG for message notification; message
browsing, and invocation of message playback.
0749. It should be further noted that the conference
bridge is not sensitive as to the nature of the input Source.
Accordingly, by way of illustration but not limitation, input
can be by means of Security camera, VCR, or Substantially
any other video or audio Source, and So forth. Moreover, a
conference call can Specifically include a previously
recorded video file All these inputs can be recorded as they
are discussed. From this, and as previously discussed, it
follows that the System enables multiple Simultaneous
Source Sessions: e.g.: one or more recording Sessions and
one or more playback Sessions, and they are all completely
independent. Each is connected to the conference bridge,
and the user interfaces are available to one or more users

0740) 1. The “global view” of the sum of all user's
audio signals is used by the Video Conference appli
cation So as to capture all parts of the conversation.
0741. 2. For multi-point conferences, the “global
view” for both audio and video is readily obtained
from the conference bridge hardware in the follow
ing manner:
0742 A. Global view video is naturally produced
by the video mosaic box.
0743 B. Global view audio is provided by a
Special mix in the audio matrix mixer. This “glo
bal” mix is exactly the one used in ganging
distributed conference bridges. In other words, the
“global mix is the audio signal recorded. A Subset
of the global mix is Sent to each of the conference
users. This subset includes the global mix less the
user's own audio Signal. This is necessary in order
to preclude "echoing” and other adverse audio
effects.

0744. Each user is provided with a choice
between global view Video and a Selected close-up
view. This feature is enabled by the standard
MCG.

0745) 3. For point-to-point calls (i.e., a two-user
conference), a signal capturing global view is gen
erally not inherently available from within the hard
ware layer and is Synthetically created as described.
0746. In multi-party conferences, a conference bridge is
automatically allocated. Where a Single global viewpoint is
to be recorded, two-user calls mandate that a conference

bridge be allocated by the Video conference application. This
conference bridge is most efficiently used if it comes from
the same pool used for real-time multi-party conferences.
0747. In the case of protracted conference recordings it
may be desirable to “tag” points in time where certain
discussion events occurred. One embodiment of the present
invention contemplates the use of Such tags. Tags are pref

during the Video meeting.
0750. The Video Conference Recording application pre
viously discussed utilizes and implements the following
capabilities:

0751 1. Generic control protocol interface/API.
0752 2. A generic multi-platform audio-video recording/
playback utility referred to herein as the “mode control
GUI or “MCG.

0753. 3. Multi-session recording/playback capability.
0754 4. Analog audio-video input and output.
0755 5. A decoder co-allocated when an encoder is
allocated. This ensures that the decoder is always available
during the record Session for review.
0756 6. Variable capacity scaling to match the needs of
Supported applications, and hardware configurations.
0757. Moreover, the following capabilities may be
required or advantageous, depending on how wide-area calls
are handled, or where architecturally convenient.
0758 7. File transfer capability (pull model) among
AVSSS driven by specific file transfer requests made by
applications.
0759 8. Effective “loopback” at the AVSC of incoming
Video to outgoing video during record mode.
0760 9. A video editing capabilities. This capability may
be internally implemented as part of an applications pro
gram, or in the alternative, may be capable of invoking third
party Video and/or audio editors.
0761) 4.16.4 Video Documents
0762. The Video Documents application allows stored
Video files to be included in an on-line electronic document
Such as Word TM or FramemakerTM. This can be used for

many enterprise-wide applications including, but not neces
Sarily limited to: training, corporate memory, procedures,
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references, marketing, and So forth. There are also many
potential overlaps with the Intranet and Internet, as dis
cussed below.

0763) One embodiment of this feature of the present
invention is shown in FIG. 19. Having reference to that
figure, Substantially any archival Video are combinable with
text or documents. Moreover, the principles of the present
invention comprehend Video overlay graphics, which over
lay the Video, as well as a compendium of a plurality of
Video files which further include additional text or graphics,
standalone videos, and MIME attached video files. Accord

ingly, the Video document may bring up a Video window
alongside the document as viewed by the user, or overlaying
the document, which enables the user to play the video while
Viewing the document. Video can come from any previously
discussed Source. Videos in a Video document are sharable

during a conference call or by Video mail or messaging.
0764. An embodiment of the present invention contem
plates attaching the viewer to a message as a MIME or other
functional attachment. A given call may be expanded to
include other participants and other mechanisms to merge
the document into a running conference. In other words, by
the establishment of another concurrent Session. This is

more than simple video as it enables Synchronized graphics
either overlaying the Video or accompanying the Video.
0765. Of course, any such implementation which neces
sitates the interface with third-party Software raises Some
interoperability issues. Some of these issues include:
0766 The necessity, in some implementations, to make
available an additional document type for the Supported
package using MIME extensions.
0767 The workstation Conference client video window
and the MCG may be used for video delivery. However, in
Some applications of the principles of the present invention,
it may make more aesthetic Sense to include the Video
window and Some associated controls, e.g., the playback
control, in the document itself. One means of implementing
this feature would be as a graphics type within an anchored
frame.

0768. The necessity, in some implementations, to capture
both “video type' delete events and “entire document”
delete events so as to not fill the file system with unused
video files.

0769 The necessity, again, in some implementations, for
an automatic file transfer or user-warning mechanism to
ensure that Video files are transferred when the document is

transferred to a domain not served by the authoring AVSS.
0770. Each of these issues is, of course, highly applica
tion specific. The implementation of Specific Solutions
thereto is within the purview of those having ordinary skill
in the art, in light of the teachings herein enumerated.
0771. The system can support video document applica
tions either using conventional third-party document Sys
tems or document Systems enhanced to offer the ability to
obtain and or file copy events from the document System.
0772 The present invention can use word processing
GUIs and the MCG. Accordingly, additional user interfaces
are not required.

0773) The Video Documents application requires the
following capabilities:
0774 1. Generic control protocol interface/API.
0775 2. A generic multi-platform audio-video recording/

playback utility (similar to vfstool) referred to herein as the
“mode control GUI' or “MCG’.

0776 3. Multi-session recording/playback capability.
0777 4. Analog A/V I/O.
0778) 5. An AVSC decoder is co-allocated when an
encoder is allocated. This ensures that the decoder is always
available during the record Session for review.
0779) 6. Variable capacity scaling to match the needs of
Supported applications.
0780 7. File transfer capability (pull model) among
AVSSS driven by specific file transfer requests made by
applications.
0781) 8. Effective “loopback” at the AVSC of incoming
Video to outgoing video during record
0782. Additionally, the following feature is required to
include other video file Sources:

0783 9. The capability to accept and playback appropri
ate digital files from third parties as controlled by applica
tions.

0784 Finally, in a first embodiment of the present inven
tion, in order to Support Internet access, the following
feature is required:
0785) 10. The capability to transfer appropriate digital
files to third parties as controlled by applications.
0786 12. A video editing capabilities. This capability
may be internally implemented as part of an applications
program, or in the alternative, may be capable of invoking
third party Video and/or audio editors.
0787 4.16.5 General Purpose Video Storage
0788. In many cases there are needs for less Sophisticated
"raw video Storage capabilities reachable from WorkSta
tions over the video distribution network. These "raw needs

amount to the functionality of a network-accessible VCR or
Writable laserdisk with its information organized according
to file system conventions. Sources for the stored video
content may be, for example, clips from broadcast news
programs, copies of camcorder footage, captured Segments
from videotapes, video files transferred from the CDs, DVD,
or the Internet. Although user WorkStations are likely
involved with the acquisition, capture, or transfer of Such

Video information (via auxiliary audio/video input jacks at
the desktop workstation, file transfer actions, etc.), in gen

eral the genesis of this class of Video is in contrast Video
captured from Video calls, Video conferences, message
authoring, or Video document authoring. Further, the Storage
of this class of “raw' video information would not support
Supplementing the Video with any annotations, text, shared
graphics, etc.
0789 Current trends in computing lead users to treat such
“raw' video clips as any other file in their networked
computing environment, freely copying individual copies of
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large Video files and Storing them on local disk or in Standard
data-network file Servers. Such an approach has Several
disadvantages:
0790 such video only available at workstations with
decoding capabilities for the needed Video protocol
and file format

0791 data networks and standard data file systems
get heavily loaded given even a modest amount of
Video usage
0792 large numbers of private copies of large video
files load local disks and file servers even further by
huge multiples.
0793. It is obvious to one skilled in the art that the current
invention easily addresses these shortcomings by offering:
0794 centralized shared encoding, decoding, and
transcoding
0795 moving video over appropriate video-engi
neered networks rather than data networks

0796 sharing of a small number (one to a few) of
these large-size files acroSS the entire community of

users who need access to the file

0797 still permitting file-transfer and digital stream
ing where required or desired.
0798 To do this, the video file formats used must match
those Supported by the AVSS.
0799. By appropriately designing the inventions han
dling of this class of Video information, the Video informa
tion can be freely exchanged with other types of applica
tions. For example, Subject to file permissions, video
information can be exchanged between “raw' video clips of
the general purpose video Storage application and other
AVSS applications:
0800 a “raw' video clip can be incorporated into a
Videomail message, Video document, Video publish
ing applications, Video Web pages, etc.
0801) a “raw” video clip can be viewed within a
Video call or conference

0802 any video captured within a recorded video
call, recorded Video conference, Video message, or
other networked Video applications could be cap
tured as a “raw' video clip.
0803. In some situations such exchange of video infor
mation between applications would involve an entire unal
tered video file. The actual methods for the exchange for this
case can be accomplished in at least one of two ways:
0804 creating a new application-owner of the exist
ing file
0805 playing back the file as rendered video which
is then re-recorded, possibly during viewing, by
another networked video application Other methods
are also possible for one skilled in the art.
0806. In other situations, only segments of an original
Video file are to be transferred between applications, or other
edits of the original video file may be required. For these
cases, the actual methods for the eXchange could include at
least one of the two following ways:

0807 use of a video file editor on the existing file to
create a new (edited) file, and assigning the appro
priate application-owner to this new file
0808 playing back the file as rendered video and,
during viewing, re-record Selected Segments by
means of another networked Video application.
0809. Other methods are also possible for one skilled in
the art.

0810) The General Purpose Video Storage application
requires, in most implementations, the following capabili
ties:

0811 1. Generic control protocol interface/API.
0812. 2. A generic multi-platform audio-video recording/
playback utility (similar to vfstool) referred to herein as the
“mode control GUI' or “MCG’.

0813 3. Multi-session recording/playback capability.
0814. 4. Analog A/V I/O.
0815 5. An AVSC decoder is co-allocated when an
encoder is allocated. This ensures that the decoder is always
available during the record Session for review.
0816 6. Variable capacity scaling to match the needs of
Supported applications.
0817 7. File transfer capability (pull model) among
AVSSS driven by Specific file transfer requests made by
applications.
0818 8. Effective “loopback” at the AVSC of incoming
Video to outgoing video during record
0819 9. The capability to accept and playback appropri
ate digital files from third parties as controlled by applica
tions.

0820 10. The capability to transfer appropriate digital
files to third parties as controlled by applications.
0821) 12. A video editing capabilities. This capability
may be internally implemented as part of an applications
program, or in the alternative, may be capable of invoking
third party Video and/or audio editors.
0822. In some limited domain cases, only features 1-8
may be required.
0823) 4.16.6 Intranet Video Storage Utility
0824 Intranet refers to the use of Internet utilities, such
as web pages, web browsers and web sites, as a means for
distributing enterprise-internal information. In that web page
authoring tools commonly accept MIME attachments,
clearly the AVSS video MIME attachment service primitive
can be used in a web page within an enterprise outfitted with
the invention. As shown in FIGS. 3 and 4, the AVSS can

readily be connected with the Internet to facilitate the use of
its capabilities with web pages and other Internet utilities.
0825. Use of the AVSS video MIME attachment allows
not only the attachment of Video clips to arbitrary intranet
web pages but also any other features that could be included
in the MIME attachments, such as synchronized shareboard

sessions, discussed later). Further, as any AVSS video file or
AVSS MIME attachment can, Subject to permissions, be
transferred easily from AVSS-application to AVSS-applica
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in the art via means other than the AVSS MIME attachment.

their respective evolutions at each desktop WorkStation
demands costly computing power, applications Software,
dedicated hardware, and administration; in many enter
prises, this is completely intractable.
0842) As shown in FIGS. 3 and 4, the AVSS can readily
be connected with the Internet. With this connectivity, the
AVSS can be used as a gateway for incoming Internet Video

0827. The Intranet Video Storage application enables raw

Streams (which it can read into and thus convert into a file)

tion, the intranet can Serve as another useful enterprise
internal Video publishing method.
0826. It should be noted that other types of AVSS-based
Video applications could be written to Serve as web page
building blocks by those skilled in the art. Thus, the AVSS
advantages described above can be obtained by those skilled
audio-video files as well as Video documents be stored,

Searched, and accessed within the enterprise, in accordance
with Intranet browser interfaces and other conventions.

0828 The General Purpose Video Storage application
requires, in most implementations thereof, the following
capabilities:
0829. 1. Generic control protocol interface/API.
0830) 2. A generic multi-platform audio-video recording/

playback utility (similar to Vfstool) referred to herein as the
“mode control GUI' or “MCG’.

0831 3. Multi-session recording/playback capability.
0832 4. Analog A/V I/O.
0833) 5. An AVSC decoder is co-allocated when an
encoder is allocated. This ensures that the decoder is always
available during the record Session for review.
0834 6. Variable capacity scaling to match the needs of
Supported applications.
0835 7. File transfer capability (pull model) among
AVSSS driven by specific file transfer requests made by
applications.
0836 8. Effective “loopback” at the AVSC of incoming
Video to outgoing video during record
0837 9. The capability to accept and playback appropri
ate digital files from third parties as controlled by applica
tions.

0838 12. A video editing capabilities. This capability
may be internally implemented as part of an applications
program, or in the alternative, may be capable of invoking
third party Video and/or audio editors.
0839. In some limited domain cases, only features 1-8
may be required.
0840 4.16.7 Internet Gateway
0841 Current trends in desktop computing technology,
networking, and Internet usage has just started the emer
gence of Video files and Streaming over the Internet. These
few early Video exchanges are essentially all low resolution
and usually low frame-rate, hence the resulting impact on
limited Internet bandwidth, limited corporate network band
width, and limited enterprise file System space has been
noticeable but manageable. AS Video rapidly increases in
importance to business, limited Internet bandwidth, limited
corporate network bandwidth, and limited enterprise file
System Space will be immediately taxed. Also to be noted is
that increasing busineSS use of Video will demand increasing
resolution and frame-rate, ballooning the bandwidth and file
Size requirement for each Second of Video information.
Finally, current trends continue to encourage a plethora of
Video Standards and protocols, to Support all of them and

as well as a proxy-Server for incoming Video file transfers
from the Internet. Once these resulting video files are in the

AVSS, perhaps initially captured as "raw" video (as
described earlier), they then can be viewed at user worksta

tions or used in other AVSS applications. The AVSS can
provide any transcoding operations that may be needed. This
approach permits, at no appreciable additional cost, an
enterprise outfitted with the invention to pull in large
amounts of video information from the Internet, store it

economically, and make it available to any user with a
workstation fitted with the invention's low-cost audio-video

networking hardware and Software.
0843. The AVSS can also be used as a repository for
Video files accessed outside the enterprise via the Internet.
The Simplest implementation of this nature would simply
make "raw' video files available on the network. This could

be extended to include annotation animations, generated for
example by shareboard or a similar data-Sharing application;
Such annotation animations could in fact be available Stand

alone or temporally Synchronized to audio, Video, or audio

video material. Software viewers and players (with soft
ware-only video decoding, for example) could be created as
application Software for use with, or incorporation into,
Internet browsers. The software viewers and players can be
implemented and deployed in various ways in a manner
readily understood by those skilled in the art, for example:
0844 an applet downloaded from the server over the
Internet

0845 a full application downloaded from the server
over the Internet, Said application Such that it can be
installed on the Internet-user's personal computer
0846 a stand-alone application product bought and
Sold in the marketplace
0847. It is noted that all of the above functionality could
further be extended in scope to include the capability of
handling the full AVSS MIME attachments.
0848 The Internet Gateway application implements at
least one of the following functions: the reception of incom
ing audio-video information from the internet, and the
making of internal audio-video information digitally acces
sible to third parties on the Internet.
0849 Implementation of a first embodiment of this part
of the present invention requires the following AVSS fea
tureS:

0850) 8. Effective “loopback” at the AVSC of incoming
Video to outgoing video during record
0851 9. The capability to accept and playback
appropriate digital files from third parties as con
trolled by applications.
0852. 12. A video editing capabilities. This capability
may be internally implemented as part of an applications
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program, or in the alternative, may be capable of invoking
third party Video and/or audio editors.
0853. Where a remote user is outside the enterprise, the
principles of the present contemplate the utilization of
third-party browsers including, but Specifically not limited
to Netscape, Microsoft Internet Explorer, and/or FTP.
0854 Embodiments of the Internet Gateway application
would typically require the following capabilities:
0855 1. Generic control protocol interface/API.
0856 2. A generic multi-platform audio-video recording/

playback utility (similar to Vfstool) referred to herein as the
“mode control GUI' or “MCG’.

0857 3. Multi-session recording/playback capability.
0858) 4. Analog A/V I/O.
0859) 5. An AVSC decoder is co-allocated when an
encoder is allocated. This ensures that the decoder is always
available during the record Session for review.
0860 6. Variable capacity scaling to match the needs of
Supported applications.
0861) 7. File transfer capability (pull model) among
AVSSS driven by specific file transfer requests made by
applications.
0862 8. Effective “loopback” at the AVSC of incoming
Video to outgoing video during record
0863. Additionally, at least one, and in some implemen
tations both, of the following capabilities are required by
Some embodiments:

0864 9. The capability to accept and playback appropri
ate digital files from third parties as controlled by applica
tions.

0865. 10. The capability to transfer appropriate digital
files to third parties as controlled by applications.
0866 12. A video editing capabilities. This capability
may be internally implemented as part of an applications
program, or in the alternative, may be capable of invoking
third party Video and/or audio editors.
0867 4.16.8 Video Publishing
0868 Video publishing is accomplished by a user posting
video on the AVSS for viewing within the desktop collabo
ration System or throughout the Standard data-based Internet/
Intranet.

0869. Desktops (analog or digital) can access stored
video documents, either over the LAN, the WAN, or the

Internet. They can also be made available to CMW users, as
well as outside WorkStations which have reduced graphics
capability. Video publishing enables the publishing of the
documents to the outside world, as well as the importing,
from the outside world, of additional material, again includ
ing text, graphics, audio, Video or multimedia files. This
latter feature comprehends the import and export of a
number of disparate Video and other formats including, but
specifically not limited to, MPEG1-7, Motion JPEG, Video
for Windows, Quicktime, DVI, recorded H.320, wavelets,

and wavelet-compressed fractals.

0870. The implementation of video publishing on the
AVSS comprehends a transcoding methodology embodied
as hardware, Software or firmware to enable the transcoding
among the Several formats required, thereby making the
Video files Substantially format transparent to the receiver
thereof. Any user with a WorkStation and permissions from
the System administrator can accordingly publish documents
to any user on the net or any other perSon outside the net who
has access to the files. This enables high quality Video
publishing from analog equipment without the expense of
implementing digital equipment.
0871. At some point, it becomes cost-prohibitive to main
tain all the Video files ever created by an enterprise on rapid
online Storage, Such as magnetic or magneto-optical hard
drives. At Some point long term or mass Storage must be
implemented for outdated or Seldom-accessed Video files.
The present invention contemplates the inclusion therein of
an automated routine which determines the relative time

importance of files and either moves them to and from one
or more types of long term Storage device, including mass
Storage, magnetic tape, or other long term Storage technol
ogy well known to those having ordinary skill in the art, or
which deletes the files from the system. This algorithm
either presents the user with the option of archiving her
Video files, or does So automatically. This may be done by
user Script from the System Administrator, or other archival
Storage technology well known to those having ordinary
skill in the art.

0872) 4.17 Multimedia Applications
0873. The present invention enables the establishment of
real time data sharing Sessions between two WorkStations
using shareboard or other Synchronized data sharing tech
nologies. The implementation of Shareboard enables a given
application to be invokable on each WorkStation involved in
the Video conference, Video mail or other application taught
herein. Any user having permission to access the file may
then import onto his Screen, as another window, a copy of
the application onto that Screen. Independent Scrolling of
each Screen is enabled. On top of this application in the
window the users may then independently point, draw, type
text, and perform other graphics functions by means of
graphics overlay files. The user can further grab other file
programs and So forth and draw them into the conference
window. Further, the users may independently telepoint the
items on one or more of these applications. Each of these
shareboard features are further explained in the incorporated
reference.

0874. The present invention enables the shareboard fea
tures previously discussed to be extended to the use of Stored
applications. This enables a user to Simultaneously narrated
and telepoint, for instance point into the Subject of interest
and using language like “this one here and that one over
there'. Accordingly, it will be appreciated that what is
required is minimally the user's voice being Synchronized
with the actions of the pointer. The present invention not
only enables this feature in real time, but further enables that
this Synchronized speech and graphics capability is Storable
and retrievable Such that when the stored file is invoked the

data, Speech, and graphics Synchronization remains accu
rate. This enables the file to be recorded, stored, and sent to

another user as Video mail, as an input in response to an
answering System greeting, as a document, or Substantially
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in any other file format taught or made obvious by the
teachings of the present inventions. It should be noted that
this Storage includes underline bitmaps of any application So
invoked.

0875. The shareboard reference, fully discussed in the
incorporated reference, is used in a first embodiment of the
present invention. This provides for a uniform user interface.
AS shareboard is an intricate feature of the Video conference

methodologies taught herein, the extension of its features to
the other applications taught herein enables like functional
ity without the implementation of additional recording tools
or user interfaces. In a very real Sense the utilization of
shareboard not only means that a user must learn only one
interface, usable in real time or otherwise, but it also helps
with the users ideation that he is enabled, by the principles
of the present invention, to share data across the Several
applications forming the application Suite herein. The com
bination of multimedia Synchronization, previously dis
cussed, combined with shareboard functionality Solves a
number of compatibility, data reuse, and user interface
problems. Moreover, the user shareboard in operative com
bination with the multimedia Synchronization previously
discussed enables the implementation of the principles of the
present invention utilizing very specific data Storage formats
as well as the Sharing of bitmaps.
0876. A slightly more general case in the use of share
board is application sharing. When an application is invoked
and a plurality of conference users can Simultaneously
utilize it, for instance each entering data in a single shared
Spreadsheet program. The present invention is no longer
operating with only a Snapshot of a bitmap image, but rather
is actually working in the process of the application and the
Several users are simultaneously changing files together.
0877) 4.17.1 Multimedia Mail
0878 The Multimedia Mail application adds synchro
nized datashare, e.g., Synchronized-Shareboard/T120
recording, Storage, browsing, and playback capabilities to
the Video Mail application described in the previous section.
0879 This inclusion of this feature provides significant
value in that mail messages can now include the Same media
options as real-time desktop Video conferencing. Thus a user
can telepoint to one number in a spreadsheet, and then circle
another number in the spreadsheet, as she first Smiles and
then says “How on earth could this number be half of this
number?” and the entire cross-media message gets captured
and conveyed as it would have been in a live desktop Video
conference, including all the Subtle communications
included by gesture, tone of Voice, body language, and So
forth.

0880. The full content of other multimedia storage appli
cations with Synchronized datashare, e.g., Synchronized
Shareboard T. 120 recording and playback capabilities. Thus
a user can forward a multimedia answering application
message, multimedia conference recording, and So forth
with other authors or authoring venues in multimedia mail or
other multimedia application taught herein. This application
requires a new AVSS feature:
0881. 11. Synchronized datashare, e.g., synchronized
shareboard/T120 recording, Storage, browsing, and play
back. This event list information is best Stored in a Separate

file from the MPEGA/V file; the pair of this event list and
the MPEGA/V file could be called a “multi-media meta
file.”

0882) 4.17.2 Multimedia Answering System
0883. The Multimedia Answering application adds syn
chronized datashare, e.g., Synchronized-Shareboard/T120
recording, Storage, browsing, and playback capabilities to
the Video Answering application described in the previous
Section.

0884) Utilization of this feature provides significant value
in that a user can leave a more complete message in
comparatively very little time should the call recipient
themselves or the necessary connectivity not be available at
the time a call attempt is made. This is because all relevant
graphic Overlay can be included in either the recipient's
greeting or the caller's message.
0885. Again, this application, like all other multimedia
applications discussed herein utilizes the previously dis
cussed feature 11.

0886 4.17.3 Multimedia Conference Recording
0887. The Multimedia Conference Recording application
adds Synchronized datashare, e.g., Synchronized-Share
board/T120 recording, Storage, browsing, and playback
capabilities feature 11 to the Video Conference Recording
application described in the previous Section. This ensures
that all transactions Spanning the full spectrum of media
used in desktop teleconferences of two or more participants
can be captured for later review.
0888) 4.17.4 Multimedia Documents
0889. The Multimedia Documents application adds syn
chronized datashare, e.g., Synchronized-Shareboard/T120
recording, Storage, browsing, and playback capabilities of
feature 11 to the Video documents application described in
the previous Section. This ensures that procedural descrip
tions leveraging Video can also include Synchronized tele
pointing and annotation. This is extraordinarily valuable in
on-line training and reference material applications.
0890) 4.17.5 General Purpose Multimedia Storage
0891. The General Purpose Multimedia Storage applica
tion adds Synchronized datashare, e.g., Synchronized-Share
board/T120 recording, Storage, browsing, and playback
capabilities feature 11 to the General Purpose Video Storage
application described in the previous Section. The advan
tages presented by Such an implementation mirror those
discussed above in the section entitled “Multimedia Docu
ments.

0892 4.17.6 Intranet Multimedia Storage Utility
0893. The Intranet Multimedia Storage application adds
Synchronized datashare, e.g., Synchronized-Shareboard/
T120 recording, Storage, browsing, and playback capabili
ties of feature 11 to the Intranet Video Storage application
described in the previous Section. Again, the advantages
presented thereby are similar to those discussed above in the
Section entitled “Multimedia Documents'.

0894. The principles of the present invention have been
discussed herein with reference to certain embodiments

thereof. Study of the principles disclosed herein will render
obvious to those having ordinary skill in the art certain
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modifications thereto. The principles of the present inven
tion Specifically contemplate all Such modifications. The
present invention may be practiced without any element
disclosed herein.

1. A networked multimedia System comprising:

A) a plurality of workStations, each including
i) Video and audio reproduction capabilities, and
ii) Video and audio capture capabilities;
B) at least one converter configured to
i) convert audio/video signals,
(a) originating at any one of the workStations,
(b) into a form Suitable for storage;
C) at least one Storage CELL configured to
i) store,
(a) the converted audio/video signals
for later retrieval; and

D) at least one signal path,
i) interconnecting
(a) the workstations, the converter(s) and the storage
cell(s), wherein System is configured to
i) store converted signals,
(a) onto the storage cell,
(b) Such that the stored converted Signals
can later be retrieved
i. under direction of one or more of the WorkSta
tions:

2. A networked multimedia System comprising:

A) a plurality of workStations, each including
i) Video and audio reproduction capabilities, and
(a) Video and audio capture capabilities;
B) at least one converter configured to
i) convert audio/video signals,
(a) originating at any one of the workStations,
ii) into a form Suitable for Storage;
C) at least one Storage CELL including
i) at least one storage CELL,
ii) each storage CELL being configured to
(a) Store,
for later retrieval,

Signals i, converted by at least one of the convert
ers, and

(b) facilitate transfer
of previously stored audio/video Signals
to another Storage CELL
whether included in that or another storage CELL
System; and

D) at least one signal path,
i) interconnecting
(a) the workstations, the converters and the storage
CELLS, wherein the System is configured

ii) to co-operate with the storage CELL
iii) to manage
the Storage and
transfer,

i. of the converted audio/video signals,
ii. among Storage CELLS.
3. A networked multimedia System comprising:

A) a plurality of workStations, each including
i) Video and audio reproduction capabilities, and
ii) Video and audio capture capabilities;
B) at least one storage server
i) the storage server including
(a) at least one storage CELL having
at least one Storage disk,
a storage disk controller i. associated with each
disk, and
at least one converter, and

(b) a storage CELL manager (AVSM), and
ii) configured to
(a) store,
for later retrieval,

audio/video signals

converted by the converter(s); and
C) at least one signal path,
i) interconnecting,
(a) the workstations and the Storage server,
wherein the networked multimedia System is config
ured to

ii) Store the converted audio/video signals by
(a) Selecting any one of the group consisting of disks,
disk controllers, converters, Storage CELLS and Stor
age CELL managers (AVSM), according to the fol
lowing approach:
if a first converter
i. of a first CELL

ii. has reached its capacity or bandwidth limit,
iii. then a second converter, of the first CELL, is
Selected;
if a first disk controller
i. of the first CELL

ii. has reached its capacity or bandwidth limit
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iii. then a second disk controller of the first CELL

is Selected;
if a first disk,
i. associated with a first of the disk controllers

ii. has reached its capacity or bandwidth limit,
iii. then a Second disk associated with the first disk

controller is Selected;

if the first storage CELL
i. associated with a first Storage CELL manager

(AVSM)
ii. has reached its capacity or bandwidth limit,
iii. then a Second Storage CELL associated with

the first storage CELL manager (AVSM) is
Selected; and

if the first storage CELL manager (AVSM) has
reached its capacity,
i. then a Second storage Server, is Selected, and

(b) storing the converted signals using each of the
Selected ones of the group.
4. A networked multimedia System comprising:

A) a plurality of workStations, each including
i) video and audio reproduction capabilities, and
ii) Video and audio capture capabilities;
B) at least one converter arranged to
i) convert audio and/or video information,
(a) originating at a workStation,
(b) into a form Suitable for storage;
C) a least one storage CELL, each including
i) at least one storage disk
(a) configured to receive and Store,
for later retrieval, the converted audio/video Sig
nals,

D) at least one storage CELL manager (AVSM); and
E) at least one signal path,
i) interconnecting
(a) the workStations, the converter and the storage
CELLs,

wherein the System is configured to perform any one of
the group of functions consisting of

ii) transferring
(a) the Stored converted signals
(b) between any two storage disks of any storage
CELL;

iii) transferring
(a) the Stored converted signals
(b) between any two storage CELLS,

under control of a Single Storage CELL manager

(AVSM); and
iv) transferring
(a) the Stored converted signals
(b) between any two storage CELLs
respectively under control of different CELL man

agers (AVSM).

5. The networked multimedia system of any one of claims
1, 3, or 4 wherein

A) the System is configured to
i) facilitate transfer
(a) of converted audio/video signals
(b) previously stored by a first storage CELL
(c) to another storage CELL
6. The networked multimedia system of any one of claims
1 to 4, wherein

A) the converter is at least one of
i) a transcoder, an encoder and a combination encoder/
transcoder.

7. The networked multimedia system of any one of claims
1 to 4, wherein

A) retrieved signals can
i) result in audio/video reproduction
ii) at one or more of the workStations.

8. The networked multimedia system of any one of claims

1 to 4, wherein

A) the converted signals are Stored
i) in at least one file, which can be accessed by
(a) more than one workStation at the same time
and/or

(b) more than one application type.
9. The networked multimedia system of claims 8, wherein

A) multiple copies of each Such file can exist.
10. The networked multimedia system of claim 9 further
comprising:

A) a storage server defined by at least the following
i) at least one of the Storage CELLS,
ii) at least one of the converters and
iii) at least one controller configured to do at least one
of the group of

(a) determine whether signal conversion is to occur;
(b) if the System comprises more than one converter,
determine which of a plurality of converters will
accomplish the conversion;

(c) if the System comprises more than one storage
CELL,

determine which of the storage cells will store the
converted Signals,

(d) control the Subsequent retrieval of the stored
Signals, and
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(e) determine which copy of the file is accessed for
retrieval.

11. The networked multimedia system of claim 10,
wherein

A) the storage server
i) is physically distributed or decentralized across the
System.

12. The networked multimedia System according to claim
8, wherein the System is further configured to

A) generate a sequence of graphics rendering events
i) associated with computer generated images and/or
overlay graphics at a WorkStation, and

B) save the generated Sequence.
13. The networked multimedia System according to claim
12, wherein

A) the generated Sequence of graphics rendering events
i) can be played back to render computer generated
images and/or overlay graphics

(a) at a workStation,
(b) together with a workstation-user related audio
and video

(c) in a determinable temporal relationship, and
B) the system can
i) save the event Sequence
(a) related to the displayed computer generated and/
or overlay graphics images and/or the audio and
video

ii) Such that the event Sequence can later be reproduced
(a) at a workStation
(b) in the determined temporal relationship.
14. The networked multimedia System according to claim
13, wherein

A) the at least one file includes
i) the saved sequence of graphics rendering events.
15. The networked multimedia System according to claim
6, further comprising:

A) at least one decoder, configured to
i) decode signals retrieved from Storage.
16. The networked multimedia system of claims 8,
wherein

A) the file is a metafile including
i) at least one of the group of an audio-video file, audio

only file, Video only file, a graphics event file, a
window event file, an application Startup event file,
a bit map file, a postScript file, a graphics file, a
Synchronization file and a text file.
17. The networked multimedia system of claim 16,

wherein the metafile further includes

i) at least one pointer referencing
(a) a predetermined file or group of files
on one or more of the Storage CELLS

18. A method of using a networked multimedia system
comprising the Steps of:

A) capturing audio and Video at
i) one or more workStations, each including
(a) Video and audio reproduction capabilities, and
(b) Video and audio capture capabilities;
B) converting the captured audio/video signals,
(a) into a form Suitable for Storage;
C) storing,
(a) the converted audio/video signals
(b) within a storage CELL,
(c) Such that the Stored converted signals
can later be retrieved
i. under direction of one or more of the WorkSta
tions.

19. A method of using a networked multimedia system
comprising the Steps of:

A) capturing audio and Video at
i) one or more workStations, each including
(a) Video and audio reproduction capabilities, and
(b) Video and audio capture capabilities;
B) converting captured audio/video signals,
i) into a form Suitable for Storage
ii) by using at least one converter;
C) storing
i) for later retrieval,
(a) Signals
(b) converted by at least one of the converters,
ii) onto at least one storage CELL,
D) transferring
i) previously stored audio/video signals
(a) to another storage CELL+
whether included in that or another storage CELL;

E) managing
i) the storage and
ii) transfer,
(a) of the audio/video converted Signals,
(b) among Storage CELLS.
20. A method of using a networked multimedia System
comprising:

A) capturing audio and Video at
i) one or more workStations, each including
(a) Video and audio reproduction capabilities, and
(b) Video and audio capture capabilities;
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B) converting the captured audio and video
i) into a form Suitable for Storage;
C) storing
i) for later retrieval,
ii) the converted audio/video signals
iii) by using
(a) at least one storage CELL having
at least one Storage disk,
a storage disk controller i. associated with each
disk, and
at least one converter; and

(b) a storage CELL manager (AVSM); and
D) storing the converted audio/video signals,
i) by Selecting any one of the group consisting of disks,
disk controllers, converters, Storage CELLS and Stor
age CELL managers (AVSM), according to the fol
lowing approach:

(a) if a first converter
of a first CELL

has reached its capacity or bandwidth limit,
then a second converter, of the first CELL, is
Selected;

(b) if a first disk controller
of the first CELL

has reached its capacity or bandwidth limit
then a second disk controller of the first CELL is

Selected;

(c) if a first disk,
associated with a first of the disk controllers

has reached its capacity or bandwidth limit,
then a Second disk associated with the first disk

controller is Selected;

(d) if the first storage CELL
asSociated with a first Storage CELL manager

(AVSM)
has reached its capacity or bandwidth limit,
then a Second storage CELL associated with the first

storage CELL manager (AVSM) is selected; and
(e) if the first storage CELL manager (AVSM) has
reached its capacity,
then a Second Storage Server, is Selected, and

ii) Storing the converted Signals using each of the Selected
ones of the group.

21. A method of using a networked multimedia System
comprising the Steps of:

A) capturing audio and Video at
i) one or more workStations, each including
(a) Video and audio reproduction capabilities, and
(b) Video and audio capture capabilities;
B) converting captured audio and/or video,
i) into a form Suitable for Storage;
C) providing a least one storage CELL, each including
i) at least one storage disk
(a) configured to receive and Store,
for later retrieval,

the converted audio/video signals,

D) providing at least one storage CELL manager
(AVSM); and
E) performing any one of the group of transferring
functions consisting of:

i) transferring
(a) the Stored converted signals
(b) between any two storage disks of any storage
CELL;

ii) transferring
(a) the Stored converted signals
(b) between any two storage CELLS,
under control of a Single Storage CELL manager

(AVSM); and
iii) transferring
(a) the Stored converted signals
(b) between any two storage CELLs
respectively under control of different Storage

CELL managers (AVSM).
22. The method of any one of claims 19, 21 or 22 further
comprising the Step of:

A) transferring
i) the stored audio/video signals
ii) to another Storage CELL.
23. The method of any one of claims 19 to 22, further
comprising the Step of:

A) reproducing
i) audio and/or video
ii) at one or more of the workStations
iii) based on the retrieved signals.
24. The method of any one of claims 19 to 22, wherein

A) converted signals are stored
i) in at least one file, which can be accessed by
(a) more than one workStation at the same time
and/or

(b) more than one application type.
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25. The method of claim 24, wherein

A) multiple copies of each Such file can exist.
26. The method of claim 24, further comprising the steps
of:

A) generating a Sequence of graphics rendering events
i) associated with computer generated images and/or
overlay graphics at a WorkStation, and

B) Saving the generated Sequence.
27. The method of claim 26, wherein

A) the generated Sequence of graphics rendering events
i) can be played back to render computer generated
images and/or overlay graphics

(a) at a workStation,
(b) together with a workStation user related audio
and video

(c) in a determinable temporal relationship
the method comprising the Step of:

ii) Saving the event Sequence
(a) related to the displayed computer generated and/

D) at least one signal path,
i) interconnecting
(a) the workstations, the converter(s) and the storage
CELL(s); and
E) at least one pointer referencing
i) a predetermined file or group of files,
(a) on one or more of the Storage CELLS,
ii) wherein the System is configured to transmit,
(a) at least the pointer
(b) to a receiving application program
iii) render the contents
(a) of the file or group of files
(b) at a workStation
(c) by retrieving data
from the file or group of files
31. The networked multimedia system of claim 30,
wherein

A) the pointer file
i) has at least one function Selected from the group

or overlay graphics images and/or the audio and

consisting of

video

(a) identifying a data file,
(b) identifying at least one storage CELL on which

(b) Such that the event Sequence can later be repro
duced
at a WorkStation

in the determined temporal relationship.
28. The method of claim 27, wherein

A) the at least one file includes
i) the saved sequence of graphics rendering events.
29. The method of claim 25, further comprising the step
of:

the data file is Stored,

(c) identifying a media type of the data file,
(d) providing access authorization to the data file,
(e) providing a natural-language title of the data file,
(f) providing a natural-language description of the
data file,

(g) identifying a creator of the data file, and
(h) noting a time of creation of the data file.

A) decoding Signals retrieved from Storage.

32. A networked multimedia System comprising:

30. A networked multimedia System comprising:

A) a plurality of workStations, each including
i) Video and audio reproduction capabilities, and
ii) Video and audio capture capabilities;
B) at least one signal converter configured to
i) convert audio and/or Video information
(a) originating at a workStation,
(b) into a form Suitable for storage
C) at least one storage CELL configured to
i) store,
(a) audio and Video information

A) a plurality of workStations, each including
i) Video and audio reproduction capabilities, and
ii) Video and audio capture capabilities;
B) at least one signal converter configured to
i) convert audio and/or video information
(a) originating at a workStation,
(b) into a form Suitable for storage
C) at least one Storage CELL configured to
i) store,
(a) audio and Video information
captured at a WorkStation

(b) as at least one file,
for later retrieval;

captured at a WorkStation

(b) as at least one file,
for later retrieval;

D) at least one signal path,
i) interconnecting the workstations, the converter(s)
and the storage CELL(S),
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E) a viewer configured to enable a workStation user to do
at least one of

i) setting up connections and Sessions;
ii) preparing files for viewing, and
iii) providing a viewer interface for the user to access

and manipulate files.
33. The system of claim 32, wherein

A) the viewer is
i) invoked as a standard Video call, and
ii) is capable of being merged with at least one of
(a) Video calls, video conferences, video messages,
multimedia calls, multimedia conferences, and

multimedia messages.
34. The system of claim 33, wherein

A) the viewer is implemented as a process primitive.
35. The system of claim 33 wherein

A) the viewer includes a plurality of viewers,
the System further comprising

B) a browser for selecting at least one of the plurality of
Viewers.

36. A networked multimedia System comprising:

A) a plurality of workStations, each including
i) video and audio reproduction capabilities, and
ii) Video and audio capture capabilities;
B) at least one signal converter configured to
i) convert audio and/or video information
(a) originating at a workStation,
(b) into a form Suitable for storage
C) at least one Storage CELL configured to
i) store,
(a) converted audio and video information
captured at a WorkStation

(b) as at least one file,
for later retrieval;

D) at least one signal path,
i) interconnecting
(a) the workStations, the converter and the storage
CELL(s);
E) at least one Stored-video application program
i) on at least one of
(a) the Storage CELL
(b) a workStation; and
F) at least one process primitive
i) that can be shared
ii) across at least two of
(a) the Stored-video application programs.

37. The networked multimedia system of claim 36,
wherein

A) at least one of the Stored-video application programs
i) is one from the group consisting of:
(a) Videoconference recording, Video mail; video

answering System; video documents, and Video
publishing.
38. The networked multimedia system of claim 37,

wherein

A) the process primitive
i) is one from the group consisting of:
(a) viewer; browser; MIME attachment; an annota
tion authoring tool; and Video editor.
39. The networked multimedia system of claim 38,

wherein

A) the System is further configured to
i) share
(a) at least one data primitive
(b) across at least two of
the plurality of Stored-video application programs.
40. The networked multimedia system of claim 39,
wherein

A) the data primitive
i) is from the group consisting of
(a) a video file, a graphics event file, and a metafile.
41. The networked multimedia system of claim 40,
wherein

A) the metafile includes at least one of the group of
i) an audio-video file, audio only file, Video only file, a

graphics event file, a window event file, an applica
tion startup event file, a bit map file, a postScript file,
a graphics file, a Synchronization file, and a text file.
42. The networked multimedia system of claim 41,

wherein

A) the metafile includes
i) an associated pointer file
B) to define an omnifile.
43. The networked multimedia system of claim 39,
wherein

A) the System is configured to
i) invoke of at least one of the process primitives and
the data primitives as

(a) an attachment to the file,
(b) the attachment being acceptable by third parties

according to a Standard data interchange protocol.
44. The system of claim 43 wherein

A) the standard data interchange protocol
i) is a MIME protocol, and
B) the attachment
i) is a MIME attachment.

